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The object of this dissertation is to develop a 
decomposition theory for a particular kind of ring of 
operators on a Hilbert ,space, and to investigate the relation­
ships between the ring, the Hilbert space, and the 
decomposition. This study has grown out of several previous • 
theories of the same kind which were developed to treat the 
same problem. However, ithe development which is given 
here overcomes some of the main disadvantages of these 
previous theories, while preserving most of their important 
features.
The first chapter introduces the terminology and states 
the results from the theory of Banach symmetric rings and 
their representations, in the exact form which is to be used 
in this work. Most of this material is known and can be 
found in the references given in the bibliography, so that 
the proofs, with a few exceptions, are omitted.
In Chapter II, a study is made of a special kind of 
commutative ring E of operators on a Hilbert space ^ , which 
is called a diagonal ring in this work. The topological 
structure of the maximal ideal space M of E is 
investigated, and it is shown how the invariant subspaces for 
the commutant E1 of E are related to M. For the case 
where f t is cyclic for E', the cyclic subspaces for E
iv
are also studied. It is shown that a special class of 
linear functionals on E comes about from a particular type 
of integral representation on its maximal ideal, space M.
This integral representation is used to relate the vectors 
of # to the structure of the cyclic subspaces for E which 
they generate.
Chapter III, which contains the main part of this work, 
sets up a direct integral decomposition of a Hilbert space 
over the maximal ideal space M of a diagonal ring E whose 
commutant has a cyclic vector. This direct integral comes 
about from a particular kind of structural system related to
i
the space and ring, which is called a canonical decomposition 
system. It is then shown that the operators of E' and E 
decompose in a special way in this direct integral, and the 
relationships between the operators and their decompositions 
are investigated. Finally, a relation is shown between the 
theory given here and that developed previously by Tomita 
and Segal.
In Chapter IV, a dimension function is defined on the 
maximal ideal space M of E. Using this function, it is 
shown that certain dimension properties of the canonical 
decomposition system and direct integral of Chapter III are 
determined entirely by the space and diagonal ring on which 
they are defined.
v
For completeness, an appendix appears at the end of this 
work which contains an example to show the constructiveness 
of the theory, and also to give counterexamples to certain 




The problem to be studied in this work has been 
investigated in several previous theories. It is the 
problem of decomposing a given ring of operators on a 
Hilbert space into a direct integral of irreducible.rings, 
or, at least, a direct integral of systems having properties 
which are simpler then the original. .The basic difficulty 
involved is the actual formulation of what is to be meant 
by " direct integral of systems."
What is required first of all is a concept of direct- 
integral of Hilbert spaces which generalizes, in a measure 
theoretic sense, the usual concept of direct sum. For a 
given measure space (M, p), suppose a Hilbert space is 
associated with each m e M. The direct integral of( the X-m 
with respect to p is to consist of a system of vector 
valued functions (§(m)) defined almost everywhere oh M, 
with §(m) e <£m where defined, which form a vector space 
with respect to pointwise operations in the " almost every­
where'1 sense. The integral f (§(m),T](m))dp(m) is to 
exist for arbitrary {§(m).}, (n(m)} in the system, and to 
define an inner product which makes the system a Hilbert’’"’ 
space. Then, starting with a symmetric ring R on a Hilbert 
space y  , the object is to show that H can be represented 
as such a direct integral, such that every operator A e R
1
can be associated with- a system (A(m))m£M of operators with 
A(m) e 0 (<£ ). We require that if (S(m)) is any function in 
the direct integral, which is now identified with H , and 
A e R, then A( {§■(«)))= (A(m) §(m)).
The construction of the*measure space (M,|i) for a given 
symmetric ring R on a space # is not difficult, the usual 
procedure being as follows. First, it may be shown that the 
problem can be reduced to the case where U is cyclic with 
respect to R. Then a maximal commutative symmetric subring 
E of the commutant R' of R is chosen, usually called a 
"diagonal ring" for R. The maximal ideal space of E is 
then used for the space M above. If §Q is a cyclic 
vector for # with r'espect to R, then A -> (A?0,§0) defines 
a positive functional on E, and H is chosen as the measure 
on M which corresponds in the natural way to this positive 
functional. It is sometimes possible and advantageous to 
take M as the maximal ideal space of a weakly dense subring 
of E, rather than of E itself, in order to simplify its 
topological properties. With such a ring E, it is not only 
possible to decompose the operators of R,. but also those 
of the Banach symmetric ring generate^ by R U E, or even the 
weak closure of this ring, which is E'. -In this work, the 
procedure will be to start with the diagonal ring E, and 
decompose the operators of E’ directly.
A definition of direct integral was given originally 
by von Neumann in which the spaces are all subspaces of 
a given separable Hilbert space £ , and are chosen in a 
special way with respect to a given orthonormal basis.
(cf. [5]* PP. 350 ff and chapter VIII). This definition is 
very workable for purposes of decomposing rings in the manner 
which we have described, however the separability of the <£m 
limit the rings R to which the theory is applicable. The 
separability requirement is, however, very important to the 
measure theoretic arguments which are involved.
To handle the general case, a different approach was 
developed by Segal f7] and Tomita.[10]. An account of 
Tomita's theory is also given in chapter VIII of [4],
Although the procedures followed differ somewhat in these 
two works, .the decompositions come about in essentially the 
same way. A concept of direct integral of Hilbert spaces is 
defined in an axiomatic manner. The method of arriving at 
such a direct integral from a ring R involves the 
decomposition of a particular positive functional as an 
integral of a system of positive functionals over
the maximal ideal space of the diagonal ring E. (See
t
theorem 1.5(c) of this dissertation for a restatement of this 
decomposition.) The spaces of the direct integral are 
taken to be the spaces which occur in the representations of 
R corresponding to the f . The main disadvantage of this
procedure is that the properties of the individual spaces
i
of cannot be identified with each other, or with the m
original space # and the rings R and E. '
A certain portion of the Tomita theory was also shown 
later to be incorrect. What. Tomita had hoped to show was 
that the Banach symmetric ring generated by R and E was
i
actually decomposed into rings, almost all of which were
irreducible, in the sense of the measure However an
error appeared in his work, and a counterexample to the
result was given by Taylor [9]. Taylor also showed that the
result was correct for the ring E', which is the weak
*
closure of the ring generated by R U E.
i t
In this dissertation, we present an alternative theory 
to handle the general case. The direct integral decomposition 
of the Hilbert space 14 preserves most of the important 
features of the direct integral of von Neumann mentioned 
earlier. The measure theoretic difficulties for which the
i
separability requirements were needed in that theory are 
overcome by using the very strong relationships which exist 
between the topological structure of M and the measure )i.
The theory is also related to that of Segal and Tomita as is 
pointed out in chapter III. ThTs~reTationship shows some 
hope of giving- insight into exactly what happens for a 
general ring concerning the error of Tomita's theory which 
was mentioned above, however no investigation of this is made
here. An important feature of the theory appears in chapter 
XV, where it is shown that certain properties of the 
decompositions are determined by the space and ring from 
which they came.
As a convenience to the reader/ we adopt the practice 
of using the symbol | to indicate the end of a proof.
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES
The principal purpose of this chapter is to set forth 
the .known results from the theory of symmetric rings in the 
form which they are to be used elsewhere in this work, and 
also to introduce the terminology which will be used in 
later chapters. Most of these results are published in at 
least one of the references given in the bibliography, the 
most important of these being [1], [3]j and [5]. The 
proofs will, in most cases, be omitted, and a reference 
given whenever necessary.
By symmetric ring, we shall mean a system of elements 
R furnished with several operations so that (1) R is an 
algebraic ring, (2) a scalar multiplication is defined on 
C'X R into R, where C denotes the complex numbers, so ,
that R is a vector space over C relative to its ring
addition operation, (3) the equation a(xy) = (ax)y = 
x(ay) is satisfied whenever x, y e R, a e C, and (4) a
function x •+ x* is defined on R satisfying the properties
(ax + Py)* = ax* + Fy*, (xy)* = y*x*, and (x*)* = x, 
whenever x, y e R and a, P e C.
Any one of the three products shown in requirement (3)
will be abbreviated, as usual, to axy. Of special 
importance are those symmetric rings containing an identity,
which is an element e of the ring which is an algebraic
identity. An element x e R is said to be hermitian if 
x = x*. An identity element, whenever it exists, is always 
hermitian. Every element x of R can be written uniquely 
in the form x = x-^ + iXg, where x^Xg are hermitian5 x1,x2
are determined from x by the equations x-^ = — 2--->
y _ x - x*
2 ~ 2i
1 I
A subring of a symmetric ring R is a subset of R 
which is, by itself, an algebraic ring under the induced 
operations, and is closed under scalar multiplication by the 
complex numbers. A symmetric subring is a subring which is 
also closed under the mapping x -» x*. 'Thus a symmetric 
subring of R is itself a symmetric ring. The subring 
may or may not have an identity independently of whether 
the Original ring R has one, and an identity for a sub­
ring need not be an identity for the original ring. However 
if R has an identity element and the subring contains this
1
.element, then it is an identity for the subring. When this 
occurs, we shall state that the subring contains the 
identity of R, or more simply that it contains the identity.
If a symmetric ring R is furnished with a non negative 
real valued function |•| so that (1) R, as a vector space, 
is a normed linear space with respect to |•|, and 
(2) |x*| = |x| and |xy| < |x||y| for arbitrary x,y e R,
then R will be called a normed symmetric ring. If, in 
addition', R Is a Banach space with respect to |*|, i.e.,
it is complete in the induced metric, then R will be 
called a Banach symmetric ring. A normed symmetric ring 
will be called completely regular if we have |x*x| = |x|2 
for every x e R. A symmetric subring of a normed symmetric 
ring is itself a normed symmetric ring with the induced 
norm. A symmetric subring of a Banach symmetric ring which 
is closed in the norm topology is a Banach symmetric ring.
We shall call these, respectively, normed symmetric subrings 
and Banach symmetric subrings of the original ring R.
An important example of a completely regular Banach
■ • I
symmetric ring with identity is the system (£> { f t  ) of.
bounded linear operators on a given Hilbert space # , with
the algebraic operations and norm being defined in the usual
way. The identity is the identity operator, on #, which we
.shall denote throughout by I. In accordance with what has
been stated above, closed, symmetric subrings of (B { W )
containing I are Banach symmetric rings with'identity.
<•
Of special importance in a Banach symmetric subring R 
of 0 ( ft- ) containing the identity are those operators' A 
for which (A§,§) > 0 for every § e y  ./ Such operators are 
called positive definite. It is clear that B*B is a 
positive definite operator for every B e R. Conversely, 
every positive definite operator of R can be shown to 
have this form. We shall write A > 0, ■ or 0 <£ A, to denote 
the fact that A is positive definite. We may extend
9this definition to write A B, or B g A, when A - B is 
positive definite. Then ^ is a partial ordering of R.
A second important example of a completely regular 
Banach symmetric ring with identity is the system C(M) of
I
continuous, necessarily bounded, complex valued functions 
on a compact Hausdorff space M, with the algebraic 
operations and norm defined in the usual way. If a non 
negative regular Borel measure H is given on M, whose
i
support is all of Mj then the ,system L^M, li) of 
essentially bounded p-measurable functions is also a
I
completely regular Banach symmetric ring with identity, 
and C(M) can be considered a Banach symmetric subring
i
containing the identity. The L^M,H) norm, as usual, is 
denoted by ||•||M.
With regard to the ring (g ( y . ) of the first example, 
certain properties of closed linear subspaces of U can be 
stated in terms of projection operators. A projection is an 
operator P e $  ( y  ) for which P = P = P*. For such an 
operator we necessarily have |p| = 1 unless P is the 
identically zero,operator. Every closed linear subspace 
of U is the range of a unique projection operator, and
i
the range of a projection operator is always a closed linear 
subspace of V . If P is the unique projection having a 
given-closed linear subspace Tf) for its range, we shall say 
that P is the projection onto Jf) . For a single element §
I
to be in the range of a projection P, it is necessary and 
sufficient that PS = S* and also necessary and sufficient that 
|P§| = |§ |. If P is the projection onto a given closed 
linear subspace 7 0 , then I - P is the projection onto its 
orthogonal complement, which we denote by If P^Pg are
projections onto closed linear subspaces 70 ^  70^  respectively
such that P1P2 = P2Pi^  then Pi( M 2) = p2( 70]) = 101 n ^2 
which is also a closed linear subspace, and P-^ Pg Is 
projection onto W 1 n W 2-
A subspace v i o t  y  is said to be invariant for an oper­
ator A is it is a closed linear subspace such that 
/
A( 77) ) c 7 0 . In this case, the restriction of A to 7 0 ,  
which we denote by a|^ , is a bounded linear operator on Iff). 
If,in addition, 70 is also invariant for A, we say that 70 
reduces A. For IT) to reduce A, it is necessary and 
sufficient that 70 be invariant for both A and A*. In 
this case it follows that (a|^ )* = A*|^ . If P is the 
projection onto 70 , then70 reduces A if, and only if 
AP = PA. If (70 L P A Is any system of pairwise orthogonalOC CC ^
invariant subspaces for A and Sa e Jf}^ for each a such
that £ |§ I2 < °°, then A( S S„ ^ 2 A§ , the vectors
aSA a ae A. a ^ A  a
AS • being in the respective spaces 70 , hence pairwise a a
orthogonal.
If CL is a subset of 6 0 ), a subspace W o t  V is said 
to be invariant for CL > or reducing for CL , if it is, 
respectively-, invariant or reducing for every operator A e CL •
11
If A* 6 0. whenever A e IX > it follows from the above 
paragraph that every invariant subspace is necessarily
i
reducing. This is the case, in particular, when U. is a 
symmetric subring of (8 ( #  ).
If RjjRg are symmetric rings, a function : R^ -♦ Rg
i
is called a symmetric homomorphism if (1) is an algebraic 
ring homomorphism, and (2) (]) (ax) = a (x) and ^ (x*) =
( $ (x))*h whenever a is complex and x e R-^. The range of 
is always a symmetric subring of Rg. If R^ is a Banach 
symmetric ring and Rg is a completely regular Banach 
symmetric ring, then ^  is necessarily 'Continuous,and norm 
decreasing, i.e.,| (£ (x)| <; |x| for every x e R^ If R-^Rg 
are both completely regular Banach symmetric rings, then the 
range of is necessarily a closed symmetric subring of Rg, 
hence a Banach symmetric ring. " ’
A symmetric homomorphism (j) : R^ -» Rg is called a
l
symmetric isomorphism if it is a one-to-one function. The 
kernel of a symmetric homomorphism (£ : R1 -♦ R is the subset 
of R^ consisting of those elements x for which (£(x) = 0. 
In order for a symmetric homomorphism to be a symmetric 
isomorphism, it is necessary and sufficient that its kernel' 
consist of the element 0 alone. If R-^ Rg are both completely 
regular Banach symmetric rings and (]) : R-^ *♦ Rg is a symmetric 
isomorphism, then ^ is necessarily isometric, i.e.,
I (]) (x)l = M  f‘or every x e R^ ,
12
A symmetric homomorphism from a symmetric ring R 
into a ring (g ( y  ) is called a representation of R. In 
the present discussion we shall consider only the case in 
which R has an identity, and the image of the identity 
under the representation is the identity of (8 ( W ). In 
• particular, if R is a symmetric subring of <g ( y  ) con­
taining the identity, then the identity function from R to 
itself is a representation, called the identity representation 
of R. In dealing with representations of a symmetric ring 
R, a special symbol is usually used to denote the image of 
an element x of R rather than giving the representation 
a name such as $ . Symbols commonly used are Ax for the 
image of x, or if R is a ring of operators, the image of 
an operator A of R may be denoted by A-^, A(m), or 
another notation which will be clear from the context. For 
the present disucs'sion, we adopt the x -♦ A__ notation toX
'denote a given representation of a ring R into'a ring
(b  o n .
A subspace TO of # is said to be cyclic for the - • 
representation x -♦ A„ if 10 is invariant for all the AX X
and if there exists a single vector e JO such that TO is 
the smallest invariant subspace for the A which contains 
the vect.or §Q. Such a vector is called a cyclic
vector for TO • We call 70 nontrivial if it is not the sub- 
1 space consisting ,of 0 alone. Every vector § e |/is a
13
cyclic vector for some cyclic subspace of the representation, 
this subspace being given by (g {A„§ | x e R}, where ( 3 ( 3  ) 
denotes the smallest closed linear subspace containing the 
set £  for any subset £  of # . This space is called the 
cyclic subspace generated by £ with respect to the 
representation. The set of vectors | x e R) is a linear
subspace of # ,. although usually not closed, which is a 
dense subspace of (q (Av§ | x e R). If the entire space # is 
cyclic, the representation is called a cyclic representation. 
In any case, W can always be written as a direct sum of 
cyclic subspaces for the given representation.
The cases of interest here will be those in which R is 
a symmetric subring of (B ( 'U ) with the identity, and the 
representation is the identity representation. A cyclic' 
subspace in this case is said to be cyclic for the ring R.
i
The general case can always be reduced to this by considering 
the image of the ring in 0 ( y> ) under the representation.
We now state formally and prove a result on the number of 
cyclic subspaces into which f t can be decomposed as a direct 
sum.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose R is a symmetric subring with 
the identity of the ring (0 ( “f t ) of bounded linear operators 
on a Hilbert space #  . Suppose ‘also that y =  s © #  =
a e A  a
E ©2/1 , are two direct sum decompositions of # into 
a'eA ' * a
subspaces, each of which is a nontrivial cyclic subspace 
for R. Then cardA' £ card/Yand card A  | card A  ' •
Proof. For each a e A j  let § be a cyclic vector foroc
y  , which is necessarily nonzero. Then § = Z t
i t  OC OC § _  a  i a U la 1 e A
where § n , is the projection of % onto # * , for ococ oc oc
each a' e A 1. Since I |? ,|2 = |§„|2, there exist,
a'eA'
for fixed a, at most countably many indices a' e A' for
which § , ^ 01./,• 'Let A 1 denote this countable set of a'.3 oca 1 a
It is claimed that U A 1 = A  • If this is not the
OLGA a
case, there exists, an a 1 e A 1 such that §aai = 0 for every 
a e S \.. Let n be any vector of ^ 1 ,. Then (A§ ,ti) =
OC (GC
(§.,.>A*r|) = 0 for every A e R and a e A ,  since § j_
vX (X U*
This implies r\ j_ U , since the vectors (AS | A e R} are
U  (X
dense in M , hence ri j_ E © #  = # .  Consequently r| = 0.
CX - ucxe
We have thus shown that #' i has no nonzero vectors, contrary
OC
to the hypothesis that it be a nontrivial cyclic subspace.
Thus U A' = A' as asserted,, and since each A' is 
aeyi. a a
countable, card A '  ^ card A  •
Since the hypothesis above is the same on the two
direct sums, we have also that card A  ^  ^0 card A  1. I
A positive functional on a symmetric ring R is a linear
functional f for which f(x*x) > 0 for all x e R. If R has
an identity e, a positive functional f is said to be
normalized if f(e) = 1. A positive functional on a Banach 
symmetric ring with identity is necessarily continuous.
If R. is a Banach symmetric ring with identity, 
x -» Av is a representation of R in a ring (8 (# ), and 
§ is any vector of ty, then f(x) = (A„S,§) defines a
A
positive functionaljwhich is normalized if, and only if 
|g| = 1. (Recall Ae = I by our requirements.) Conversely, 
for every positive functional f on R there exists a
representation of R such that f has the above form.
The representation may be chosen so that § is a cyclic 
vector for and such a representation is unique, within
equivalence, in the following sense: If x -» A and
A
(2 )x Axv 1 are representations of R in ( B ( V ^ )  and 
<B ( W 2) respectively such that e is cyclic for
#1* §2 6 #2 is cyclic for #2J and (Ax^5lj5l) = 
(AX ^ § 2J52) :£'or every x e R, there exists a unique
unitary isomorphism U from 7/-^ onto such that
= §2 and U A ^ 1) = Ax ^ U ■f'or every x e R.
Again, if x -> A is a representation of a symmetric
A
ring R with identity in a ring <B ( #  ) , a nontrivial 
subspace Jfl invariant for all of the Av is said to be 
irreducible if there exist no subspaces of W invariant for 
all the A__ except W and (0). There are several alter-
A
native ways of describing irreducibility of W  , one being 
that every nonzero vector of Jjf! is cyclic for Jfl , another
being that there exist no operators in (B ( 77} )* other than
multiples of the identity*which .commute with all operators
A . If the entire space V- is irreducible, we say that x yy]
x *♦ Ax is an irreducible representation.
We shall now consider commutative Banach symmetric 
rings R' with identity. A complex homomorphism of R is 
a function h : R •+ C which is algebraically a ring homo­
morphism from R to C, and also satisfies h(ax) =
.ah(x) for a e C, x e R. Such a homomorphism is necessarily 
continuous, and |h| ^ 1. If h(x) ^ 0, then tT^O) is a 
maximal ideal in R. All maximal ideals of R, by which we 
mean maximal proper ideals, are obtained in this fashion, 
and the correspondence between maximal ideals and complex 
homomorphisms which are not identically zero is one-to-one. 
We denote by M the set of all maximal ideals of R, and 
for x e R, m e M, we denote by x(m) the complex number which 
is the image of x under the corresponding homomorphism.
For each x, we thus have a bounded, complex valued function 
x defined on M, called the Gelfand transform of x. The 
weakest topology on M in which all of the functions x 
are continuous is called the Gelfand Topology of M, and M 
with this topology is called the maximal ideal space of R.
M is necessarily a compact Hausdorff- space. Frequently, 
the space M is easily recognized as being homeomorphic 
to another topological space associated in some way with
the ring. In such a case it is convenient to replace M 
by its homeomorphic image, and identify the maximal ideals 
of R and Gelfand tranforms of elements of R on this 
homeomorphic image accordingly.
If R is a completely regular commutative Banach 
symmetric ring with identity, and in particular if R is 
a commutative Banach symmetric subring of (8 ( )  con­
taining the identity, then the mapping x -♦ x is a symmetric 
isomorphism from R. onto the ring C(M). In this case, the 
dual space of R as a Banach space pan be identified 
through this isomorphism with the dual space of C(M), rso 
that every bounded linear functional has the form f(x) =
f x(m)dn(m), where n is a complex valued regular Borel 
JM
measure on M which is uniquely determined by f. Since
x ■+ x is a symmetric isomorphism from R onto C(M), an
element y has the form x*x exactly when y(m) ^ 0  for all
m e M. Thus the positive functionals on R correspond to
the non negative measures H on M through the above
identification.
If R is a commutative Banach symmetric subring
of with the identity, then P e R is a projection
2
operator by definition if P = P = P*. Under the Gelfand
<\2/\ A/\ A/\ transform, this is equivalent to P (m) = P(m) = P(m) for
all m e M, which means that P(m) = 0 or 1 for all m, or
A
that P is the characteristic function of some set U.
Since P = X^ - is continuous, U is both closed and open 
in M, which we abbreviate by calling U clopen. Con­
versely, if U is clopen in M, then Xy is continuous,
A
so 'there exists a P e R for which P = X.-j* and P is
A
necessarily a projection. Since the mapping A •* A from 
R to C(M) is one-to-one, the above correspondence between 
the projections of R and the, characteristic functions 
of clopen sets is one-to-one. For every clopen U c' M, we
denote by P^ . the unique projection of R for which
Apu = xu* We note also that from previous observations, an 
operator A 6 R is positive(definite if, and only if it
can be written in the form B*B for some B e R. Thus we
have in terms of the Gelfand transform that A is positive 
definite exactly when A(m) ^ 0 for each m e M.
We now consider four topologies which are defined on
I
the ring 0 ( ?¥ ) of bounded linear operators on a given 
Hilbert space 14 , which we shall call the four operator 
topologies of 0 (J 4 ). In each of these topologies, ‘
(B {14 ) is a locally convex linear topological! space.
The topologies and their descriptions are as follows.
A basis neighborhood of an operator A in the 
weak operator topology, sometimes called the weak topology, 
is determined by a number e > 0 and two sets of elements 
§1, 3X1(3 ^l*’’*,T1n from ^ * where n is some .
positive integer. It consists of all operators B for
which | ((A - B)§ .,ri . ) |  < e for j = 1,2, •••,n.- The weak
J J
19
topology is thus the weakest of all topologies on 0 ( ?/ ,)
in which every linear functional of the form A -* (A§,r|)
is continuous.
A basis neighborhood of an operator A in the' strong 
operator topologyr or strong topology,is determined by a 
number e > 0 and a finite set from jty . It consists
of those operators B for which | (A - B)§ .| < e for
j = lj 2, • • • ,n. 1
A basis neighborhood of an operator A in the 
ultraweak topology is determined by a number e > 0 and two
sequences and (ti.)0? in?/ such that
00 00
E |§_. | < 00, E |rj .| <oo. it consists of those operators
j=l 3 j=l 3
00
B for which 2 | ((A - B)S.,ti.)| < e:
j=l 3 3
A basis neighborhood of an operator A in the ultra­
strong topology is determined by a number e > 0 and a
t 00 2
sequence in?/ such that' E |§_.| < ®°. It consists
3 3~ ± j=l J
00 o
of those operators B for which E | (A - B)§J < e.
1=1 J
The weak topology ip the weakest of the four, and the 
ultrastrong topology is the strongest of. the four. Also, 
each of the four operator topologies is weaker then the norm 
topology on 0 ( 7^ ), hence if a linear subspace is closed 
in one of the operator topologies, it is .norm closed also.
Operator multiplication in 0 ( ) is continuous in each
variable separately in any one of the four operator 
topologies, i.e., if B is fixed in (8 (74 )* then the
functions defined by A -♦ AB and A ■+ BA are continuous in
each of the topologies. However multiplication is not in 
general continuous in both variables simultaneously.
If*? is an arbitrary subset of ® ( y ) , the
commutant of *? , which is denoted by J 1, is defined to be
the set of all operators A e (8 ( J=f ) for which AB = BA and
AB* = B*A for every B e *8 . The commutant 1 of an
arbitrary set <? is always a symmetric subring of 0 (jt/ ) 
containing the identity, and is closed in each of the four
operator topologies, hence also in the norm topology. The
commutant J l ’ 1 of the commutant 1 is called the double
commutant of , and clearly *? c. *? 1 ' . A result of
fundamental importance, known as the double commutant 
theorem,will now be stated as a formal result. The theorem 
and its proof, as well as related results, can be found
in Chapter I, £ 3 of [1], and also in Chapter VII of [3].
Theorem 1.2. (a)• -If R is a symmetric subring of
6  {1 4  ) containing the identity, then R. is closed in 
one of the four operator topologies if, and only if it 
is closed in each of the four simultaneously. Ror this to 
be the case, it is necessary and sufficient that R = R’'.
(b) The smallest weakly closed symmetric subring 
of with the identity which contains a given set
is ^ 11. If J is a symmetric subring with the identity,
11 coincides with its weak closure.
We now suppose R is a Banach symmetric subring of 
e  ( i t  ) with the identity having the property that R 
contains every projection operator of R'1. If A is an 
arbitrary hermitian operator of R'1, we have its spectral 
decomposition A = J*XdP(X). Since A commutes with every 
operator of R1, every P(X) commutes with all operators 
of R', hence every P(X) e R by hypothesis. The Riemann 
sums of the above integral approximate A in the norm 
topology, hence A e R, since R is closed in norm. Since
every A e R' ' is of the form A^ + iAg, where A-^Ag are
hermitian operatprs of R'', we have R'1 c R, in other
words, R- is weakly closed. We have thus shown the 
following result.
Theorem 1.3. If R is a Banach symmetric subring
of e ( y  ) with the identity such that R contains every 
projection of its weak closure R'1, then R is weakly 
closed.
If E is a linear subspace of (9 ( #  ), we denote by 
E* the dual space of E as a normed linear space, i.e., 
the set of all linear functionals on E which are continuous 
in the norm topology, so that E*v is a Banach space in
i 1
the usual norm. We denote by E* the set of all linear
functionals on E continuous in the ultrastrong topology, 
and by E the set of linear functionals on E continuous
ro I
.in the strong topology. It is then clear that 
E c E# c E*. If E is closed in the ultraweak topology, 
then several important relationships hold among these three 
spaces.
' Theorem 1.4. Suppose E is a linear subspace of 
0  ( V )  which is closed in the ultraweak topology.
(a) The set of linear functionals on E continuous
in the weak topology coincides with the set E of linear 
functionals continuous in the strong topology.
(b) The set of linear functionals on E continuous
in the ultraweak topology coincides with the set E* of 
linear functionals continuous in the ultrastrong topology.i
i (c) E* is a norm-closed linear subspace of E*, and
/
E is dense in E* in the norm topology.
rs^  ***
(d) The dual space of E* as a Banach space with 
the norm of E* is isometrically isomorphic to E, the 
isometric isomorphism from E to E$ being defined as 
follows: If A e E, the linear functional on E* cor-
responding to A is defined by the mapping T -» T(A)..
A proof of this theorem and other results is given 
in Chapter I, § 3 of [1],
The theorem will be of importance in this work for 
E a weakly closed symmetric subring of 6 ( W  ) with 
identity. According to Theorem 1.2, this is equivalent
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to assuming E ultraweakly closed.
We shall now consider a Banach symmetric subring R 
of 6  ( V  ) satisfying the property that R' c R. It 
follows-that R contains the identity, and if we denote
i
the ring R' by E, then E is both the center and 
commutant of R. - E is a commutative, weakly closed 
symmetric ring containing the identity, and from 
Theorem 1.2(b), E1 is the weak closure of ,R. If F 
is a positive functional on R, then F is said to be 
centrally reducible if for every positive functional G
i
on E for which G(A*A) < F(A*A) for all A e E,there 
exists a positive definite operator B e E such that 
G(A) = F(BA) for all A e E. It may be noted that the 
central reducibility of F depends only on its behavior 
on E, and not on all of R.
We now state a formal result for a particular 
functional of this kind.
Theorem 1.5. Suppose R is a Banach symmetric 
subring of (ft ( y f ) such that R' c R, and such that # is 
cyclic with respect to R. Let be a unit cyclic
vector for "H with respect to R, E denote the commutative 
Banach symmetric ring R', which contains the identity, and 
M be the maximal ideal space of E.
(a) There exists a unique regular Borel measure \x 
on M such that (A§Q,§0) = A(m)dn(m) for every A e E.
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i s  n e c e s s a r i l y  n on  n e g a t i v e ,  l-i(M) = 1 ,  and  t h e  s u p p o r t  
o f  l-i i s  a l l  o f  M.
(b )  The f u n c t i o n a l  P d e f i n e d  b y  F(A) = (A§Q, § 0 ) f o r  
a l l  A e R i s  a  c e n t r a l l y  r e d u c i b l e  n o r m a l i z e d  p o s i t i v e
. f u n c t i o n a l .
( c )  I f  l-i i s  t h e  m e a s u r e  o f  p a r t  ( a ) ,  t h e n  t h e r e
I
e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  s y s t e m  0? n o r m a l i z e d  p o s i t i v e
f u n c t i o n a l s  on  R s u c h  t h a t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  h o l d :
( i )  f m( A) i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  on  M f o r  e v e r y  
A g R. /
( i i )  f m(AB) = f m(A)B(m) i f  A g  R, B e E, m g  M.
I
( i i i )  (AS 0 >S0 ) = / M f m(A) d|a(m) i f  A e R.
A p r o o f  o f  t h i s  r e s u l t  i s  g i v e n  b y  T o m i t a  [ 1 0 ] .  An 
a l t e r n a t i v e  p r e s e n t a t i o n  i n  w h i c h  t h e  n o t a t i o n s  and 
: t e r m i n o l o g y  a r e  n e a r l y  t h e  same a s  we a r e  u s i n g  h e r e  i s
g i v e n  i n  C h a p t e r  V I I I  o f  [ 4 ] .  The d e c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  p a r t  ( c )
was a l s o  o b t a i n e d  e a r l i e r  by  S e g a l  [7].
The part of Theorem 1.5 which is of importance for our
t
w o rk  i s  ( a ) ,  and  t h e  r i n g  R w i l l  b e  a l l  o f  E 1 . I f  
T o m i t a ' s  w o rk  i s  e x a m in e d ,  i t  i s  s e e n  t h a t  p a r t  ( c )  i s  a n  
e a s y  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  c e n t r a l  r e d u c i b i l i t y  o f  p a r t  ( b ) ,
t
h o w e v e r  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  t h e  c e n t r a l  r e d u c i b i l i t y  i s  
q u i t e  c o m p l i c a t e d .  We s h a l l  t h e r e f o r e  a d o p t  t h e  f o l l o w i n g
I
p l a n .  . P a r t  ( a )  w i l l . b e  shown i m m e d i a t e l y .  I n  o u r  d e v e l o p m e n t  
o f  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  C h a p t e r  I I ,  w h i c h  d e p e n d s  u p o n  p a r t  ( a ) ,  we
I
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s h a l l  o b t a i n  t h e  c e n t r a l  r e d u c i b i l i t y  o f  p a r t  ( b )  a s  a  
s i m p l e  c o r o l l a r y .  Thus w i t h  T o m i t a ' s  d e r i v a t i o n  o f  p a r t  ( c )  
f ro m  p a r t  ( b ) ,  we w i l l  h a v e  a  new a n d  s h o r t e r  p r o o f  o f  t h e
i
t h e o r e m .  A l t h o u g h  p a r t  ( c )  i s  n o t  o f  d i r e c t  i n t e r e s t  h e r e ,  
we s h a l l  u s e  i t . l a t e r  t o  show how o u r  t h e o r y  c o m p a re s  w i t h  
t h a t  o f  T o m i t a  and S e g a l .
P r o o f  o f  ( a ) . The e x i s t e n c e  a n d  u n i q u e n e s s  o f  a  
m e a s u r e  |i s u c h  t h a t  (A§0 , ? 0 ) = ^ ^ ( m J d l J ^ m )  f o r  a l l  A e E 
was s e e n  e a r l i e r .  T h a t  \i i s  n o n  n e g a t i v e  f o l l o w s  f r o m  
t h e  f a c t  t h a t  A -* (A§0 , § 0 ) i s  a  p o s i t i v e  f u n c t i o n a l  on  E. • 
The n o r m a l i z a t i o n  on |i f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  e q u a t i o n
i
= = - ( « 0 -«o) = l§0 l2 = 1-
We m u s t  show t h a t  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  H i s  a l l  o f  M.
T h i s  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  sh o w in g  t h a t  J y p ( m ) dn(m) > 0 
w h e n e v e r  .cp i s  a  n o n  n e g a t i v e  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  w h i c h  i s  
n o t  i d e n t i c a l l y  z e r o .  B u t  e v e r y  s u c h  f u n c t i o n  cp i s  o f
A
t h e  fo rm  A f o r  a  u n i q u e  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r  A e E. 
S i n c e  A(m)d|i(m) = (A§o , § o ) ,  i t  s u f f i c i e s  t o  show t h a t  t h e  
o n l y  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r  A e E f o r  w h i c h  (A§0 , § 0 ) = 0 
i s  t h e - z e r o  o p e r a t o r .
S u p p o s e ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  A e E,  A i s  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e ,  
and  (A50 , § 0 ) = 0 .  I f  B, C a r e  a r b i t r a r y  i n  R, i t  f o l l o w s
f r o m  t h e  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e n e s s  o f  A t h a t  | (A B §o 0§o ) | 2 =
| ( A S 0 ,B*CS0 ) | 2 < (ASo , § 0 )(A B*C ?o ,B * C ?o ) = 0 ,  h e n c e  
(AB§0 ,C § 0 ) = 0 .  S i n c e  § Q i s  a  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  f o r  #  w i t h
I
2b
respect to R, we have (A§,p) = 0 for arbitrary g,Ti e £/ , 
hence A = 0. |
The f o l l o w i n g  c o n v e r g e n c e  t h e o r e m  on n e t s  o f  p o s i t i v e  
d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r s  w i l l  l a t e r  b e  n e c e s s a r y .  A p r o o f  o f  t h e  
th e o r e m  f o r  a  m o n o to n i c  s e q u e n c e  o f  h e r m i t i a n  o p e r a t o r s  i s  
g i v e n  on p .  263 o f  [ 6 ] ,  h o w e v e r ,  f o r  c o m p l e t e n e s s ,  we s h a l l  
g i v e  a  p r o o f  f o r  t h e  t h e o r e m  e x a c t l y  a s  i t  i s  s t a t e d  h e r e .
Theorem 1 . 6 . S u p p o se  <f i s  a  d i r e c t e d  s y s t e m ,  a n d
(A ] , i s  a  n e t  o f  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r s  i n  (g ( y  )
OC CL ^  jQ
su c h  t h a t  A > A8 w h e n e v e r  a  > P, and  s u c h  t h a t  |A | i s
CL *“  P  ^  CL
u n i f o r m l y  b o u n d e d .  Then t h e  n e t  (Aa )a e ^  c o n v e r g e s  t o  a  
p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r  A e (g ( 7^ ) i n  t h e  s t r o n g ,  h e n c e  
a l s o - i n  t h e  w e ak  t o p o l o g y  o f  (8 ( #  ) •  The o p e r a t o r  A i s  a
l e a s t  u p p e r  bo u nd  f o r  (A } « i n  (8 ( 7^ )> i . e . *  A > A f o r
™  CL
every a e , and if B e (g ( 'H ) such that B > A for every“ UL
a, then B ^ A. '
Proof. If § is any vector of t y , we have
(Aa ? , S )  ^  ( A p § ,5 )  w h e n e v e r  a  ^  P, and  (Aa § , § )  < K | § | 2 , w h e r e
K = sup|A |. Thus lim (A§,§) exists for every vector 
ae a ae^
§ e y  . If §,n are arbitrary vectors, it follows from the
equation
(AaS,Ti) = ^ [ ( Aa (5 + ti), ? + n) - (Aa (§ - p) ,§  - ti)
+ i(A (§ + ip), S + ip)CL
- i(Aa (§ - ip), § - ip)]
that lim (A 5,r|) exists for arbitrary S, ti e f t . Define 
a €<? a
<5 T^|> = lim (A 5,r|). Then <•,*> is a bilinear form on ?/, 
ae^ a
and |<§,ti>| = | lim (A 5,n)| < K|§||ri| for all 5, n e }f .
°t e«y ■
Thus there exists a unique A e (B ( #  ) for which
<§iTi> = (A§,ti) for all ?, r\ e (cf. [3], PP. 38-39) Prom
t h e  e q u a t i o n  (AS^b) = l i m  ( A £ , ti) ,  w h i c h  h o l d s  f o r
aei a
arbitrary §, r\, it follows that {A ) P 0 converges to A in
the weak topology. If § e } f , (A?,5) = lim (AS,?) > 0, so
a a
A is positive definite.
We show next that A is a least upper bound. If a
is fixed in % , ? e , and P > a, then (Ap?,§) ^ (Aa?,5),
hence (A§,§) = lim (Afi?,5) > (A 5,§), so that A > A . If
PeJ p a “ a
B e  (B ( #  ) such that B > A for every a e *?, then for"• oc
arbitrary ? e V ,  (B?,§) > lim (AJ,?) =. (A?,?). Thus
" a  e j a
B ^ A.
It remains to show that the net fA^  } _ 0 converges
* ot a e ^
strongly to A. Prom the inequality |(A5,ti)| =
| <§,T]>| < K| § I Ini derived above, we have | A| < K. Using
that A - A is positive definite, we have IA - A I < K fora , 1 a 1 =
each a. Hence, for all § e # , |Ag - |^  = |(A - A )§|^  =U U
((A - Aa)S, (A - Aa)§)2 5 ((A - Aa)S.S)((A - Aa)(A - A j l ,
(A - Aa )?) 5 ((A - Aa )?,S) |A - Aa | 31 ? I 2 £
((A - A )?,?) K3|5|S• But we already have lim ((A - A )§,?)
ae^
= 0, hence lim |A? - A §| =0. Since ? was arbitrary,
(A L c  9 c o n v e r g e s  t o  A. s t r o n g l y .  ICL OC £  £  ■
The weak  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  n e t  (Aa )a e ^  w i l l  be  
s u f f i c i e n t  i n  o u r  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  t h e o r e m .
We s h a l l  now i n t r o d u c e  a  n o t i o n  o f  d i r e c t  sum o f  . 
r i n g s .
D e f i n i t i o n  1 . 7 . S u p p o s e  ( ) / a }a 6 A  i s  a  s y s t e m  o f  
H i l b e r t  s p a c e s ,  and  R i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  s u b r i n g  o f  ® ( # „ )
CL Q*
f o r  e v e r y  a  'e A.  . L e t  ft = E © #  . A s y m m e t r i c  s u b r i n g
a e y l  a
R o f  6  ( y  ) w i l l  be  c a l l e d  a  d i r e c t  sum o f  t h e  r i n g s  Ra  
i f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  a r e  t r u e :
( 1 . 7 a )  E v e r y  #  i s  i n v a r i a n t  f o r  R.
CL
( 1 . 7 b )  I f  A e R, t h e n  A| e R f o r  e a c h  a  e A
"a ^
( 1 . 7 c )  I f  a e y\. and A e R , t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  an  x ' a a
o p e r a t o r  A e R f o r  w h i c h  A | = A .
'Wo a
The c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum o f  t h e  _ r i n g s  Ra  i s  d e f i n e d  
t o  b e - t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  o p e r a t o r s  A e (g ( ) s u c h  t h a t  e v e r y
yf- a i s  i n v a r i a n t  f o r  A and  A| e Ra>
CL
The c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum i s  a  d i r e c t  sum. I n  f a c t ,  i t
i s  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum i s  a  s u b r i n g  o f  (g ( #
S i n c e  e a c h  i s  i n v a r i a n t  f o r  a n  o p e r a t o r  A o f  t h e
c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum, Ita*- = E ® Wg i s  a l s o  i n v a r i a n t
f o r  A, h e n c e  #  r e d u c e s  A. Thus #  r e d u c e s  A*, anda a
A*| = ( a |  )*  e R . We h a v e  f r o m  t h i s  t h a t ' t h e  c o m p l e t e
W o  1 fcf a a
d i r e c t  sum i s  s y m m e t r i c .  I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  ( I . 7 a )  and  ( l . 7 b )f
a r e  s a t i s f i e d  b y  t h e  c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum. To show ( 1 . 7 c ) ,  
we n o t e  t h a t  i f  A e R and  P i s  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n -  o f  U  o n t oCL OL CL
y  a , t h e n  Aa Pa  i s  i n  t h e  c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum and
■ V
I f  A i s  a n y  o p e r a t o r  o f  t h e  c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum, and
Aa “  f o r  e a c h  a, t h e n  A e R f o r  ea;ch  a, and"a a a
|A | < | A | . C o n v e r s e l y ,  i f  we a r e  g i v e n  a  s y s t e m  o fU
o p e r a t o r s  (A ) „ A s u c h  t h a t  A e R f o r  e a c h  a, and  s u c h  a (xe/i a a
t h a t  [I A I )  „ * i s  u n i f o r m l y  b o u n d e d ,  t h e n  1 a a G'jfX.
A§ = E A P § d e f i n e s  a n  o p e r a t o r  i n  t h e  c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t
oceA a a
sum, w h e r e  P^ i s  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  W  o n t o  The
c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  A «-» [A ) . i s  c l e a r l y  u n i q u e ,  and
OL OL
|A |  = su p  IA I . I t  f o l l o w s  e a i s i l y  t h a t  t h e  c o m p l e t e
a s A  a
direct sum is a Banach symmetric subring of (8 ( #  ) if, and 
only if each R^ is a Banach symmetric subring of (B (?  ^ ).
The c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum c o n t a i n s  t h e  i d e n t i t y  o f  g  ( ^  ) i f ,  
and  o n l y  i f  e a c h  R c o n t a i n s  t h e  i d e n t i t y  o f  $  ( #  ) .  I t
CL OC
i s  c l e a r  t h a t  e v e r y  d i r e c t  sum o f  t h e  R i s  a  s y m m e t r i cU)
s u b r i n g  o f  t h e  c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum.
F o r  a  p a r t i c u l a r  t y p e  o f  d i r e c t  sum, we s h a l l  i n t r o d u c e  
a  s p e c i a l  n o t a t i o n .  S u p p o s e  M i s  a  co m p a c t  H a u s d o r f f  
s p a c e ,  and  (i i s  a  n on  n e g a t i v e  r e g u l a r  B o r e l  m e a s u r e  on  M.
T hen  L2 (M, |i) i s  a  H i l b e r t  s p a c e .  I f  cp e L ^ M ,  | i ) ,  we may 
d e f i n e  a n  o p e r a t o r  on L2 (M,|i) b y  Af(m) = cp (m )f(m ) .  The 
o p e r a t o r  A w i l l  b e  d e n o t e d  by  cp* t o  s i g n i f y  i t s  
d e f i n i t i o n  i n  t e r m s  o f  cp. A l s o ,  i f  ( ] / a }a e A  i s  a  s y s te m  
o f  su b  s p a c e s  o f  L2 (M, J i ) ,  e a c h  i n v a r i a n t  f o r  cp* f o r  a l l  
cp e L (M , | i ) ,  t h e n  cp* r e s t r i c t e d  t o  yf  i s  a n  o p e r a t o r  onoo 01
y  , and  t h e  s e t  o f  s u c h  o p e r a t o r s  f o r m  a  B a n a c h  s y m m e t r i c  
s u b r i n g  R o f  0  ( # a ) w i t h  t h e  i d e n t i t y ,  f o r  e a c h  a. We 
f o r m  t h e  s p a c e  y  = e  © , and  d e f i n e  f o r  e a c h
• a e A  a
cp e L (M,|i) a n  o p e r a t o r  on )jf, t o  be  d e n o t e d  a g a i n  by  cp*, 
b y  t h e  e q u a t i o n  <P*((fa )a € A  ) = Ccp-fa }o€>A - w h e r e  f a  e #  a  
f o r  e a c h  a ,  E | | f  | | ? < 00j a nd  cp* f  o n  i h e  r i g h t  s i d e
aeA a
o f  t h i s  e q u a t i o n  i s  i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  a b o v e .  The s y s t e m  o f  
o p e r a t o r s  cp* w i l l  t u r n  o u t  t o  b e  a  d i r e c t  sum o f  t h e  R , 
b u t  n o t  i n  g e n e r a l  t h e  c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum.
' CHAPTER I I  
THE STRUCTURE OP DIAGONAL RINGS -
T h i s  c h a p t e r  i s  d e v o t e d  t o  t h e  . s t u d y  o f  a  p a r t i c u l a r  
k i n d  o f  c o m m u ta t iv e  r i n g  o f  o p e r a t o r s .  We s h a l l  show t h e  
r e l a t i o n s h i p s  b e t w e e n  s u c h  a  r i n g ,  i t s  s p a t i a l  s t r u c t u r e ,  
and  i t s  m axim al  i d e a l  s p a c e .
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 1 . S u p p o s e  U  i s  a  H i l b e r t  s p a c e .  A 
d i a g o n a l  r i n g  on  }f i s  d e f i n e d  t o  b e  a  w e a k l y  c l o s e d ,  
s y m m e t r i c  c o m m u ta t iv e  s u b r i n g  o f  0  ( /fc/ ) w h i c h  c o n t a i n s  t h e  
i d e n t i t y .
T h r o u g h o u t  t h i s  c h a p t e r ,  E w i l l  d e n o t e  a  f i x e d  
d i a g o n a l  r i n g  on a  H i l b e r t  s p a c e  'H , M i t s  m ax im al  i d e a l  
s p a c e .  Prom t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  c o m m u tan t ,  we h a v e  E c  E ' ,  
an d  b y  Theorem 1 . 2 ( a ) ,  E ' 1 = E. S i n c e  E i s  c o m p l e t e l y  
r e g u l a r ,  t h e  G e l f a n d  t r a n s f o r m  i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  i s o m o r p h i s m  
o f  E o n t o  C(M).
Theorem 2 . 2 . M i s  e x t r e m e l y  d i s c o n n e c t e d ,  i . e . ,  t h e  
c l o s u r e  o f  an o p e n  s e t  i s  o p e n .  Hence M i s  a l s o  t o t a l l y  
d i s c o n n e c t e d .
. P r o o f . S up p o se  U i s  a n  o p e n  s u b s e t  o f  M. L e t  
d e n o t e  t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  f u n c t i o n s  f  i n  C(M) f o r  w h i c h  
0 ^  f ( m )  < 1 f o r  a l l  m, a nd  f ( m )  = 0 f o r  m /  U. i s  
t h e n  a  d i r e c t e d  s y s t e m  i f  we d e f i n e  f 1 ^  f 2 w h e n e v e r  
f 1 , f 2 e and f j ( m )  ^  f o r  m e M. F o r  e a c h  f  e e?-,.
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A
l e t  Af  d e n o t e  t h e  u n i q u e  o p e r a t o r  o f  E f o r  w h i c h  Af  = f .
Then  {Af ) f e  ^  i s  a  n e t  o f  o p e r a t o r s  f o r  w h i c h  0 ^  Af  ^  I
f o r  a l l  f ,  and A- > A- w h e n e v e r  > f 0 . By Theorem 1 . 6 ,
■ 1  “  1 2 “
( A f ) f £ ^, c o n v e r g e s  w e a k l y  t o  a  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r
P w h i c h  i s  a  l e a s t  u p p e r  bound  f o r  t h e  Af . S i n c e  E i s
w e a k l y  c l o s e d ,  P e E.  I t  i s  c l a i m e d  t h a t  P = I n  f a c t ,
U
s i n c e  P > 'Af  f o r  e a c h  f  e ^  , we h a v e  P(m) ^  Af (m) = f ( m )  
f o r  a l l  m e M. I f  mQ e U, t h e r e  e x i s t s ,  b y  U r y s o h n ' s  lemma,
A
a n  f  e s u c h  t h a t  f ( m Q) = 1 .  T h i s  shows P(mQ) > 1.  S i n c e
P i s  a  l e a s t  u p p e r  b o u n d  f o r '  t h e  Af  and  A^ I  f o r  e a c h
f ,  P(m0 ) < ^ ( m0 ) = f o l l o w s  t h a t  P(m) = 1 f o r  a l l
A  A  _
m e U. S i n c e  P i s  c o n t i n u o u s ,  P(m) = 1 f o r  a l l  m e U.
Now s u p p o s e  mQ ^  U. U s in g  U r y s o h n ' s  lemma, t h e r e
e x i s t s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  g : M •+ [ 0 , 1 ]  s u c h  t h a t
g(m) = 1 f o r  m e U, a n d  g(m ) = 0 .  L e t  A b e  t h e  o p e r a t o ro g
i n  E s u c h  t h a t  A = g .  As g (m )  :> f ( m )  f o r  a l l  m e M
O (
w h e n e v e r  f  e ^  , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  A > A r f o r  f  e ^  . S i n c eg — X
P i s  a  l e a s t  u p p e r  b o u n d  o f  , Ag  !> P ,  c o n s e q u e n t l y
g(m0 ) = Ag (mQ) ^  P(mQ) , h e n c e  P(m0 ) £  0 .  S i n c e  P i s  ,
A, A
p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e ,  P(m0 ) ^  0 ,  h e n c e  P(mQ) = 0 .  S i n c e  mQ
A _________________________ __ A
was a r b i t r a r y ,  P(m) = 0 f o r  m i  U. We t h u s - h a v e  P =
U
S i n c e  P i s  c o n t i n u o u s ,  U i s  n e c e s s a r i l y  an  o p e n
s e t .
We now i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e  s u b s p a c e s  
o f  #  i n v a r i a n t  f o r  E '  and  t h e  c l o p e n  s u b s e t s  o f  M.
ITheorem 2 . 3 . ( a )  The m a p p in g  U -» P ^ (  }{ ) d e f i n e s  a.
o n e - t o - o n e  c o r r e s p o n d e n c e  f r o m  t h e  c l o p e n  s u b s e t s  o f  M o n t o  
t h e  sub s p a c e s  o f  ?jf i n v a r i a n t  f o r  E ’ .
(b )  I f  ^ 2.^2  a r e  c l o P e n  i n  f*1611 pu  P U = PU n U 3 
p0 = 0, and PM = I. Thus if ( U ) = 77),, and Py ( ft ) = 7ft2,
77}, j_ 7??_ if, and only if 0 If, = 0, and 771 ^ c 71} if,
and  o n l y  i f  c  Ug.
(=)  7n  = V #  ) i s  a n  i r r e d u c i b l e  s u b s p a c e  f o r  E* 
i f ,  and o n l y  i f  U c o n s i s t s  o f  a  s i n g l e  i s o l a t e d  p o i n t .
(d )  I f  (U ) i s  a  f a m i l y  o f  p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n tCC Ct
n o n v o i d  c l o p e n  s e t s ,  and  TO = PTT ( 74 ) f o r  e a c h  a ,  s o  t h a t
oc
J t)n L W o  if a ^ P, then E ® 777 = P/-.. i/ a ( ).
ae-^ a e A  a '
( e )  A s u b s p a c e  w -  p „ ( W  ) i s  g e n e r a t e d  b y  a  c y c l i c  
v e c t o r  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  E 1 i f ,  a n d  o n l y  i f  e v e r y  f a m i l y  o f  
p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t ,  n o n v o i d  c l o p e n  s u b s e t s  o f  U i s  a t  m os t  
c o u n t a b l e .
P r o o f  o f  ( a ) . S i n c e '  E ' i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  r i n g ,  e v e r y  
i n v a r i a n t  s u b s p a c e  f o r  E 1 i s  n e c e s s a r i l y  r e d u c i n g .  B u t  a  
c l o s e d  l i n e a r  s u b s p a c e  7f! i s  r e d u c i n g  f o r  E '  i f ,  and  o n l y  
i f  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  P o n t o  V  commutes w i t h  a l l  o p e r a t o r s  
o f  E r , i . e . ,  i f  and o n l y  i f  P e E ' 1 = E. E v e r y  s u c h  P i s  
o f  t h e  fo r m  P ^ .  S i n c e  d i s t i n c t  U d e t e r m i n e  d i s t i n c t  
p r o j e c t i o n s  P ^ ,  t h e  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s .
I
Proof of (b). Taking Gelfand transforms, we have 
^UlPu2 = PuiPu2 = XuiXu2 = Xui 0 U2 = Pui n, V  henC6
Py Py = ^  0 U ’ Tha‘t: ^  = 0 aJld = 1 are 0bVi0US^
since X0(m) s 0 and XM (m) = 1.
The condition PTT ( » ) J. P,r ( W ) is equivalent tou-1 u2
P PTT = 0, which, by the above, is equivalent to ‘
U1 u2
U-, n U_ = 0 . The condition PTT ( }f ) c P ( # ) is equivalent 1 d . u2 ,
to PTT PTT = PTT , which, again using the above, is equivalent 
1 2 1
to Ux n U2 = or Ux c U .
Proof of (c). By definition, Jfj = Py( #  ) is irreducible
for E' if 7f) 0  (0), and no closed linear subspace of W ,
other than J/j or (0), is invariant for E1 . In view of
part (b), this is equivalent to having U 0  0 , and U
containing no clopen subsets other than U and 0 . Since
M is totally disconnected, this is equivalent to-having
U consist of a single isolated point.
Proof of (d). ‘ Since each Iff) is invariant for E 1, thecc
direct sum E ©#? is invariant for E‘, hence 
a e A  a
E ® 77) = PTT( J t ) for some clopen set U. Since
a<=A
PU (•$ ) C V  ^ ) we have ua ^  for each cl. Thus 
a
U U c  U, and  s i n c e  U i s  c l o s e d ,  ( U U ) c  U. By 
a« A a a £ A  a
Theorem  2 . 2 ,  ( U U ) i s  a  c l o p e n  s e t ,  h e n c e  
a £ A  a
•V = U -  ("Ti U- ) i s  c l o p e n .  S i n c e  V fl U = 0  f o r  e a c h  a ,
a£A a a \
we have Pv ( #  ) j_ Py ( #  ) , hence Pv ( # ) i_ E © Pn ( 7/ ) =
a  a ^ A  a
•Py( ft ) j  and  V fl U = 0 .  S i n c e  V c  U, n e c e s s a r i l y  V = 0 .
Thus U = (“ U I T ) .
' CL
a € A
P r o o f  o f  ( e ) . We f i r s t  a s su m e  t h a t  7fl i s  g e n e r a t e d  b y
a  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  § Q w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  E '  . S u p p o se
i S  a n y  ;fainily  ° p P a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  n o n v o i d  c l o p e n
s u b s e t s  o f  U. Then (Pn  ) i s  a  f a m i l y  o f  m u t u a l l y
a  a ^
o r t h o g o n a l  n o n z e r o  p r o j e c t i o n  o p e r a t o r s ,  so
< £ |Py §QI2 ^ l5-0l2‘ This imP!ies that at most a
. a.e A  a  -
c o u n t a b l e  num ber  o f  P § Q a r e  n o t  z e r o .  B u t  i f  Py § Q = 0
aa
f o r  some f i x e d  a ,  t h e n  f o r  e v e r y  o p e r a t o r  A e. E 1 we h a v e
PU A§o = APU 5 o = ° '  and s i n c e  ® t A5o l A e E 1} = 7??, P § = 0 
a  a  a
f o r  e v e r y  § e Jjf) . S i n c e  Py  i s  t h e  p r o j e c t i o n  o n t o  w ,
t h i s  i m p l i e s  PTT PTT = 0 .  B u t  U c  U, h e n c e  U = 0  c o n t r a r y  4 u u  a  cla
to hypothesis. The vectors P„ are thus all nonzero,
<*
h e n c e  b y  t h e  a b o v e ,  t h e  f a m i l y  (U - A i s  a t  m o s t  c o u n t a b l e .CL CC t  /  x
Conversely, suppose every family of pairwise disjoint
nonvoid clopen subsets of U is countable. Let
pIT( # )  = s « ,, where each■ is a nontrivial
a e A  a a
su,bspace generated, with respect to E', by a cyclic vector
§ . We may assume the § to be normalized so that oc oc
|§ | =1. Then 77? = ( J f ) for a unique nonvoid
a
clopen subset U of U for each a, and since the 77)a a
are mutually orthogonal,the U are disjoint. By
hypothesis, the family (ua )a€yy is countable. We may thus
assume that the index set A  consists of either the positive
integers, or the first n positive integers for some n.
The corresponding cyclic vectors are thus likewise indexed,
say / \  . Define = E i§.. This sum converges,J o j j
i.
since the §. are pairwise orthogonal, and 
J
2 l T ? i | 2 = S K  < ” • LetX = S'(A?n|A S E'}.
j e j v  3 3 J^A J 0
Since ? e E ® 77) . = W  , necessarily K c T7I . But if
0  . J
j e A ,  then jR g = jP E h  = JP-. E jb g =
Uj ° j ^ksA Uj k £ A k Uk k
j E pPTT n i t  hence §* e X  > and
keA j k J J
77) i = © (AS . | A e E1} c K. It follows that
J  J
yf) -  s ® 77), c X  . Thus 77? — "M. » so we have shown that 
j£A  J
• 5 i s  a  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  f o r  W  \
S i n c e ,  f o r  e v e r y  c l o p e n  s u b s e t  U o f  M we h a v e  t h a t  
p u ( ^  ) r e d u c e s  A f o r  a l l  A e E ’ , A | p  ^ ^   ^ i s  a  b o u n d e d
l i n e a r  o p e r a t o r - o n  Pg( #  ) . We now make t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
c o n v e n t i o n . I
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 4 . I f  U i s  a  n o n v o i d  c l o p e n  s u b s e t  o f
M and  C? i s  a  s u b s e t  o f  E ' ,  we d e n o t e  by  & g  t h e  f a m i l y  o f  
a l l  o p e r a t o r s  of. (g (Pg( ft ) )  w h i c h  a r e  o f  t h e  fo r m  A| p  ^ y  ^
I
f o r  some A e Cl .
Theorem 2 . 5 . ( a )  The m a p p in g  A -» A| p   ^ ^   ^ i s  a
s y m m e t r i c  homomorphism o f  t h e  r i n g  E' o n t o  (E')g. The 
im a g e  o f  t h e  s u b r i n g  E i s  t h e  s u b s e t  Eg o f  (E')g, and
t h e  i d e n t i t y . o f  E' maps i n t o  t h e  i d e n t i t y  o f  (Pg( y  )).
H ence  ( E 1) g  and  Eg a r e  B a n a c h  s y m m e t r i c  s u b r i n g s  o f
0  ( p g ( H  ) )  c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  i d e n t i t y ,  and  Eg i s  com­
m u t a t i v e .
(b )  The m app ing  A -» APg i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  i s o m o r p h i s m  o f  
( E 1) g  o n t o  a  w e a k l y  c l o s e d  ( tw o  s i d e d )  i d e a l  o f  E 1 w h i c h  
c o n s i s t s  o f  t h o s e  o p e r a t o r s  B f o r  w h i c h  B = BPg. The 
im a g e  o f  t h e  s u b r i n g  Eg u n d e r  t h i s  m a p p in g  i s  a  w e a k l y  
c l o s e d  i d e a l  i n  E, c o n s i s t i n g  o f  t h o s e  o p e r a t o r s  B o f  E 
f o r  w h i c h  B = BPg.
(o )  (£„)' = (E')u. and  (E')u' = E^, henqe E,,, (£')„
a r e  w e a k l y  c l o s e d ,  and  Eg i s  a  d i a g o n a l  r i n g  on P g (  $  ) .
(d )  The m a p p in g  A -» (APy)(m) d e f i n e s  a  n o n t r i v i a l  
c om plex  homomorphism on Ey f o r  e a c h  m e U, and  w i t h  t h i s  
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ,  U i s  t h e  m ax im a l  i d e a l  s p a c e  o f  Ey. We
/ S  A
s h a l l  h e n c e f o r t h  a b b r e v i a t e  APy(m) t o  A(m) f o r  A e Ey and  
m e U.
( e )  Ey c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  r i n g  o f  s c a l a r  m u l t i p l i e s  o f
t h e  i d e n t i t y  i f ,  an d  o n l y  i f  U c o n s i s t s  o f  a  s i n g l e
i s o l a t e d  p o i n t .
P r o o f  o f  ( a ) . I f  A, B e E '  and  a , 0  a r e  c o m p le x ,  we
h a v e  t h a t  (<xA + ^ B ) l p  ( t y  ) = a A l p y ( #  ) + PB^ P y (7 ^  ) ’
U s in g  t h e . f a c t  t h a t  Py( y  ) r e d u c e s  a l l  o p e r a t o r s  o f  E ' ,  
we h a v e  ) = A| p ^ ( ^  ) } and
A* | Py (  y  ) = (A|p ^  ) ) * .  Thus A -» A|p ^   ^ d e f i n e s  a .
sy m m e t r i c  hom omorphism .  T h a t  ( E ' ) y  and  Ey a r e  t h e  
r e s p e c t i v e  im a g e s  o f  E '  and  E i s  c l e a r  f r o m  t h e i r
d e f i n i t i o n s .  I t  i s  a l s o  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  r e s t r i c t i o n  t o  P y ( ,$  )
o f  t h e  i d e n t i t y  o p e r a t o r  o f  U  i s  t h e  i d e n t i t y  o f  Py(ft ).
P r o o f  ,o f  ( b ) . S i n c e  Py commutes w i t h  a l l  o p e r a t o r s
o f  E ' ,  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  s e t  o f  o p e r a t o r s  B e E ' f o r  
w h i c h  B = BPy i s  a  t w o - s i d e d  i d e a l .  S i n c e  o p e r a t o r  
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  e a c h  v a r i a b l e  s e p a r a t e l y  i n  
t h e  weak t o p o l o g y ,  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  a b o v e  i d e a l  i s
w e a k l y  c l o s e d .  I f  B e E ' s u c h  t h a t  B = BPy, t h e n
B |p  ) i s  a n  o p e r a t o r  A o f  (E* ) y  s u c h  t h a t
APy = B | p  ^  ^Py = BPy = B. H ence  t h e  a b o v e  i d e a l  i s
c o n t a i n e d  i n  t h e  im a g e  o f  ( E 1) y  u n d e r  t h e  m a p p in g .  Con­
v e r s e l y ,  i f  A e ( E ' ) y ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  B e E '  f o r  w h i c h  
B | p  ( ^  s o  t h a t  APy = B | p  ^Py = BPy, and s i n c e
p
(B Py)Py  = BPy = BPy, APy i s  a  member o f  t h e  a b o v e  i d e a l .
We h a v e  l e f t  t o  show t h a t  A -♦ APy i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  i s o m o r p h i s m .
I f  A, B € ( E 1) y  a n d . a , P  a r e  c o m p le x ,  t h e n
(aA + PB)Py = aAPy + PBPy, so  t h e  m ap p in g  i s  l i n e a r .  I f
APy. = A 13 t h e n  A-J p  ( y  j =  APu^P ( #  ) = A* n a t
o n l y  i s  t h e  m a p p in g  o n e - t o - o n e ,  b u t  i t s  i n v e r s e  i s  g i v e n  by  
A1 A1^P ( #  )■’ d e f> in ed  ^ °T c o u r s e ,  on  t h e  o p e r a t o r s  A1 o f
E ' f o r  w h i c h  A^ _ = A-jPy. To p r o v e  t h a t  t h e  m app in g  i s  a
s y m m e t r i c  homomorphism., s u p p o s e  A, B e (E '  ) y ,  APy = A1 ,
BPu = B1- Then (AiBi)lpu( ft ) = ai'pu( V  ) Bi'PuO.) = AB<
and since A-jB^Py = A^B^, we have A1B1 as the image of AB.
Also, A - ^ l p ^ ^   ^ = (Ailpu ( ^  ))* = A*> and since AiPu = A1
and Py comm utes  w i t h  A1 , A]_*Pu  = A]_** Thus A^* i s  t h e  
im age  o f  A*, and  we h a v e  A •+ APy a  s y m m e t r i c  i s o m o r p h i s m .
To show t h a t  t h e  im a g e  o f  Ey i s  a s  s t a t e d , . s u p p o s e  
A e Ey. T hen  A = B | p ^ y   ^ f o r  some B e E, h e n c e
APy = B|p ^ y  ^Py = BPy e E, and (APy)Py = APy . C o n v e r s e l y ,
i f  B e E s u c h  t h a t  B = BPy, s e t  A = B|p ^ y  ^  e Ey. Then
APy = B|p  ^ y  ^Py = BPy = B, so  t h a t  B i s  i n  t h e  im a g e  o f
Ey. The f a c t  t h a t  t h e  s e t  o f  o p e r a t o r s  B e E f o r  w h i c h
B = BPy i s  a  w e a k l y  c l o s e d  i d e a l  i n  E c a n  b e  a r g u e d
e x a c t l y  a s  a b o v e  f o r  E 1, o r  we may s i m p l y  o b s e r v e  t h a t  t h e  
im a g e  o f  Ey i s  t h e  i n t e r s e c t i o n  w i t h  E o f  t h e  im ag e  o f
(E ')u*
P r o o f  o f  ( c ) . S u p p o s e  A e B (Py( Jf ) )  s u c h  t h a t  
A e (Ejj) 1 . Then AB|p  ^ y   ^ = B | p ^A f o r  a r b i t r a r y
B e E. S e t  Ap = APy. The a b o v e  e q u a t i o n  i s  t h e n  e q u i v a l e n t  
t o  ApB = BAp f o r  e v e r y  B e E, s i n c e  Py( #  ) r e d u c e s  E.
H ence  Ap ^ e 1, and  s i n c e  A ^ p   ^ y  ) = A, (Ey)' c  (E')y. The
r e v e r s e  i n c l u s i o n  (E')y c  (Ey)1 i s  c l e a r ,  s i n c e  A -» A | p  ^ y  ^
i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  hom om orph ism , h e n c e  (Ey) 1 = (E1)y.
The f a c t ’ t h a t  (E')y' = Ey c a n  b e  a r g u e d  i n  e x a c t l y  t h e  
same way,  i n t e r c h a n g i n g  t h e  r o l e s  o f  E' and  E, and 
r e c a l l i n g  t h a t  E * 1 = E.
P r o o f  o f  ( d ) . The m a p p in g  d e s c r i b e d  i s  t h e  c o m p o s i t e . . —
A , .
o f  two hom o m o rp h ism s ,  A ■+ AP^ -* APy(m),  h e n c e  i t  i s  a  
hom om orph ism .  I f  I  ' d e n o t e s  t h e  i d e n t i t y  o f  P y (  #  ) ,  t h e n
A  i
I u Pu  ”  h e n c e  ~ V m )  "  Xy(m) "  s i n c e  we h a v e
assu m ed  m e U. C o n s e q u e n t l y  t h e  m ap p in g  i s  a  n o n t r i v i a l  
c o m p le x  homomorphism, h e n c e  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  a  m ax im al  i d e a l .  
C o n v e r s e l y ,  s u p p o s e  h  i s  a  n o n t r i v i a l  c o m p lex
i
homomorphism d e f i n e d  on Ey. Then ,  by  c o m p o s in g  
h om om orph ism s ,  A -» A |p  ( )  -» h ( A | p  ^ ^  y) d e f i n e s  a  c o m p lex
homomorphism on E, w h i c h  i s  n o n t r i v i a l  s i n c e  t h e  im age  
o f  E u n d e r  t h e  homomorphism A ■+ A |p  ^ ^   ^ c o i n c i d e s  w i t h
a l l  o f  Ey.  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  m e M f o r  w h i c h
A(m) = h ( A | p ( ) )  f o r  a11  A e E. B u t  i f  A e Ey, t h e n
APy e E, and  APy| p ^   ^ = A, so  t h a t  h (A )  = h ( A P y | p ^
/\ /V I
(APy)( m ) . S i n c e  we h a v e  = Py(m) = IyPy(m) = h(Iy) = 1,
m e U. We h a v e  t h u s  shown t h a t  A -» (APy)(m) d e f i n e s  a  
n o n t r i v i a l  com p lex  homomorphism on Ey f o r  e a c h  m e U, and 
c o n v e r s e l y  e v e r y  s u c h  homomorphism a r i s e s  i n  t h i s  f a s h i o n .
I f  mp ,m 2 e U and m1 ^  m2 , t h e r e  e x i s t s  a n  A e E f o r
A  A  A  ' A  A
w h i c h  A(m1 ) ^  A(m2 ) .  C o n s e q u e n t l y  APy(m1 ) = A(m1 ) ^  A(m2 ) = 
APy(m2 ) .  S e t t i n g  A1 = a |  P ( ) ,  Ai Pu  = APu* h e n c e
A1Py(m 1 ) 4  A^Py(m2 ) .  The c o r r e s p o ’n d e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  p o i n t s  
o f  U and t h e  n o n t r i v i a l  com p lex  hom omorphisms o f  Ey i s  
t h u s  o n e - t o - o n e .
We s h a l l  now show t h a t  t h e  t o p o l o g y  on  U a s  a  s u b s e t  
o f  M a g r e e s  w i t h  i t s  G e l f a n d  t o p o l o g y  a s  t h e  m ax im al  
i d e a l  s p a c e  o f  E y  I n  f a c t ,  t h e  l a t t e r  t o p o l o g y  i s  t h e
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w e a k e s t  t o p o l o g y  i n  w h i c h  APy(m) d e f i n e s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  
f u n c t i o n  f o r  e v e r y  A e Ey. S i n c e  t h e  o p e r a t o r s  o f  Ey a r e  
t h o s e  o f  t h e  fo r m  A ^ |p  (ty } ^ o r  e E, t h e  a b o v e  means
_ ' A  1
( A f l p  ^  ^Py)(m )  = A1Py(m) = A1 (m)Py(m) = A1 (m) m u s t  d e f i n e
i '•*
a  c o n t i n u o u s - f u n c t i o n  on U f o r  a l l  A^ e E. B u t  t h i s  i s
e x a c t l y  t h e  G e l f a n d  t o p o l o g y  o f  M r e s t r i c t e d  t o  U.
P r o o f  o f  ( e ) . S i n c e  Ey i s  a  d i a g o n a l  r i n g  w i t h
m ax im a l  i d e a l  s p a c e  U, t h e  G e l f a n d  t r a n s f o r m  i s  a  s y m m e t r i c
i s o m o r p h i s m  f ro m  E o n t o  C(U).  F o r  E t o  c o n s i s t  o f
s c a l a r  m u l t i p l e s  o f  t h e  i d e n t i t y ,  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  and
• . *»
s u f f i c i e n t  t -h a t  a l l  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n s  on U be- c o n s t a n t ,  
w h i c h  i s  t h e  c a s e  e x a c t l y  when U c o n s i s t s  o f  a  s i n g l e  
p o i n t .  S i n c e  U i s  c l o p e n ,  s u c h  a  p o i n t  m u s t  be  
i s o l a t e d .
We now h a v e  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  t o o l s  t o  show how o u r  s t u d y  
c a n  b e  r e d u c e d  t o  t h e  c y c l i c  c a s e .
Theorem  2.6. ( a )  T h e r e  e x i s t s  a  f a m i l y  { t L ) _ „   ^ o f
ot* Ct
p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  n o n v o i d  c l o p e n  s u b s e t s  o f  M, s u c h  t h a t
Py  ( #  ) i s  c y c l i c  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  ( E 1)y  f o r  e v e r y  a  e A . 
a  a
C o r r e s p o n d i n g l y ,  y  =  s  «  p ( y  ).
a e . A  a
(b )  F o r  e v e r y  s y s t e m  (ua )a e y Y a s  i n  ( a )> E ' i s  t h e
c o m p l e t e  d i r e c t  sum o f  t h e  r i n g s  { ( E ' ) y  ) 6 , and  E i s
a  a
t h e  c o m p l e t e  d , i r e c t  sum o f  t h e  r i n g s  {Ey )a e yY*
, Proof of (a). V- can be written as a direct sum
E © y  such that every “H is a cyclic subspace for E'. 
coeA a a .
From Theorem 2.3 (a), every 7/ is of the form Pn ( y  ) foroc uoc
a unique clopen U c M. From Theorem 2.3 (b), U fl UB = 0
OC OC P
if a / P, and from Theorem 2.3 (d), ( U U )= M is equivalent to
a£A a
E © Pjj ( T O  = W . pu ( y  ) is clearly cyclic for (E1 )y 
,a£A a a a
for each a, since it is cyclic for E' as a subspace of .
Proof of (b). From the definition, A € E' implies
aIp f ‘H V 6 (E')tt j andJ correspondingly, A e E implies 
a }
Al pTT ( y  ) e EU for every a e .
Ua a
. Conversely, suppose A e (B ( O ’ ) such that every P„ ( # )
a 1
is invariant for A and A|p / tj \ € (E1 )TT . If a e A
rU  ^# ' aa
and B e E, it follows from Theorem 2.5 (c) that
A|p ( f t  ) B|p ( t f )  = b | p„ ( Tt ) a | p„ ( *  ) '  In o ther
a a a a
words AB§ = BA§ if § e Py ( ty ). Since a was arbitrary
a
and # = E ® P.. (])f ), we have. AB = BA. But B was 
ae A  a
arbitrary in E, hence A e E1. Thus E' (is the complete 
direct sum of the (E')y .
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I f *  i n  t h e  a b o v e  p a r a g r a p h ,  we h a d  i n  a d d i t i o n  t h a t
a Ip  / V.  ^ e e tt for  e v e r y  a ,  t h e  same r e a s o n i n g  would
U ,/ *  ' a a
Show A | p  ( W ) BI P ( y  ) = B | p  ( y  y A |p  { y  y f m  
a a a a
a r b i t r a r y  B e E 1, h e n c e  we may c o n c l u d e  i n  t h e  same m anner
. t h a t  A e E 1 1 = E. T h i s  shows t h a t  E i s  t h e  c o m p l e t e
d i r e c t  sum o f  t h e  Ey  . |
a ,
I f ,  i n  t h e  a b o v e  t h e o r e m ,  V  i s  c y c l i c  f o r  E 1, we
could take the. index set A  to be one point,and the
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  c l o p e n  s e t  t o  b e  a l l  o f  M. The q u e s t i o n
a r i s e s  a s  t o  w h e t h e r  i t  i s  a d v a n t a g e o u s  t o  decom p ose  M i n
some alternative way. We cah give an affirmative answer
i n  t h e  e v e n t  t h a t  M h a s  i s o l a t e d  p o i n t s ,  f o r  i f  some Ucc
consists of such an isolated point, then from Theorem 2.5 (e)
Ey ' c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  s c a l a r  m u l t i p l e s  .o f  t h e  i d e n t i t y ,  
a
h e n c e  ( E1 = (Ey  ) '  = 0  (Py (7^ ) ) •  ' How ever ,  i f  M h a s  
a a a
no i s o l a t e d  p o i n t s ,  t h e n  e a c h  s y s t e m  o f  ( E 1) y  and  Ey , f o r
U a  n o n v o i d  c l o p e n  s u b s e t  o f  M, r e s e m b l e s  t h e  o r i g i n a l
E 1 and  E i n  m o s t  r e s p e c t s .  The d i f f i c u l t y  l i e s <  i n  t h e
f a c t  t h a t  a  d i r e c t  sum d e c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  a b o v e  k i n d  i s
i n a d e q u a t e  f o r  p u r p o s e s  o f  c o m p l e t e l y  d e c o m p o s in g  .E '  and
E a t  a l l  p o i n t s  o f  M i n  a  m a n n e r  s i m i l a r  t o  w h a t  we h a v e
shown i s  p o s s i b l e  a t  i s o l a t e d  p o i n t s .  T h i s  p r o b l e m  i s  t h e
s u b j e c t  o f  t h e  n e x t  c h a p t e r .
Theorem 2 . 6  d o e s ,  h o w e v e r ,  show u s  how t o  r e d u c e  o u r
s t u d y  t o  t h e  c a s e  w h e r e  i s  c y c l i c  f o r  E ' . An a l t e r n a t i v e
m ethod  o f  d e c o m p o s in g  #  t o  o b t a i n  a  d i a g o n a l  r i n g  f ro m  E
on a  s u b s p a c e  o f  #  i n  t h i s  c a s e  i s  g i v e n  b y  t h e  f o l l o w i n g .
Theorem 2 . 7 . S u p p o s e  P-  ^ i s  a  p r o j e c t i o n  i n  E ' ,  and
r| i s  a  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  f o r  H  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  E* s u c h  t h a t
P-jji = T). L e t  y  2. =  P l (  y  Ei  b e  s e ^ r e s t r i c t i o n s
(A|nj | A e E ) .  Then  t h e  m a p p in g  A -> A|», i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  
Ml  " 1
i s o m o r p h i s m  o f  E o n t o  E-^. E-  ^ i s  a  d i a g o n a l  r i n g  on
14 j, E-^' = CP]_A |^  |A e E r }, and  t h e  v e c t o r  r\ i s  c y c l i c
f o r  yi ^ w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  E ^ 1 .
P r o o f . S i n c e  P^ e E ' ,  14^ r e d u c e s  a l l  o p e r a t o r s  o f  E.
I
T h u s ,  f o r  a,f?  co m p lex  and  A, B e E, we h a v e
(aA + PB) | ^  -  a A l y  + M  ^  =  a n d
A*l oi = (Al -w )* •  T h i s  shows A -+ a | t o  be  a  s y m m e t r i c
“  1 " 1  " ' l
homomorphism. To show t h a t  t h e  k e r n e l  c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  z e r o
o p e r a t o r  a l o n e ,  a s su m e  A e E s u c h  t h a t  a | = 0 .  T h i s  i s
ft i
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  AP-  ^ = 0 .  I f  B i s  a n y  o p e r a t o r  o f  E ’ , we
t h u s  h a v e  A(Bt}) = BAri = B A P ^  = 0 .  S i n c e  r\ was c y c l i c
f o r  #  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  • E r , i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  A = 0 .  Con­
s e q u e n t l y ,  A -♦ Al u  i s  a  s y m m e t r i c  i s o m o r p h i s m .  l |  i s
" 1  . * 1
c l e a r l y  t h e  i d e n t i t y  on and  f ro m  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n ,  E^
I
i s  t h e  r a n g e  o f  t h i s  i s o m o r p h i s m .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  E1 i s  a  
B a n ach  s y m m e t r i c  s u b r i n g  o f  6  ( 7t ) c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  i d e n t i t y .  
We s h a l l  show s u b s e q u e n t l y  t h a t  E-  ^ i s  w e a k l y  c l o s e d .
To show t h a t  E-^' i s  t h e  s e t  i n d i c a t e d ,  we n o t e  t h a t  
f o r  B e E 1, A e E, w.e h a v e  A| y  y  =  (AP-^B)) y  -
(P-jBA)!^ = (P.jB)|^ ^ # 3/ showin§ that
El '  D t ( Pi B)l y  l B 6 E '}*  C o n v e r s e l y ,  s u p p o s e  B^ e E ^ 1.
D e f i n e  B = B^P^,* so  t h a t  B e 0 (7/). Then B| ^  = B]_,
and B| = 0 .  I f  A e E a nd  § e #  , we h a v e  § = + § 0 , -
Ft i-L 1 2
w h e re  5-  ^ e }f ^  § 2 e Then  A B § = a |  ^  B . ^  =
BiA| y, % 1 =  B A ^ ,  and  AB§2 = 0 = BA§2 . ' H ence  AB§ = BA§,
I ^
and s i n c e  § was a r b i t r a r y , B A  = AB. S i n c e  A was
a r b i t r a r y  i n  E, B e E 1 . Hence  E ^ 1 c  [ ( P ^ B ) | ^  | B e E 1) ,
so  e q u a l i t y  h o l d s .  To s e e  t h a t  r\ i s  c y c l i c  f o r  IF^ w i t h
r e s p e c t  t o  E1 1, l e t  § e JF^ and  e > 0 .  Then  t h e r e  e x i s t s
a  B e E 1 f o r  w h i c h  | Br| -  § |  < e .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
I (p iB )l -jf *1 - = 1 piBn - Pi? 1 =
IP x (Bti -  5)1 £  |Brj -  s |  < e .
I
We s h a l l  now show E^ t o  b e  w e a k l y  c l o s e d .  S uppose
e E1 l 1 and Q1 i s  a  p r o j e c t i o n  o p e r a t o r .  Prom t h e
a b o v e  p a r a g r a p h ,  t h i s  m eans  t h a t  Q ^ ( P ^ B ) | ^  = (P - ^ B ) ! ^
f o r  e a c h  B e E* . B u t  t h e n  we h a v e  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  B e E 1 t h a t  
iBQjTil2 = = (QjTi, 13*150^ ) = ( ^ ( P ^ B ) ^  %n) =
• ( ^ . ^ ( P ^ B ) ^  Ti) = ( Q ^ ,  (P1 B*B) Iw Ti) - ■ ( Q i n , P 1B*BT)) =
(Q1'n,B*Bri) = (B Q - j^ B p )  ^  | BQ^p| | Bn| . Prom t h e  f i r s t  and 
l a s t  t e r m s  o f  t h i s  i n e q u a l i t y  we may c a n c e l  a  f a c t o r  o f  
| BQ-jP | t o  o b t a i n  | BQ^ri | ^  | Br| | f o r  B e E 1 . Thus t h e  
f o r m u l a  Q(Bp) = BQ-jp d e f i n e s ,  u n a m b i g u o u s l y ,  a  bo u n d e d  
l i n e a r  o p e r a t o r  Q on  t h e  d e n s e  l i n e a r  s u b s p a c e  o f  W  
c o n s i s t i n g  o f  t h e  v e c t o r s  (B t) |b  € E 1}, and  | Q| ^  1 .  Q 
may t h u s  b e  e x t e n d e d  u n i q u e l y  t o  a  b o un d ed  l i n e a r  o p e r a t o r  
on  7^ . F o r  a r b i t r a r y  B, C e E 1, we h a v e  (QB)(Cp) =
QBCp = BCQj T) = B Q (C p) .  S i n c e  t h e  v e c t o r s  (Cp |C  e E ’ ) a r e  
d e n s e  i n  #  , we h a v e  QB = BQ. But  s i n c e  B was a r b i t r a r y  
i n  E* , Q e E 1 1 = E.
A g a in ,  i f  B i s  a r b i t r a r y  i n  E 1, Q |^  ( P ^ ) ! ^  p =
QPiBn = = (p -jB)!^ Qin = Q-j^CP-lB.)!^  p. Prom the above
the vectors ((P£B)lty “HI B e E1 ) are dense in 7/1# Thus 
Qn = > s0 Qn e En .
Since Q1 was an arbitrary projection operator of 
Ei'1, E-^ is weakly closed by Theorem 1.3.|
For the remainder of this chapter, we shall assume 
that V is generated with respect to E' by a single unit 
cyclic vector, which we denote by §Q. Theorem 1.5 (a) may
*to
t h e n  be  a p p l i e d  t o  E '  and  E. We d e n o t e  by  p t h e
u n i q u e  n o n  n e g a t i v e  r e g u l a r  B o r e l  m e a s u r e  on M f o r  w h i c h  
(«0*V - L  A(m)dp(m) f o r  a l l  A e E. Then p(M) = 1 ,  and
p h a s  M a s  i t s  s u p p o r t .  The t e r m i n o l o g y  ' ' m e a s u r a b l e ' 1 
and  11 a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e 11 w i l l  mean,  u n l e s s  o t h e r w i s e  
s t a t e d ,  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  m e a s u r e  P. Most  r e s u l t s  w i l l  
d e p e n d  u p o n  t h e  p a r t i c u l a r  P o r  i n v o l v e d ,  h o w e v e r
t h o s e  w h i c h  a r e  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  p o r  w i l l  b e ‘i n d i c a t e d .
T heorem  2 . 8 . ( a )  I f  U i s  a n  op en  s e t  i n  M, t h e n
p(U) = P ( U ) .
f
(b )  I f  K i s  a  s u b s e t  o f  M s u c h  t h a t  K h a s  v o i d
i n t e r i o r ,  t h e n  p(K)  = 0 .
( c )  I f  m e.M, t h e n  p ( { m ) )  > 0  i f ,  and o n l y  i f  m i s  
a n  i s o l a t e d  p o i n t .
( d )  F o r  e v e r y  m e a s u r a b l e  s e t  S, t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e
c l o p e n  s e t  U f o r  w h i c h  p ( S  A U) = 0 ,  w h e r e  S A U =
(S -  U) U (U -  S ) ,  t h e  s y m m e t r i c  d i f f e r e n c e  o f  S and  U.
( e )  F o r  e v e r y  f u n c t i o n  cp e L ( M ,p ) ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a .
u n i q u e  B e E and  a  u n i q u e  e C(M) s u c h  t h a t  B =  ^ and
'l'(m) = cp(m) a . e .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  | b | = sup  | t ( m ) |  = | |cp| I .
meM
P r o o f  o f  ( a )  .* I f  U i s  o p e n ,  d e n o t e  b y  I T  t h e  f a m i l y  ,
o f  a l l  c l o p e n  s u b s e t s  V o f  U. Then  V i s  d i r e c t e d  by
i n c l u s i o n ,  i  . e . , V1 ^  V2 i f  V1 => Vg.- I f  VX,V 2 e V  and




0 < Py  £  I f o r  V e IT, t h e  n e t  (P y }y e ^  c o n v e r g e s  w e a k l y ,
by  T heorem  1 . 6 ,  t o  a  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r  P w h i c h  i s
/
a  l e a s t  u p p e r  bound  f o r  t h e  Py ,  and  P e E s i n c e  E i s  
w e a k l y  c l o s e d . S i n c e . Py = 0 f ° r  e a c h  V e ]f  and  o p e r ­
a t o r  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  e a c h ' v a r i a b l e  
s e p a r a t e l y  i n  t h e  weak  t o p o l o g y ,  PPM_jy = 0- C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  
i f  m i  U, t h e n  P(m) = P(m )PM_^(m) = PPM_y(m) = 0 .  I f  V1
i s  a n y  f i x e d  s e t  i n  IT , we h a v e  PyPy = Py w h e n e v e r  V e IT
and V 3  V^ .  By t h e  same r e a s o n i n g  a s  a b o v e ,  we h a v e
PP = P f o r  V, e I T .  I f  m i s  an  a r b i t r a r y  p o i n t  o f
V1 1
U, t h e r e  e x i s t s ,  by  t h e  t o t a l  d i s c o n n e c t e d n e s s  o f  M, a  s e t
* A A
V-  ^ e t/ f o r  w h i c h  m e V^.  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  P(m) = P (m )P y  (m) =
A  ^  1
PPV (m) = Pv  (m) = 1 .  Thus P(m) = 1 f o r  m e U, and  s i n c e  
V1 V1 
A A  A
P i s  c o n t i n u o u s ,  P = Xy = Py* h e n c e  P = P^y.
From t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  weak  o p e r a t o r  c o n v e r g e n c e ,  we 
h a v e  ^ l i m  (PyS0 J § 0 ) = ( P y ^ o ^ o ) ’ I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
lim f Pv (m)dli(m) = lim f Xv(m )d^(m ) = lim ^(v )* Since 
Ve y  M Ve V* -'M v Ve '
V c u for each V e V , M-(V) | |i(U). Thus |i(U) £ H(U). But
M(U) ^(U) is clear, so n(U) = H(U).
Proof of (b). If K has void interior, then
.(M - K)= M, and since M - K is open, we have from part (a)
that p(M - K) = n(M), which implies n(K) = 0. Hence
H(K) = 0 also.
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i 1
P r o o f  o f  ( c ) .' I f  m i s  a n  i s o l a t e d  p o i n t ,  t h e n  fm}'
i s  a n  o p e n  s e t .  S i n c e  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  ti c o i n c i d e s  w i t h
M, | i(  (m)) ' > 0 .
I f  m i s  h o t  a n  i s o l a t e d  p o i n t ,  t h e n  (m) = {m} h a s
v o i d  i n t e r i o r ,  so  f ro m  p a r t  ( b ) ,  p.( {m)),  = 0 .
P r o o f  o f  ( d ) . Prom t h e  r e g u l a r i t y  o f  t h e  m e a s u r e  [i,
i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  f i n d  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  c o m p a c t  s e t s
Qx c  Q2 c  • • • ,  s u c h  t h a t  Qj c  S f o r  e a c h  j , and
l i m  | i ( Q j )  = t i ( S ) .  L e t  K.  d e n o t e  t h e  c l o s u r e  o f  t h e  
J -+ oo J J
i n t e r i o r  o f  f o r  e a c h  j .  Then c  f o r  e a c h  j ,
and  c  K2 £  • • •  . S i n c e  M i s  e x t r e m e l y  d i s c o n n e c t e d ,
e a c h  K, i s  a  c l o p e n  s e t ,  and  Q. -  K .  i s  a  c l o s e d  s e t  o f
J J J
v o i d  i n t e r i o r .  U s in g  p a r t  ( b ) ,  p ( Q .  -  K . )  = 0 ,  h e n c eJ J 
00
| i (Q  ) = p ( K .) f o r  e a c h  j .  L e t  V = U K . .  Then  V i s  
J J ■ / j =1 J
o p e n ,  y  c  S,  and |-i(V) = l i m  p ( K .) = l i m  P(Q  .) = M (S).
j  -» oo J j  -♦ oo J
i
Prom p a r t  ( a ) ,  | i(V) = H(V).  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  n ( S  A V) =
p (  (S -  V) U (V -  S ) )  = H(S -  V) + \x(v -  S)  I  p ( s  -  V) +
|i(V -  V) = 0 ,  s o  U = V i s  a  c l o p e n  s e t  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  g i v e n  
r e q u i r e m e n t s .
I f  i s  a  s e c o n d  c l o p e n  s e t  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  same
c o n d i t i o n ,  t h e n  n(U A U ) = H((U A S) A (S  A U1 ) )  £  n (U  A S) 
+ [i(S A U-^) = 0 .  S i n c e  U A i s  c l o p e n  and  t h e  s u p p o r t ,  o f  
, |i i s  M, U A = 0 ,  h e n c e  U = U-^.
i
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P r o o f  o f  ( e ) . We f i r s t  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  u n i q u e n e s s  o f
B, w h e n e v e r  t h e y  e x i s t ,  and  t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e i r  n o r m s .  I f
Bp = a n d  ^ ( m )  = c p ( m ) a . e . ,  w h e re  B ^ , ^  i s  a  s e c o n d  p a i r
s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  s a m e ^ c o n d i t i o n s  a s  a  p a i r  B, f o r  w h i c h  t h e
c o n c l u s i o n  h o l d s ,  t h e n  f 1 (m) = t(m') a . e .  S i n c e  a r e
continuous and the support of p. is M, = 'l'(m)
f o r  a l l  m e M. Thus B = B.^, so  B = B ^  S i n c e  'l'(m) =
cp(m) a.e., we have ||'1’||00 = I 1 cp| | a n d  since the support
o f  p i s  M, | B |  = sup  U ( m ) |  = :| | f | | o o = | |cp| | ^ .
meM
We s h a l l  f i r s t  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  o f  B and  i|/1 /
when cp h a s  t h e  f o r m  Xg for a  m e a s u r a b l e  s u b s e t  S o f  
M. I n  t h i s  c a s e ,  l e t  U b e  t h e  c l o p e n  s e t  o f  p a r t  (d )  f o r  
w h i c h  p ( S  A U) = 0 .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  Xy i s  c o n t i n u o u s ,
Py  = Xy, and  x  (m) = w h e n ev e r  m ^  s  A U. Thus
B = Py and  t  = Xy s a t i s f y  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t s  i n  t h i s  c a s e .  
N e x t ,  s u p p o s e  cp i s  a  f i n i t e  l i n e a r  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f
n
s u c h  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t i o n s ,  s a y  cp = E a  . x Q •• By t h e
3=1 3 3
a b o v e ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  p a i r  B . , f .  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  c o n c l u s i o n
n J J n
f o r  e a c h  x Q • S e t  B = E a_.B.,  i|i = E a J j .  I t  i s  t h e n
j = l  3 3 j = l  3 3
c l e a r  t h a t  B and  t  s a t i s f y  t h e  c o n c l u s i o n  f o r  cp.
F i n a l l y ,  i f  cp i s  a n  a r b i t r a r y  f u n c t i o n  o f  L ^ M ,  p ) ,
00
t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  s e q u e n c e  {cp_.) o f  f u n c t i o n s ,  s u c h  t h a t
3 3=1
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each cp . is a finite linear combination of characteristic 
J
functions, and lim ||cp . - cp| | = 0. Let B. and \|i . be
j ^ 00 J  ^ J
chosen to satisfy the conclusion of the theorem for each
cp ., which is possible by what we have'shown above. For
every two integers n-^n^, it then follows that
B - B , i - i|t satisfy the conclusion .for cp - cp ,
nl 2 1 ' 2 ' 1 2
hence |B - B | = sup| <r (m) - t|r (m)| = | |cp - cp | 1^ . 
ni 2 meM nl 2 nl n2
00
But lim | | cp„ - cp„ | I = 0, so that (B .) is a 
nl,n2 00 1 2 3 J=1
00
norm  c o n v e r g e n t  s e q u e n c e  o f  o p e r a t o r s ,  and  (i|i .} i s  a
J j =i
u n i f o r m l y  c o n v e r g e n t  s e q u e n c e  o f  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n s .  I f
t h e  r e s p e c t i v e  l i m i t s  o f  t h e s e  tw o  s e q u e n c e s  a r e  B and
\Jr, i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  B e E, and s i n c e  B .  = ty . f o r  e a c h  j ,
J J
B = ty. F o r  e v e r y  j, .(m) = cp -(m) a . e . ,  and  a l s o
J J t
l i m  cp_.(m) = c p ( m )  a . e .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  ^(m) = l i m  ^ ( m )  = 
j 00 J , j -♦ oo J
c p ( m )  a . e .  Thus B and  f u l f i l l  t h e  r e q u i r e m e n t s  o f  t h e
t h e o r e m  f o r  cp, and  s i n c e  cp was  a r b i t r a r y ,  t h e  t h e o r e m
i s  p r o v e d . |
i
We c a n  now g i v e  t h e  s i m p l e  p r o o f  o f  Theorem  1.5 (b )  a s
p r o m i s e d  i n  t h e  l a s t  c h a p t e r .
C o r o l l a r y  2.8.1. I f  G i s  a n y  p o s i t i v e  f u n c t i o n a l  on 
E s u c h  t h a t  G(A*A) < (A*A§0 , § 0 ) f o r  e v e r y  A e E, t h e n  t h e r e  
e x i s t s  a  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  o p e r a t o r  B e E s u c h  t h a t  G(A) = 
(AB§0 , § 0 ) f o r  a l l  A € E.
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P r o o f . S i n c e  G i s  a  p o s i t i v e  f u n c t i o n a l  on E, t h e r e  
e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  n o n  n e g a t i v e  m e a s u r e  v on  M f o r  w h i c h  
G(A) = j  A (m )dv(m ) ,  i f  A e E.  Prom t h e  h y p o t h e s i s ,
f | A(m) | ^dv (m) < f | A(m) | 2d | i (m) f o r  e v e r y  A e E, w h i c h  i s  
JM ~
e q u i v a l e n t  t o  f  f ( m ) d v ( m )  < /  f ( m ) d p ( m )  f o r  e v e r y  n o n  
J M ~ JM
n e g a t i v e  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n  f  on  M. Thus
0 < v ( s ) < ^ ( S )  fo'r e v e r y  B o r e l  s u b s e t  S o f  M. Prom t h e
R adon-Nikodym  Theorem ( c f .  [ 2 ] ,  p .  1 2 8 )  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a
f u n c t i o n  cp e Ln (M, p)  f o r  w h i c h  v(s )  = fcp (m )d p (m )  f o r  e v e r y  
. J S
B o r e l  s u b s e t  S o f  M. The i n e q u a l i t y  0 ^  v ( S )  ^  ^ ( S )  a l s o
shows t h a t  0 ^ cp (m )  ^  1 a . e .  By Theorem  2 . 8  ( e )  t h e r e  e x i s t s
a  B e E s u c h  t h a t  B(m). = cp(m) a . e . ,  and  s i n c e  B i s  c o n ­
t i n u o u s  and t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  p  i s  M, 0 ^  B(m) ^  1 f o r  a l l
m e M. Thus B i s  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e ,  and' f o r  a r b i t r a r y
A 6 E, G(A) = f  A(m)dv(m) = f .A (m )B (m )dp(m )  = (AB§ , §  ) .
J M
We s h a l l  n e e d  a  g e n e r a l i z a t i o n  t o  a r b i t r a r y  m e a s u r a b l e  
f u n c t i o n s  o f  t h e  a b o v e  r e s u l t  t h a t  e a c h  e s s e n t i a l l y  b o u n d e d  
m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n  i s  e q u a l  a . e .  t o  a  u n i q u e  c o n t i n u o u s  
f u n c t i o n .  F o r  t h i s  p u r p o s e ,  we c o n s i d e r  t h e  o n e  p o i n t  
c o m p a c t i f i c a t i o n  C. .U (°°) o f  t h e  c o m p le x  n u m b e r s .  The 
o p e r a t i o n s  o f  C a r e  e x t e n d e d  t o  C U {°°} i n  t h e  u s u a l  way,
i . e . ,  a  + oo = oo f o r  a  e C U (<»}, a*°o = °° f o r
a . e  C U (oo) and a  ^  0 ,  i  = 0 ,  = «>_, |«>| = yj™ = oo. We
a l s o  d e f i n e  a  < oo i f  a  i s  a n y  n o n  n e g a t i v e  r e a l  n u m b e r .
/
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D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 9 . A f u n c t i o n  d e f i n e d  on M w i t h  v a l u e s  
i n  C U {°°) w i l l  b e  c a l l e d  a  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  i f  i t  
i s  c o n t i n u o u s  f ro m  M t o  C U {°°}. I f  cp i s  a  f u n c t i o n  
d e f i n e d  a . e .  on M w i t h  v a l u e s  i n  C U {«>), and  i s  
m e a s u r a b l e ,  a  s e c o n d  f u n c t i o n  w i l l  b e  c a l l e d  a  c o n t i n u o u s  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  cp i f  t  i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e ,  
and  cp(m) = (m) a . e .
1 1  C o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n 1 1 w i l l  c o n t i n u e  t o  r e f e r  t o  a  
c o m plex  v a l u e d  f u n c t i o n ,  n e c e s s a r i l y  b o u n d e d ,  w h i c h  i s  
c o n t i n u o u s  i n  t h e  u s u a l  s e n s e ,  w h e r e a s  ' 1 c o n t i n u o u s  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e 1 1  m eans  t h a t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  f ro m  
M t o  C U {°°}.. T h i s  t e r m i n o l o g y  was s e l e c t e d  b e c a u s e  o f  
t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e o r e m ,  w h i c h  s t a t e s  t h a t  a n  e q u i v a l e n c e  
c l a s s  o f  m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n s  c a n  be  r e p r e s e n t e d  by  s u c h  a  
c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e .
Theorem  2 . 1 0 . E v e r y  f u n c t i o n  cp d e f i n e d  a l m o s t  
e v e r y w h e r e  and m e a s u r a b l e  on M w i t h  v a l u e s  i n  C U (°°) i s  
e q u a l  a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e  t o  a  u n i q u e  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  
1.
We s h a l l  h e n c e f o r t h  r e f e r  t o  t h i s  u n i q u e  a s  t h e  
c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  cp.
P r o o f . L e t  cp^^cp2  b e  f u n c t i o n s  d e f i n e d  a s  f o l l o w s .
rcp(m), i f  |cp(m)| ^  1  
1 , i f  | cp ( m) | > 1 ,-
tpx(«0 = 1
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( V W  - l f  M ” )! > 1
<l>2^  \ 1» if lcp(m) [
S i n c e  cp w as  m e a s u r a b l e  and  d e f i n e d  a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e ,  cp2
and  cp2  a r e  m e a s u r a b l e ,  d e f i n e d  a l m o s t  e v e r y w h e r e ,  and
b o u n d e d .  By T h eo re m  2 . 8  ( e ) ,  t h e r e  e x i s t  c o n t i n u o u s
f u n c t i o n s  ^  a n d  ^  d e f i n e d  on  M, s u c h  t h a t  cp-j^  (m) = 
^ ( m )  a . e .  a n d  cp2 (m) = ^ ( m )  a . e .  N e c e s s a r i l y  | ♦ 1 (m) | ^  1 
and  U 0 (m)l  < 1 f o r  a l l  m e M. S i n c e  t h e  m app ing  x *♦ ^
c. —  X
i s  c o n t i n u o u s  f r o m  C U {«} t o  C U {<»), x — i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s
• 2 '
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e .  T hen ,  s i n c e  t h e  m ap p in g  ( x , y )  •+ x + y i sl
c o n t i n u o u s  i n  b o t h  v a r i a b l e s  a t  a l l  p o i n t s  o f  CX C U (°°),
^ 1  -  1 + y -  i s .  a  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e .  L e t  N b e  a
f i x e d  n u l l  s e t  s u c h  t h a t  cp-^m) = ^ ( m )  a n d  cp2 (m) =
^ 2 (m) f o r  m fL N. Then  i f  m fL N and  |cp(m)| < 1 ,  we h a v e
^ ( m )  -  1  + | - ( m )  = cp1 (m) -  1  + = cp(m) -  1  + 1  =
cp(m), and  i f  m /  N and  |cp(m)|  > 1 ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
♦ l M  " 1 + = cpl (m) ‘ 1 + = 1 " 1 + cP(m) = cP(m) •
t
T h u s ,  ^  “ 1 + ‘I -  i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  cp.
I f  f  i s  a n o t h e r  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  cp, 
t h e n  (m) = ^ ' ( m )  a . e .  S i n c e  t h e  s e t  o f  m e M f o r  w h ic h
■'Km) ^  ^ 1 (m) i s  o p e n  and  t h e  s u p p o r t  o f  |i i s  a l l  o f  M,
we h a v e  ’l'(m) = ^ ' ( m )  f o r .  a l l  m € M. |
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  we c a n n o t  a l w a y s  p e r f o r m  t h e  u s u a l  
a l g e b r a i c  o p e r a t i o n s  w i t h  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  and  
come b a c k  t o  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s .  However ,  t h e  
f o l l o w i n g  p r o p e r t i e s  w i l l  u s u a l l y  s u f f i c e .
T heorem  2 . 1 1 . S u p p o s e  cp a n d  a r e  c o n t i n u o u s  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s .
( a )  I f  one  o f  cp, i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n ,  o r  i f  ■ 
b o t h  cp and  i|i t a k e  on  v a l u e s  o n l y  i n  t h e  e x t e n d e d  n o n  
n e g a t i v e  r e a l  n u m b e r s ,  ( i . e . ,  t h e  non  n e g a t i v e  r e a l s  
U{°°)) t h e n  cp + i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e .
( b )  I f  a  i s  c o m p le x ,  t h e n  acp i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e .
( c )  | c p | , ffcpT , | cp |2 , and  ^  a r e  c o n t i n u o u s
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s .
P r o o f . P a r t  ( a )  f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  
m ap p in g  ( x , y )  x  + y i s  c o n t i n u o u s  f r o m  C X (c U(M) )  t o  
C U {«>], and  a l s o  c o n t i n u o u s  f r o m  R+°°x R+°° t o  C U {°°}, 
w h e re  R+°° d e n o t e s  t h e  e x t e n d e d  n o n  n e g a t i v e  r e a l s .
P a r t  ( b )  f o l l o w s  f ro m  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  m ap p ing  ( x , y )  -♦ x y
i s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  e a c h  v a r i a b l e  s e p a r a t e l y  on
(C U (°°)) X (C U {«>),). P a r t  ( c )  i s  a  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  
c o n t i n u i t y  o f  t h e  f o u r  m a p p in g s  d e f i n e d  b y  x  -+ | x | ,  
x -► V T x |  > x -* | x | 2 , a nd  x -♦ on C U ( ° ° ) . |
Prom T heorem  2 . 8  ( e ) ,  we h a v e  ^ ( M , f i )  i d e n t i f i e d ,  a s  
a  B a n a c h  s p a c e ,  w i t h  C(M), w h i c h ,  i n  t u r n ,  i s  i s o m o r p h i c
to E. But is identified as the dual space of
L^(M, |i), and E is identified as. the dual space of E*, 
according to Theorem 1.4 (d). We thus have E identified
as a dual space in two alternative ways. The following
>
theorem shows these two identifications to be essentially 
the same.
Theorem  2 . 1 2 . I f  cp e L ^ M ,  l-i), l e t  T^(A) = 
j il(m)cp(m)d|i(m) f o r  a l l  A e E. Then T^ i s  a  b o u n d e d  l i n e a r -
f u n c t i o n a l  on E f o r  e a c h  cp e L-^M, n ) .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  t h e  
m ap p in g  cp -» T^ i s  an' i s o m e t r i c  i s o m o r p h i s m  o f  (M,(i) o n t o  
t h e  s u b s p a c e  E* o f  E* c o n s i s t i n g  o f  t h o s e  f u n c t i o n a l s  
w h i c h  a r e  c o n t i n u o u s  on E r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  u l t r a s t r o n g  
t o p o l o g y .
Proof. If cp. eL^(M,|i), then for every A e E, |Tp(A)| =
| f A(m)ep(m)d|i(m) | < sup |&(m)| f |cp(m) | d|i(m) = |a| ||cp
meM 1*
T i s  c l e a r l y  l i n e a r ,  s o  T e E*, and  | T^| ^  I I cp | | ^ . 
However ,  | T | sup  | /  ^(m)cp(m)d(i(m) |
Ju
{AeE| 1A | ^
sup |f t (m)cp(m)d[i(m) | = sup | f + (m)cp (m)dii(m) | 
{*eO(M)| Ct6Lw (M,|i)| | |*| I, < 1)
= I I cp I 1 1  m ap p in g  cp -♦ T i s  c l e a r l y  l i n e a r ,  h e n c e  i t  i s
an  i s o m e t r i c  i s o m o r p h i s m .
To show t h a t  T i s  u l t r a s t r o n g l y  c o n t i n u o u s  f o r  e a c hcp
cp, we c o n s i d e r  f i r s t  t h e  c a s e  w h e re  cp i s  e s s e n t i a l l y
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b o u n d e d .  Then., by  Theorem  2 . 8  ( e ) ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  B e E 
s u c h  t h a t  § (m) = cp(m) a . e .  We t h u s  h a v e  T^(A) =
f  ^ (m )B (m )d n (m )  = f  AB(m)dli(m) = (AB§ .?  ) ,  so  t h a t  T
M •'M f'~x/ ^\i
i s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  t h e  . w e a k - t p p o l o g y ,  h e n c e  a l s o  i n  t h e
t f'
u l t r a s t r o n g  topo logy> .  R e t u r n i n g  t o  t h e  g e n e r a l  case . ,  i f  
cp i s  a n  a r b i t r a r y  f u n c t i o n  o f  L-^(M,ii), t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  
s e q u e n c e  (cpn ) o f  e s s e n t i a l l y  b o unded  f u n c t i o n s  s u c h  t h a t  
l i m  | |cp -  cp| | •, = 0 .  B u t  t h e n  a l s o  l i m  | T  -  T | = 0 .
n  -♦ oo 1 • n - ^ o o ^ n ^
By Theorem  1 . 4  ( c ) ,  E* i s  a  norm c l o s e d  l i n e a r  s u b s p a c e
o f '  E*, h e n c e  T e E*.cp
S ince-  t h e  m a p p in g  cp -* T i s  i s o m e t r i c ,  i t s  r a n g e  i s  a
norm c l o s e d  l i n e a r  s u b s p a c e  o f  E*. I f  t h i s  s u b s p a c e  i s
p r o p e r ,  t h e n  b y  t h e  H a h n -B an a ch  t h e o r e m  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a
b o u n d e d  l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n a l  X on E* s u c h  t h a t  £ ( T p )  = 0
f o r  cp e L-^M, n ) ,  b u t  £  ^  0 .  By Theorem 1 . 4  ( d ) ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s
a n  A e E s u c h  t h a t  £ ( T )  = T(A) f o r  a l l  T e E*. But  t h e n
£ ( T  ) =  T (A) = f  A(m)cp(m)d|i(m) = 0 f o r  e v e r y  .cp e Ln (M, | i ) . 
cp ^ q> J u  ^
S i n c e  A i s  c o n t i n u o u s ,  A(m) s  0 ,  h e n c e  A = 0 and 
2C (T) s  0 ,  c o n t r a r y  t o  a s s u m p t i o n .  Thus t h e  r a n g e  o f  
cp •+ T c o i n c i d e s  w i t h  a l l  o f  E*. |
•X-
C o r o l l a r y  2 . 1 2 . 1 . I f  a  l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n a l  T e E i s  
c o n t i n u o u s  i n  one  o f  t h e  f o u r  o p e r a t o r  t o p o l o g i e s ,  i t  i s  
c o n t i n u o u s  i n  e a c h  o f  t h e  f o u r  s i m u l t a n e o u s l y .  F o r  t h i s  
t o  be t h e  c a s e ,  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  and s u f f i c i e n t  t h a t  t h e r e
e x i s t  a  cp e Ln (M,n) s u c h  t h a t  T(A) *= f A(m)cp(m)dli(m) f o r  
e v e r y  A e E.
P r o o f . S i n c e  t h e  w eak  t o p o l o g y  i s  w e a k e r  t h a n  t h e .  
o t h e r  t h r e e  o p e r a t o r  t o p o l o g i e s ,  e v e r y  l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n a l  
w h i c h  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  t h e  w eak  t o p o l o g y  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  
a l l  f o u r  t o p o l o g i e s .  S i n c e  t h e  u l t r a s t r o n g  t o p o l o g y  i s  
t h e  s t r o n g e s t  o f  t h e  f o u r ,  a  l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n a l  w h i c h  i s  
c o n t i n u o u s  i n  one  o f  t h e  f o u r  t o p o l o g i e s  i s  a l s o  c o n t i n u o u s  
i n  t h e  u l t r a s t r o n g  t o p o l o g y .  By Theorem  2 . 1 2 ,  t h e  l i n e a r  
f u n c t i o n a l s  c o n t i n u o u s  i n  t h e  u l t r a s t r o n g  t o p o l o g y  a r e  
e x a c t l y  t h o s e  h a v i n g  t h e  a b o v e  i n t e g r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n .  I t  
t h u s  s u f f i c e s  t o  show t h a t  e v e r y  f u n c t i o n a l  h a v i n g  t h e  
i n t e g r a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  i s  w e a k l y  c o n t i n u o u s .
S u p p o s e ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  T(A) = f A(m)cp(m)d^i(m) f o r
J u
e v e r y  A e E, w h e re  cp e L^(M, | i ) .  ' We may w r i t e  
cp = cp^ -  cp2 + ±(cp^ ” ^ 4 ) '  w^ e r e  e a c h  cpj i s  a  n o n  n e g a t i v e  
(M, M-) f u n c t i o n ,  and  c o r r e s p o n d i n g l y  w r i t e  T a s  a  l i n e a r
c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n a l s  T .  d e f i n e d  by  T . ( A )  =
J J
[  A(m)cp . (m ) d | i ( m ) . - I t  t h u s  s u f f i c e s  t o  c o n s i d e r  t h e  c a s e  
J M J
/
w h e r e  t h e  o r i g i n a l  f u n c t i o n  cp i s  n o n  n e g a t i v e .
D e f i n e  i|i = -yep s o  t h a t  t  e L2 ( M , n ) .  L e t  (cpn ) b e  a  
s e q u e n c e  o f  b o u n d e d ,  n o n  n e g a t i v e ,  m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n s  s u c h  
t h a t  cpn (m)/Xcp(m) a . e .  T hen  s e t  i|r = -ycp^  f o r  e a c h  n ,  so  
t h a t  { ^ 3  i s  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  b o u n d e d ,  n o n  n e g a t i v e ,  m e a s u r a b l e
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functions j and ♦n (m^ X')»(m) a.e. Then we have
lim f |cp(m) - cp (m)|dH(m) = lim f  | t|f (m) - ♦_(m) | 2'd|i(m) ‘ = 0.
n -♦ oo •'M n -+ oo^ M
For each n, let Bn be chosen according to Theorem 2.8 (e)
so that B (m) = ^(m) a.e., and set £n = Bn§0* Then for
2every two integers n^n,,, we have |£n - Cn I
n l ,,n2 °°i t h i s  l a s t  q u a n t i t y  a p p r o a c h e s  z e r o .  The 
s e q u e n c e  (£n ) i s  t h u s  Cauchy ,  h e n c e  h a s  a  l i m i t  £ i n  W .
F o r  e a c h  i n t e g e r  n  and  A e E, we h a v e  f  A(m)cp (m)dji(m) =
| § n (m) | d^ (m )  = (ABn *Bn ? 0<? 0 ) = (ABn 5 0 ,B n S0 ) =
(A£ ,£  ) ,  h e n c e  | f  A(m)cp(m)dn(m) -  ( A £ , £ ) |  <
n' 11
I J  A(m) (cp (m) -  ep ( m ) ) d n ( m ) |  + | (A£  ,£  ) -  ( A £ , £ ) | .
M
A s  n ■> 0 0  ^ t h e s e  two q u a n t i t i e s  a p p r o a c h  z e r o ,  h e n c e
T(A) = f A(m)cp(m)dli(m) = (A£ , £ ) .  S i n c e  t h i s  e q u a t i o n  h o l d s  
J M
f o r  a r b i t r a r y  A e E, T i s  w e a k l y  c o n t i n u o u s . | -
F o r  e v e r y  § e #  , A ( A § ,§ )  d e f i n e s  a  w e a k l y  c o n t i n u o u s
i
l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n a l  on  E. Thus t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  f u n c t i o n
cp e L ^(M ,k ) ,  u n i q u e  m odulo  t h e  n u l l  f u n c t i o n s ,  f o r  w h i c h
( A | , § )  = f  A(m)cp(m)dn(m) f o r  e v e r y  A e E. From Theorem 2 . 1 0 , .  
■'M
we may r e p l a c e  cp b y  i t s  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e ,  w h i c h  i s
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u n i q u e l y  d e t e r m i n e d .  S i n c e  ( A ? , ? )  ^  0  f o r  p o s i t i v e  
d e f i n i t e  A, we h a v e  /  i|> (m)cp (m)d|i(m) > 0 f o r  e v e r y  c o n t i n u o u s ,
non  n e g a t i v e  f u n c t i o n  i|i. T h i s  i m p l i e s  cp(m) ^  0 a . e . ,  a n d  
s i n c e  cp i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e ,  cp(m) > 0  e v e r y ­
w h e r e .  A l s o ,  s i n c e  cp i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e ,
{m e M|cp(m) ^  0 )  i s  o p e n ,  h e n c e  i t s  c l o s u r e  i s  c l o p e n .
D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 1 3 . I f  ? i s  an  a r b i t r a r y  v e c t o r  o f  # ,  
we d e f i n e  cp^  t o  b e  t h e  u n i q u e ,  n e c e s s a r i l y  e x t e n d e d  n o n  
n e g a t i v e  v a l u e d ,  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  f o r  w h i c h  
( A ? , ? )  = I A(m)cpF (m)d[i(m) f o r  a l l  A e E, and  S-  t o  b e  t h e  ;
c l o p e n  s e t  (m e MJcp  ^(m) ^  0 }.
T h e s e  d e f i n i t i o n s  d e p e n d  upon  t h e  m e a s u r e  | i, w h i c h ,
i n  t u r n ,  came f r o m  t h e  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  ? f o r  ft w i t h
r e s p e c t  t o  E ' . I f  a  s e c o n d  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  g i v e s  r i s e  t o  t h e
same m e a s u r e  (-i, t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  cpg,Sg s t i l l  r e m a i n  t h e
sam e.  How ever ,  i f  we c h o o s e  a  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  w h i c h  g i v e s  
r i s e  t o  a  new m e a s u r e ,  cp^  w i l l ,  i n  g e n e r a l ,  c h a n g e .  
w i l l  n o t ,  a s  w i l l  b e  s e e n  i n  a n  i n d e p e n d e n t  c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  
b e l o w .  W h en ev er  t h e  sy m b o l s  a r e  u s e d ,  h o w e v e r ,  a
m e a s u r e  p. w h i c h  a r i s e s  f r o m  a  c y c l i c  v e c t o r  w i l l ,  be
s p e c i f i e d  i n  a d v a n c e .
T heorem  2 . 1 4 . ( a )  I f  U i s  a  c l o p e n  s u b s e t  o f  M,
t h e n  = ? i f ,  and  o n l y  i f  U ^  S^ .  Py? ^  0 i f ,  and o n l y  
i f  U fl S? 4  0 .
(b )  i s  t h e  u n i q u e  c l o p e n  s u b s e t  o f  M f o r  w h i c h
Pq ( 14 ) = ©[A§|A e E»).
( c )  I f  A e E ' ,  t h e n  cpA^.(m) ^  | A | 2cp^(m) f o r  a l l  m e M.
(d )  I f  A e E, t h e n c p A^ (m )  = | A(m) | 2cp^  (m) a . e . ,  and
e q u a l i t y  h o l d s  e v e r y w h e r e  i f  cp  ^ < i s  a  c o n t i n u o u s  f u n c t i o n .
( e )  I f  S- PI S = 0,  t h e n  (A § ,B n)  = 0 f o r  e v e r y  A,^ 11
B e E ' .
/
( f )  I f  (A § ,ti) = 0 f o r  e v e r y  A e E, t h e n  cpg+Ti(m) =
cpg(m) + cpT1(m) f o r  a l l  m e M.
(g )  If-12.*% 2’ i s  a n y  ( f i n i ‘fce o r  i n f i n i t e )  s e q u e n c e
p
o f  m u t u a l l y  o r t h o g o n a l  v e c t o r s  w i t h  E |§  . | < °°, and
j 3
§ = E t h e n  S- <= ( y s  ) .
j 3 5 j
P r o o f  o f  ( a ) . From t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  cp^, ( P ^ , ? )  =
/  Xt t (5 )cPf ( m) d *i ( m) • S i n c e  PTT§ = § i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o
( P ^ S )  = ( S j S ) j we h a v e  t h a t  Py§ = § e x a c t l y  when
f t p .  (m )dn(m) = /  cpF (m)dki(m), o r  e q u i v a l e n t l y ,
J U s J U 5
f  cpF (m)d|-i(m) = 0. S i n c e  cpF i s  a n  e x t e n d e d  n o n  n e g a t i v e
•Jm -u 5 s
v a l u e d  c o n t i n u o u s  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e ,  t h i s  e q u a t i o n  h o l d s  
e x a c t l y  when  cp^(m) = 0 f o r  m £  U, o r  e q u i v a l e n t l y ,
(m e M|cp^(m) 0  0 } c  u .  s i n c e  U i s  c l o s e d ,  t h i s
is equivalent to = (m e M|cp^ (m) ^ 0} c u.
To prove the second statement, we recall that for an
arbitrary clopen set U, PM_y + Py = I, hence PM_u§ + FyS = §•
Thus Py§ 4  0 exactly when P^_y§ 4 §• Prom what we have 
shown above, this is equivalent to £ M-U, or U D ^  0 .
Proof of (b). Let U be the unique clopen set of 
Theorem 2.3 (a) such that Py( # ) = (5{A§|A e E'). Then
? e Py( ty ), hence Py§ = ? and U => Sg by part (a). On the
other hand, PQ § = § by part (a), and Pa ( # ) is an invariant
subspace for E'. Thus Pg ( # ) => (£{A§|A e E'} = Pu( # ),
so 3 U by Theorem 2.3 (b).
Proof of (c). For A e E1, we have for all B e E that 
j^|B(m)|2cpA§(m)d|i(m) = (B*BA§,A§) = (A*AB§,B§) < |A*A|(B§,B§)
= |a|2(B*B§,§) = | A| 2 f  |B(m) | 2cp- (m)dli(m). As B ranges over
. a , p 'E, |B| ranges over all non negative continuous functions.
Thus cpA£(m) < |A|2cp^ (m) a.e. Since'cpA  ^ and ep^ are both 
continuous representatives, we must have inequality everywhere.
Proof of (d). If A e E, then for arbitrary B e E we
/
have f  B(m)cp.p (m)dn(m) = (BA§,A§) = (BA*A§,§) =
J u
J B ( m ) | A(m) | 2cp^ (m)dn(m). It follows thpt cpA^(m) =
IA(m) | 2cp^ (m) a.e. If, in addition, cp^ is a continuous 
function, then also |S|2*p5 is a continuous function, hence a 
continuous representative. Equality, must thus hold everywhere 
in this case.
Proof of (e). If A, B e E', then (A?,Br|) =
(APg SjBPq n) = (APg Pg S,Br|) = (APg ng §,Bri), using 
§ r) 5 ri 5 h
Theorem 2.3 (b). The hypothesis H = 0 makes
no - Oj by the same theorem, hence (A§,Bri) = 0.
k f * * ^
Proof of (f). The hypothesis (A?,ti) = 0 for every
A e E tells us that for A e E, (A(§ + r)), ? + r\) =
(AS,?) + (A§,n) + T ^ s T n T  + (Ari,n) = (a?,§) + (An,n) =
fA(m)cpP(m)dn(m) + f A(m)cp (m)dn(m) =
J M 5 JM  ^
f A(m)(cp_(m) + cp (m))dn(m). By Theorem 2.11 (a), cp_ + cp •' 
S ' 1! b h
is a continuous representative, hence cp^ +r) = cp^ + cp^ .
Proof of (g). (U SP 7 is a clopen set which contains
J j
each . By part (a), — y for each k.. It
k j ? j
follows that P(u }g = Pru s'-y I  ?k -
j  Sj  j  6 J
£ p-[u“S— 7 ?.k = £ 5k = hence' again by part (a),
J J
s? c T T s r i - i
j j
With the above notions, it is now possible to describe, 
within equivalence, the most general form for a subspace of 
# which is cyclic with respect to E. The first of the 
following theorems states that such a subspace is always 
generated by a special kind of cyclic vector.
Theorem 2.15. Suppose § e 7^ . Then there exists
£ e for which ©{A§|A e E) = ©{A£|A e E) with
S, = S- and cp- = Xq •
C § C SC
Proof.. For every positive integer n, we define 
TR = {m € m|^ - < cp^ (m) < n}. Since cp is an extended non 
negative valued continuous representative, we have that 
(m € M |* — < cp^ (m) < n) is open for every n, hence Tn 
is clopen by Theorem 2.2, and (m e M| ^ < cpg(m) < n} c Tn 
c (m e M| cp^ (m) <; n) c for each n. Hence
00
T t  c  T  c and U T =  (m e M| 0.< cpF(m) < o o }  c Sp.
1 d n=l 5 5
Since cp^ e L-L(M,|i), .|i({m e M|cpg(m) = oo}) = o, hence 
00 .
u Tn) = H([m e M|cp^ (m) 4 0}). From Theorem 2.8 (a) and
n=l
00
Definition 2.13, U T ) = (i(SF ), or H(S- - ( U T )) = 0.
n=l s 5 n=l n
For each positive integer n, we define two functions
I V  * n  by
♦n(m) =
V^F(“)
 --- , if m e Tn
0, if m ft Tn,
<Pn(m)
fl/cp§(nO , if m e Tn
0, if m ft T .
It follows at once that and cpn are continuous
functions bounded by Yn for every n, hence we may choose
A />
unique Bn, Cn e E for which Bn = i|r^, Cn = cpn . Furthermore, 
we have by direct computation from the above definitions . that
which implies that
Cn Bn = PT if nl > n2*2 nl Ln >  1 2£ ... /
Also, |Bn_^ - Bn |^ cp5 - if n]_ > ng
and |B | 2cp- = xT for every integer n.
5 J-n
If n, > n , we thus have |B § - B § |2 =
1 2
( (B n  - B n  ) * ( E  - B  )?,§) =  f | B  (m) - B  (m) 12(p „ ( m ) a u ( m )
1 2 1 2 1 2 s/
= f Xm m (m)dli(m) = H(T - T ), hence ,
Jyi nn n_ nl 21 2
_ 00
lim |B S - B §| = 0, so (BJ} is a Cauchy
n;L > n2-» co ni n2 n n=l
sequence. Set £ = lira B J . We shall show that £ is the
n oo
desired vector. We first note that for arbitrary A e E and 
every integer n, (ABn§,Bn§) = (ABn*Bn§,§) =
f  A(m)|B (m) | 2cpE (m)dn(m) = f  A(m)Xm (m)dn(m), hence 
•'M ■ 5 •'M An
b(
(AC  ^C) - f  A(m)Xc, (m)d|i(m)| <
JM b§ “
(ACjC) - (ABn§,B §) |  + I f  A(m)Xm (m)dn(m) - f  A(m  )xg (m)dli(m)|
, •'M n *M
= l(A£,£) - (ABn§,Bn§) |  + | _ r p   ^(m)d|i(m) | .
i
If we take limits as n the first term of this last
expression approaches zero since Bn§ -» £, and the second
00
term approaches zero since ^(S- - T ) -♦ n(.Sp - ( U T )) = 0.
5 n - 5 n=l
It follows that (A£,C) = I (^m)Xc; (m)d|i(m). Since xQ is
J U b? b§
a continuous function, we have that cp^  = xg j hence 
= Sg and cp^ = Xs • ' From the above construction,
C
Q = lim Bn§ 6 @(A§|A e E}, hence <&{A£|A e E) c @(A§|A e E}.
n -+ oo
To prove the reverse inclusion, we note from the above
that 0 6 ? = ? ™  § whenever n. > n Taking limits as
2 1 n^
n, -» oo, this gives C C = P™ § for every integer nQ. It
. . 2 ng ^
follows that Is - Cn C|2 = |P s - PT 5|2 = |P(S , )S|2
d. s 2 2
X(S _T  ^(m)cp^  (m)dn(m), for each integer
00
n0. Since lim n(S--Tn ) = H(S- - ( U T )) = 0, it follows 
d nrt -♦ oo  ^ n2 5 n=l n
from the above relation that lifn |§
n2 -♦ oo
2 0. Hence
§ € (5{AC|A e E), which implies @(A§|A e E) c ©{A£|a e E). 
This gives 6{A§|A e E) = <5{A£|a e E), and completes 
the proof.|
Definition 2.16. If S is a clopen subset of M, then 
we denote by L2(M, H, S) the set of all L2(M, h ) functions 
which vanish almost everywhere on M - S.
Since each L2(M,n) equivalence class has a unique 
continuous representative, we shall frequently adopt the 
practice of using the continuous representative to represent 
the entire class. Of course, when we perform the usual 
pointwise operations with continuous representatives, the 
resulting function will usually require modification on a 
set of.measure zero in order to obtain its continuous 
representative. A similar statement holds, regarding 
operators on L2(M,n) of the form cp*, where .cp e L^Mjji).
If f e L2(M, |i) is a continuous representative, then the 
function defined by cp(m)f(m) may require modification on a 
set of measure zero to become a continuous representative, 
even if cp is continuous .*
Theorem 2.17. Suppose n 6?/ and cp_ = Xn • Then there
n
exists a unitary isomorphism U from ©(ArijA e E) onto 
Lp(M, (i, S ) satisfying the following two properties:
c, T)
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(2.17.1). Uri = Xg
T1
(2.17.2). UAg = A-Ug, if A e E, g e @(Bp|B e E). 
U, as a bounded linear operator, is uniquely determined by
(2.17.1) and (2.17.2). Furthermore, if g e ®(Ap|A e E),
we have cpg (m) = |Ug(m)|2 for all m e M if Ug denotes the 
continuous representative of its equivalence class.
Proof. We define- U first on the dense subspace 
consisting of vectors of the form An, where A e E, by
setting U(An)(m) = A(m)xQ (m). Then f |U(Ati) (m) | 2dp(m)
. T) ■'M
= /l'£(m)|2Xs (m)dp(m) = f | A(m) | 2cp„(m )dp(m) =
(A*Ap,p) = | Ari | 2. It follows that the definition of U(Ap) 
is unambiguous, and that U is linear and isometric on this 
dense subspace. The image of U as it has been defined at
i
this stage is the dense linear subspace of L2(M,p,S^) 
consisting of the continuous functions which vanish on the 
complement of S^ . Hence U possesses a unique continuous 
extension, which is isometric, from @(Ap.|A e E) onto 
L2(M,p,S^). U thus satisfies (2.17.1).
To show (2.17.2), suppose g is of the form Bp, where 
B e E, and A is an operator from E. Then UAg(m) =
UABp(m) = £(m)B(m)xs (m) = £(m) U(Bp) (m) = A*Ug(m), or
■n
UAg = A*Ug for g e {Bp|B e E). This set is dense in 
©  (Bp,B e E), hence UAg = A-Ug for all g e ©(Bp|B e E).
TO
To prove the uniqueness, suppose V is a second bounded 
linear operator which satisfies (2.17.1) and (2.17.2) in 
place of U. Then for all B e E, V(BTi)(m) = B*(Vri)(m) =
B(m )xg  (m) = U(BTi)(m). A g a in ,  s i n c e  t h e  v e c t o r s  Br| f o r m  a
h .
dense subset of (5{Br||B e E), V = U.
From Theorem 2.11 (c),;we have that if U§(m) defines a 
continuous representative, so does |U§(m)|2. For A e E, we 
have (AS,§) = (UA§,U§) = (A-U§,U§) = [  A(m)|U§(m)|2dp(m).
Thus cp^ (m) = |U?(m)|2 for all m e M. |
Corollary 2.17.1. If § e @(A t)|a  e E), where cp = xg ,
^  ri
i
then § can be represented in the form An for some A e E
if, and only if cp^ is a continuous function. This
representation is -unique to the following extent: if Ar| = Bt),
where A,B e E, then APa = BPa . In particular, if = M, -
O T|. r\ n
then Ari = Br\ if, and only if A = B.
Proof. If § = Ati for some A e E, then from Theorem
<2.14 (d), we have cpe(m) = |£(m)|2xg (m) for all m, hence
• T)
cp^ is a continuous function.
Conversely, suppose cp^ is a continuous function. If 
U is the operator of Theorem 2.17 and U§ denotes the 
continuous representative of its equivalence class, then 
|U§(m)|2 = cpg (m) < oo for all m, so U§ is a continuous 
function. Since U§ e Lg(M, p, S^), we thus have U§(m) = 0
I
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for m fi S , or U§ = U§Xo • Let A be the operator of E 
11 r\
for which A = U§. Then UAn(in) = £(m)xq (m) = U5(m)xg (m) =
r\ ii
U5(m). Since U was one-to-one, An = ?.
To prove the assertion on the extent of the uniqueness,
we note that if Ati = Eh* then APg r| = BP„ t), hence
ti bn
(A - B).Pg ri = 0. But this implies 0 = ((A - B)Pg ti,
T] “H
(A - B)P n) = ((A - b)*(A - B)PS n,T|) =
- ti n
f  |A(m) - B(m)|2xq (m)dn(m), so that A(m)xq (m) 
m t) • n
B(m)xs (m) for all'm e M. Hence APg = BPg .|
I
CHAPTER III
THE DIRECT SUM AND DIRECT INTEGRAL DECOMPOSITIONS
In this chapter, we develop a method of decomposing a 
Hilbert space into a direct integral over the maximal ideal 
space‘of a diagonal ring whose commutant has a cyclic 
vector. We also identify the operators of the diagonal ring 
and of its commutant in terms of the direct integral. 
Throughout the chapter, we shall assume that V  is a fixed 
Hilbert space, E is a diagonal ring on V , and is a
unit cyclic vector for U with respect to E'. We shall,
denote the maximal ideal space of E by M, and denote by
|i the unique measure of Theorem 1.5 (a) associated with
E', E, and §Q. The expressions '1 measurable1' and 
''almost everywhere'' will always be used with respect to 
the measure +i. For every vector § e I f , cp^ and • will 
be as in Definition 2.13, again with respect to the 
measure M-.
The following concept will be studied in more detail in 
the next chapter, however we shall need it at the present 
in our main existence theorem.'
Defintion 3.1. The dimension of #  relative to E,
which we denote by dim^ , is defined to be the smallest
cardinal number v such that #  can be written as a direct
sum E © #  , where each #  is a nontrivial cyclic 
* cceA a a
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subspace for E, and card A  = v.
Corollary 3.1.1. dimE }f is less than or equal to the
dimension of # as a Hilbert space.
Proof. Let W = E ® , such that card A  = dim- #.
  a e A  a E
and each # is a nontrivial cyclic subspace for E. For' . a
each a e A  , let e be a unit vector in W . Then the e
cl cl a
are pairwise orthogonal, hence Cea )ae_^  contained in an 
orthonormal basis. It follows that dim^# = card A. £ dim#.| 
We shall now adopt the following terminology on well 
orderings. Suppose A  is a well ordered set. A segment in 
A  is a subset I of A  such that if a e I and P < a* then 
0 el. The segments I of A  are easily seen to be of two 
kinds, (1) I = A ,  or (2) I = (a e A  | a < ao^ “where aQ 
is a unique fixed element of A . The segment (a e A  |a < aQ) 
will be denoted by I(aQ). In order to give the segment A
this form also, we shall occasionally adjoin a single element 
XQ to A  , and define a < for each a e A .  Then 
A U  "(\ ) is well ordered, and A  = l(X0). The elements of 
A  which have only finitely many predecessors will be 
denoted in the usual way by the integers, i.e., 1 is the 
smallest element of A , 2 is the smallest element of 
A  - {13, etc.
Our theory will be based on the following structural 
system, which is, by itself, of interest in the study of 
diagonal rings and their properties.
Definition 3.2. Suppose f(?w j 11 )) . is a system of
GL Cu U  ^  / j .
ordered pairs indexed by a well ordered set A ,  such that
1
yjfj is a subspace of W and n is a nonzero vector of W oc ot
for each a e A .' Such a system will be called a canonical
decomposition sjystem if the following five properties hold:
(3.2a) W  a  = & (Ana l A e E), for a € A.
(3.2b) 7#a j_ for a 4 if a,P e A  .
(3.2c) JV = S ®
ae A
(3.2d) ip = x  ^fQr a 6 A<
"a
(3.2e) S„ => S , if a, P e A a n d  a < P.
According to the axiom of choice, every set can be well
1
ordered, and hence well ordered sets exist which have any
given cardinality. Using this fact, the following theorem
guarantees the existence of a canonical decomposition system.
Of equal importance for later purposes is the manner in which
it allows us to choose such a system.
Theorem 3.3. Let A 1 be a well ordered set such that
card A  1 = dimE # . Then there exists a canonical
decomposition system { ( 3a6 ^  , where A  is a segment 
•
in A 1. A  must necessarily have the same cardinality as 
A' .
Proof. By definition of dimE 7/ , we may use A 1 as an
index set to write ft = 2 © y  , where each # is a cyclic
ae A 1 a a
subspace for E generated by a cyclic vector § . We shall 
consider systems [(T7la > \ )  )ae ^ J such that ^  is a seSment 
in A S  70n is a subspace of # for each a e A ,  and ti
OC Ui
is a nonzero vector in# for each a e A ,  which satisfy ■
( 3 . 2 a ) j (3.2b), (3.2d), (3.2e), and the following two
additional properties:
(3.3a) If P e A  and § j_ S. ©70, then S- e .
a£P a s ^P
(3.3b) E ©777 => E © #  . 
ae A  a ae A  a
Among these systems, we shall include the system in which
A  is empty, with the interpretation that (3.2a), (3.2b), •
/
(3.2d), (3.2e), and (3.3a) are vacuous, and that both 
direct sums in (3.3b) consist of the trivial space (0).
Let us define ( ( 7 0 ti/1 )^) ( 1 \ <;
t(#L( 2),n (2 ) two such systems whenever
a a a£A
A  c A ^ 2), and for a e A ^ ^  we haye
70 = 7T)n ^  and ti„ ^  = T L ^ .  Then < is clearly aU» Ut u u ™
partial ordering. If ((( 7 0 ^  V V ^)) e A (v j y e V  is any
family of systems forming a chain with respect to • ^  , we 
define A  = U . A ^  v ^. Then A  is a segment. For a e A  ,
vev
let v e V such that a e A ^ V \  and set 70 n =7fln ^ V ^  tl = tj ^
( X O C  U  OL
/
It is clear that this definition is independent of v by the 
conditions imposed on the partial ordering <. The system
YO
then satisfies (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2d), (3.2e), 
(3.3a), and (3.3b), as is easily seen by using the fact that
({( 771 ( V ^T1  ^ ) 3 / v)l vev is a chain of systems
ae A
satisfying these properties. It is clear that
{(7»a ( v)/na ( v >)} | ((’W ’aeyy for °verV v 6 'v -"
ae A  V;
i . i
Consequently, every chain has an upper bound. By Zorn's 
Lemma, there exists a maximal system with respect to the 
partial ordering <. Let {{7f\„>r\ ) } denote such a•— d u d ’* x L
maximal system. We proceed to show that (3.2c) is
. \
satisfied.
Suppose, to the contrary, E $77) c H . Since
aeA a 4
E © W- = 'H , it follows from (3.3b) that A  is a proper 
a e A' a
subset of A  1 . If a is the smallest element of A 1 - A.,o
we have that A  = I(aG). Let A Q = A U  (a0)* s0 that A q is a 
segment which properly contains'A. Bor brevity, we set
I
7) = E $77} . Then 71 and 7)*- are invariant subspaces 
ae A  a
for E.
Let S = ? ' + ? " ,  Where ? ' e and 5 " e f l L .
O O O  o o
If I 1' 4 0, let £ be a vector for which 
o
Sc - S-M , tp- = x„ , and <S(AC|A e E) = @(AS "|a e E). 
ban  ^ C o
Such a vector exists by Theorem 2.15. If M =0, let p, V
be an arbitrary nonzero vector of J]1-, and choose £, by the 
same procedure, such that S^  = Sp•>--<££ = Xg > and
(5 (AC | A e E} =.. (5(Ap|A e E). In either case, we have
C e))1 .
We now consider sets W of nonzero vectors of # 
satisfying the following:
(3.3c) C e W
(3.3d) If w e W, then w € and cpw = x.g •
W
(3.3e) Sw fl S , = 0 if w, w' € W, and w 4 w 1.
The set consisting of the single element C is one
such set, and the system of all such sets is partially
ordered by inclusion. If (Wy ) ygy is a chain with respect
to the inclusion partial ordering, then U W satisfies
veV v
(3.3c), (3.3d), and (3.3e), and is an upper bound for the
/
chain. Applying Zorn's Lemma, there exists a maximal set 
W of nonzero vectors satisfying (3.3c), (3.3d), and 
(3.3e). We choose and fix such a maximal set W.
According .to (3.3e), the mapping w -» is a 
one-to-one mapping from W to a family of nonvoid, disjoint 
clopen subsets of M. Since # is cyclic with respect to 
E', we have from Theorem 2.3 (e) that this family is 
countable, hence W is also countable. Let. w-^ ,Wg, • • • be 
an enumeration of W into a finite or infinite sequence so
YO
that w^ — C • By (3.3e) and Theorem 2.14 (e), wi j_ for
i ^ j. Using (3.3d) and (3.3e), SIw^|2 = S(wj,Wj) =
0 J
£ f Xb (m)dn(m) = 2m (S ) = M-(U S ) < «>. Thus, E w .
J ■'m V  j WJ j  Wd J  s
J  V*
converges to a vector of ft , which we define to be n . Set
ao
70 = Cs (Ar) | A e E). It is claimed that the system
ao ao
f (^a,T1a^ae A  satisfies (3.2a), (3,2b), (3,2d), (3.2e),
(3.3a), and (3.3b).
(3.2a) is clear from the definition of 171
ao
(3.2b) is satisfied if a < aQ and P < aQ trivially. If 
a < a and P = d, , then Iff] c ??, and since w . for each
O  O  CC J
j, ti = E w . e/J-L. Since ft-*- is invariant for E,
ao j J .
C ^ J"J hence. 7Wa J_ 7Wa -
o o
We need only show (3.2d) for aQ. Here it is claimed
that S = (U Sw ), and „ = X(p ). F O  is.
o j j ao j J J
indeed, a clopen set, and these relationships follow from 
Theorem 2.8 (a), Definition 2.13, Theorem 2.14 (e), (3.3d), 
and (3.3e) in the following computation, which is valid for 
every A e E: (An ,ti ) = (A(E w.)j 2 w J  = E(Aw.,w.) =
0C _  •  J  j  J  j  J  J
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S f A(m)Xo (m)dii(m) = I A(m) S Xo (m)dli(m) = 
j M V. j
J J
/  A(m)x,, s (m)d|i(m) = /^(m)XTn-g— r(m)dM(m).
Y bw, M ^  bw,;
J J J U
(3.2e) is clear for a < P < ,aQ. By the above,
S = (U S, J*. If a e A , then for each j we have from
TVx0 J 3 ■
(3.3a) and (3.3d) that S c S , hence U S  c S . Since
V  j
S is closed, c S„ .
T1a0
(3.3a) holds, clearly, if 0 < aQ. To show the result
for 0 = aQ, suppose, to the contrary, that there exists
§ e # with § jl 2 © ?7L, and SF 0 . Let
a c A 0 a 5 'lao
§' = PM_g §. By Theorem 2.14 (a), §' 0 0, and
Sp , c M - S . . Since S © ?7) = 7) ®V)a ,§ e]|l hence
5 T1a0 ae A Q a °
§' e 7 ? By Theorem 2.15^ -there exists a vector wQ e such
that (s (AwQ| A e E) = (3 {A§ 1 | A e E), S = S- ,, and .cp = xg .
o s o wQ
Then w^ e 77-L, w_ 0 0, and S c M - S . Since o " o w_ ri° VI
S c S for each j > 1, S O S  = 0 . The system 
\ 0 = Wo wj
W U (w ) thus satisfies (3.3c), (3.3d), and (3'.3e), contrary 
to the maximality of W. Hence (3.3a) also holds for P = aQ.
To show (3.3b)., we note that E ®W =
ae A d a
W ® W „  ^ 7 )  ^  E © # . Hence it suffices to show
tt _ a  tto ae A
r
71 © 7/1 3 77 . Since W is generated by the vector
ao ao , ao
e with respect to E, it suffices to show § e 71 © 77)
ao ao aoI
i
Referring to our decomposition g = g 1 + g 11, we have
ao o o
g e 71 , so it suffices to show g M e ffl . If g '' = 0, 
o o o o
this is trivial. Otherwise, we recall that £ = w^ was
chosen so that @{A£|A e E) = & (Ag "|A e E}. But
o
?Sw V  = ?Sw ^  = \  ^  PSW Wj^  = ? PS PS wj =W-j^ O W^ J W1 J Wj J V 1 Wj
1 \  ns wj  "  ps„ W1 -  V  hence wx “ c e m a 0 -J W-^  Wj W-J_ o
©(Ati | A e E}, so also g 1 ' e 777 .
ao o o
I
We have thus completed the proof of the claim that 
K T fla ^ a ^ a e A  is a system satisfying (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2d),
(3.2e), (3.3a), and (3.3b). But it is clear that
(
dW0',a))06A < ((Wa^ 0))acA0- 11118 oontradicts the
maximality of the system ((7f)a >T\a ) )ae • Thus, (3.2c) 
necessarily had to be satisfied by this system beforehand. 
Hence, ((7??a T^la) )aey^ is "the required canonical decomposition 
system.
That cardA  < card A  1 is immediate, and 
card A  > dim = card A '  by Definition 3.1. Consequently,= hi
card A  = card A  1 • |
We shall see in .the next chapter that card A  = diro-g y  
for an arbitrary canonical decomposition system, however we 
do not assume this at the present. The following consequence
t
are,- however, immediate from the definition, so we state 
them at this time.
Corollary 3.3 .1. Let {( JJf}a > \ )  }ae A  be a canonical 
.decomposition system. Then
(a) S„ = M.
V Tlx
(b) At most countably many of the sets [S are
a
distinct.
(c) (3.3a) is satisfied by the system.
Proof. We shall establish (b) and (c) first, and then
return to (a). To prove (b), we note that the [S ) A
T‘a a -^ -
are well ordered by =>, from (3.2e). Also, S -» M(S ) is
a mapping from (S } A to the interval [0,1.], which maps
a
the ordering => into the usual* ordering If
S 9 S , then S - S is a nonempty clopen set, hence
Ji(S -S ) > 0, since the support of M is M.
V
Consequently, li(S ) > M-( ) ,  so the mapping is one-to-one.
\  . ^P
But every subset of [0,1] well ordered by > is at most
countable, hence the family [S ) _ A is at most countable.
* ti a £ A
To prove (c), suppose § j_ E 0 W\ for some fixed P.
a^P a
Then § € £ Q 7f) , consequently § = 2 . 5 ,  where §_ e
a>P a a>P a, a,
for each a > P, and £ | § |2 < °°. At most countably many of
.’a>P a
the ? are nonzero, so we enumerate them as § ,?a otg
But 17\ -  (5 [Ati IA e E} c <5 {A-n | A e E‘} = P ' ( V ),a a a a
<= S c S_ for 
O’ ^  j
each j, so US- c S . Using Theorem 2.14 (g), and the
a j
fact that S is closed, we have S- c (U S- T c .
%  § 3 ^
Now (a) is easily established. W   ^=
©{Ati-jJa e-E) c (5 {Arj | A e E*) = Pg ( ]/ ), by Theorem
2.14 (b). By Theorem 2.14 (a), we thus have P/M _ g \gQ
I 7 so that Sv c S by part (c), which we
P(M - s n n o "l-
have just established. Applying Theorem 2.14 (a) again,
according to Theorem 2.14 (b). Thus, C C %
CL 4  Q )  4  P
00
P(M - S )5o - PS P(M - S )?o - PS n(M r s )?0 - 
111 ^1 "l
Since §Q is a cyclic vector for M with respect to E1,
this implies M - S„ = 0, or S„ = M.l
^1 ^1 •
For the remainder of the chapter, we shall assume that,
(( \ ,T1a^ae A  iS a g:i'ven canonical decomposition system.
From (3.2a) and (3.2c), we have that the set of vectors
which can be written in the form Bn ti + B r\ + • • •+ B„ri • j
J- i a 2 an
where B^,Bg, • • • ,Bn e E and oc^ ccg, • • • ,an e A ,  is a dense
\
linear subspace of 14 . We shall denote this subspace by y  1.
Of course, # 1 depends upon the particular canonical
decomposition system which is chosen.
We now apply Theorem 2.17 to each (777 ,ri ) to chooseoc oc
the unitary isomorphism U '• W  Lp(M, p,S ) such that
a a \
u n = xQ and U AS = A-U5 for S e 77? , A e E. We shall i oc oc oc oc oc
represent equivalence classes of L„(M, n,S ) by their con-
2 V
tinuous'representatives, and modify pointwise operations 
accordingly, as explained in Chapter II.
We now define U : 14 -* E © Lp(M, p, S ) by the
cce A  c^c
following. If § £ 14 , then ? = E § > where § is the
a £ A  a a
projection of § onto W  for each a e A  . Let U§ =
I OC
( U § )  A . Then U§ is a system of functions (f)
U  U  O l v  OC CC ^  Uim
such that f is a continuous representative in L0(M, p, S„ )
Ct d  Tl'a
for each a e A .  Furthermore, it is clear that U is a
unitary isomorphism from "H onto 2 © L0(M,p,S ). For
ae A  d
each fixed index a , Ur) is the system (f ) such that
O  O C q  OC OC ^  x L .
f = x„ .> and f = 0 if a 7^ a.. Also, if § = 2 § j
°o \  a 0 ae A  a
O
where I  e Til for each a, then UA§ = U 2 A? =
a a ae a
(UaA?a W  tA'Ua?a W =  “ S>U?- 111686 last
two properties determine U uniquely as a bounded linear 
operator.
In fact, suppose V : Ti -» 2 © Lp(M, n,S ) is a
a e A  a
bounded linear operator such that Vn is the system
ao
[fa )aeA  for which fa = xs j fa = 0 if a ^ a 0 ’ and VA? =
0 ^ao
for § e Tf . For each a, define V : Jfj -* Lp(M, p, S )
a a * 'Ha ,
to be the operator for which V § ,is the function in the a-tha
coordinate of V§, for § e j|| . Then V satisfies
OC CC
(2.17.1) and (2.17.2) for the vector r^, hence Va = U .
If aQ is a fixed index and A e E, then from the above,
VAq = A*Vri > hence VAri is zero in all coordinates ^ a . 
ao ao ao
Since (Ari |A e E) is dense in 7T) _ , it follows that V§ is a _ u.
Op
zero in all coordinates 4  a • if § 6 ?W . Thus., foro aQ
arbitrary § e ^  , if § = E §„., where 5 e W for each a,we have
a i j \ .  “ a a
V§ = V( 2 ?„) = (VS ) = (U = US. We thus have
a£A 1 a a a ^ A  a a a^A
the following result.
Theorem 3.4. There exists a unitary isomorphism U
from ft onto S © Lp(M, n, S ) satisfying the following two 
a £ A  \
i
properties: ,
(3.^.1) Una is the system of functions such
that f = xs > fa = 0 for a ^ aQ, if aQ is any fixed
°  • V O /
index in A .
(3.^.2) UA§ = A*U§ for every A € E. As a bounded
l
linear operator from ft to E © Lp(M, |i,S ), U is
ae A  .a
uniquely determined by these two properties.
Definition 3.5. The system E © L„(M, |i,S_ ) will be
ae A  V
called the canonical Lp decomposition system corresponding 
to the canonical decomposition system {( Tla ) )ae ^  • The 
operator U of Theorem 3.^ will be called the canonical L2 
isomorphism corresponding to the canonical decomposition 
system (Ofla)na))a s A  .
We have thus shown that a diagonal ring E on a Hilbert 
space T=f , such that 14 is cyclic for E', can .be realized,
through spatial isomorphism* in a rather simple form. It is 
also relatively easy to construct examples of diagonal rings 
of this form directly. One such example is given in the 
appendix.
For the remainder of the chapter* E © L0(M*n*S )
ae A   ^ ^a
and U will denote* respectively* the canonical Lg
decomposition system and the canonical L2 isomorphism
corresponding to the canonical decomposition system which we
have fixed previously. If § e V and U§ = (f ) _ . * we note
O C  OC ^  afcL
the following important properties of the system ffa )ae_^ • 
Since U is unitary* E f | f (m)|2d|i(m) = |§|2 < °°.
aeA ■'M a
Thus* there are at most.a countable number of indices a for
which f |f (m)|2dp(m) 4 0. But if f  | f (m)|2dp(m) = 0* then
J M a «/M
fa (m) = 0 a.e.* which implies fa (m) s since fa is a
continuous representative. We have thus shown that there
are at most a countable number of- indices. ..a for which;
f (m) 4 0. From this* it follows that E |f*(m)|2 defines 
a a e A  a
a measurable function* and
f E |f (m)|2d|i(m) = S /  |f (m)|2cm(m) = |?|2 < ». 
J M a e A  a aeAJM a
Let oC be a fixed Hilbert space whose dimension is 
card A *  and let (e } _ A be an orthonormal basis for SC
OC OC *  ^\m
indexed by A *  For each m e M* let be the subspace of
£  generated by (e |m e S }. For each m € M, we have from
a
(3.2e) that the set (a e.A. |m 6 S ) is a segment in A .
We adjoin.an element X to in the manner described
earlier. If m e M such that m i  S for at least one index
TI'a
a, let y(m) denote the smallest index a for which this is 
the case. If m e S for every a e A , let y(m) = \  . It
is then immediate that m e  S if, and only if a e I(y(m)).
Thus, (ea la e I(v(m))) is an orthonormal basis for 5^m, so
dim = card('I(y(m))).
For § e , we now define a vector valued function
almost everywhere on M as follows. Let U§ = ff } •a ae /i.
We have shown above that
i
f Z |f (m)|2dti(m) < oo, hence Z | f (m) |2 < oo a.e. 
JM a e A  a e A
Define §(m) = Z f (m)e at' all points m e M for which 
a e A  a a
Z|f (m)|2 < 00. Since f e L (M, [i, S ) and is a continuous
CL OC ^ TVa a
representative for each a e A  * f (m) = 0 if m £ S . It
a *\x
follows that §(m) e where §(m) is defined.
Definition 3.6. If (§(m)) is the almost everywhere 
defined vector valued function obtained from the vector § 
in the manner described above, we shall write
§ = f ® §(m)d[i(m) to denote the relationship between §
-'M
and (§(m)). The system of all such vector valued functions 
will be called a direct integral representation for V , and
will be denoted by I © X^l^m). The spaces X m will be
•'M
called the coordinate spaces of the direct integral.
I © X dn(m) depends, of course, on the canonical 
M m
decomposition system which we have fixed beforehand. Unless 
otherwise specified, for vectors 5, n,•••, e V , we denote 
§(m), ri(m),-**, the vectors in the coordinate spaces X m, 
where they are defined, such that § = f © § (m)dli(m) ,r) =
f © n(m)dn(m)>•* * . 
JmM
Theorem 3.7. (a) If §, n G ^  j §(m) + T](m) =
(§ + n ) ( m) a . e .
(b) If c is complex, (c§)(m) = c§(m) where §(m) is 
defined.
n
(c) If § = £ B .ti e ■J/ ' ,  where B. e E and a. e A
3=1 JCL3 n J J
for 3 = 1,2,***,n, then §(m) is everywhere defined, and 
n
§(m) = S B,(m)x (m)e . 
j=l J
j
(d) If § ey and A € E, then (A§)(m) = £(m)§(m) a.e.
(e) If §j r) e ^  j then (?(m), ri(m)) defines a summable
function,and / (§(m), n(m))dn(m) = (5,r|).
•'M
00
(f) If {§ .)' is a sequence in V convergent to a
3 j=l
00
vector §, then there exists a subsequence (§ ] such
j j=i
that § (m) -♦ §(m) a.e.
j
(g) If cp e L^M, p) and § e }f , there exists a vector 
r) e U such that cp(m)§(m) = •n(m) a.e.
(h) For each fixed mQ e M, the set of vectors §(mQ)j
where § ranges over all vectors of # for which §(mo) is
defined, coincides with X  „ .
mo
Proof of .(a).. If U? = ffa)o 6 A  ,U„ = (ga)ae^. , and 
U(§ + n) = (h ) A , then for each a, h is the con-
GC OC ^  OC
tinuous representative of f + g^. From what we have
observed previously, there pxists a countable set
a1,ci2, e A  such that fa (m) s ga (m) s 0 if a £ [a j) j.
Thus h (m) s 0 for a i  (a-)--. For every integer j which oc. j j
is an index in the above, let N. be a null set such that
<J
f (m) + g (m) = h (m) for m £ N.. Then UN. is a null 
aj aj aj 3 j 3
set, and it follows that f (m) + g (m) - h (m) for every
CL CL CL
a e A  if m £ UN.. Let N be a null set such that
i 3
set N = N U UN.. Then N is a null set., and for m £ N we
° j 3
have E | h (m) | 2 = E | f (m) + g (m)|2.< oo, and 
a e A  a a e A  a a
(§ + n)(m) = E h(rn)e = E (f (m) + g ( m ) ) e  = 
a e A  a a a e A  a a a
E f (m)e + E Sa (m)e = §(m) + n(m). 
aeA a a a e A  a a
Proof of (b). If U§ = (f } c a > then frotn Theorem
OC OC  ^  m/\m
2.11 (b) and the definition of U we have U(c§) = CcTa )ae
Hence if E |f (m)|2 < oo, then also E |cf (m)|2 < oo,
a e A  a e A
and (c§)(m) = E cf (m)e = c E f (m)e = c§(m).
a e A  a a e A  a *
Proof of (c). We may assume, without loss of generality
that the a,, are distinct. Let U§ = ff ) _ >» . Since j . a ae /i
Ur) is the system of functions with v0 in the a_.-th
a j J
J ^a .J
coordinate and zero in all other coordinates for
n
j = 1,2,'‘’n, f (m) s 0 if a i  (a.) , and f is the
a 3 j=l aj
A
continuous representative of B-Xa • But this is a
\
aj
continuous function, hence f_, (m) s B.(m)-x.Q (m). Thus
Proof of ,(dj.. Let US = {fa )a6^., and UA5 = {ga)ae^ .
For each a, g is the continuous representative of theOC
function defined by £(m)fa (m). Let a^,a2, * * • be a countable 
set of indices such that f (m) s 0 if a X [a •)..•; and forOC J J
each j let N . be a null set such that g (m) = A(m)f (m)
aj ao
for m X N.. Then g (m) = A(m)f (m) for all a if m X UN.,
cj OC OC *1 Jd
which is a null set. Let N be a null sfet for whicho
E |f (m)J2 < M for m X N . It follows that 
a e A  a °
N = N U UN. is a null set, and for m X N, o j J
£ K M  I 2 < £ 1SL. (m) |2 = E |A(m)f (m)|2 =
a e A  a e A  u a e A
|A(m)| 2 2 Ifrt(m)|2 < «, and (A§)(m) = E A(m)f (m)e =
a e A  a e A
A(m) E fa (m)ea = A(m)?(m). 
a e A
Proof of (e). We first consider the case where § = -p.
If u§ = £fa }a e ^ '  then S(m) is defined where
E \ f~ (m)|2 < oo, and §(m) = E f (m)e . Thus 
a e A  a a e A  a a
(S(ro), §(m)) = E |f (m)|2 where the series is convergent,
a e A  a
hence by what we have noted above, / (§(m), §(m))d|i(m) =J M
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Z |f (m)|2dH(m) = S f  |f (m)|2dn(m) = (g,g). 
a e A  a a e A  'M a
In the general case, we have from parts (a), (b), and the
polarization formula that (§(m), 'n(m)')' =
I 5 (m) + ti (m) | 2 - |g.(m) - r \ { m ) \ 2 + i|g(m) + in(m)|2
- i|g(m)•- in(m)|2]
a.e. If we apply what has just been shown above and use
the polarization formula for (g,ri), the result follows.
Proof of (f). Let < n2 < ••• be integers such
that | g - §n | 2 ^ 2_2j* for each j. Prom part (e), this is 
J
equivalent to f  |?(m) - § (m)|2dn(m) < 2 23 for each j.
i 'M nj
Since g(m), g (m), g (m),*** is a countable set of 
nl 2
functions, each defined except on a null set, there exists
a null set N such that each of g(m), g (m), g (m),*«* 
o nl n2
is defined for m / N . For every positive integer j, define 
N . = (m e M| |g(m) - g (m) |2 >' 2~3 } . Then N . is a3 nj 3
measurable set, and 2-Jli(N.) < f |§(m) - g (m)|2dH(m) <
3 ~ 'N. nj . “
J
f |g(m) - g (m)|2d[Jt(m) < 2 ~23, so that H(N.) < 2 ~ 3 for 
nj “ 3 ~
00 00
j = 1,2, •" . Define N = N U ( D U N.). Then g(m),
° K=1j=k 3
(m)j (m),’** are all defined if m i  N. Since N_ is n*i o
93
a null set,we have,for every positive integer q, H(N) =
oo oo oo oo oo
|i( n u N.) < |i( U N,) < E H(N,) < E 2~J = 2_q- 1 .
k=l j-k J j=q J j=q J j=q
Since q was arbitrary, ^(N) = 0, hence N is a null-set.
It is claimed that §n (m) -♦ § (m) for m £ N. To show
J
0°
this, we note that if m fL N, then m £ U N. for some
j=.k J
positive integer k. Thus m ft N. if j > k, and for such j,
U
§(m), § (m) are both defined, and |§(m) - § (m)|2 < 2~ J
nj j
from the definition of N.. This implies lim |§(m) - § (m)|
0 j -» - ■ nj
= 0, the desired result. (
Proof of (g). By Theorem 2.8 (e), there exists a B e E
s u c h  t h a t  B(m) = cp(m) a . e .  From p a r t  (d) a b o v e ,  (Bg ) (m)  =
B(m)§(m) a.e., hence (B§)(m) = cp(m)§(m) a.e. Thus ri = B§
is the required vector.
Proof of (h). If t is any vector of X m > then
o
t = E t  e , w h e r e  f t  } cT/,„/VY, \\ i s  a  s y s t e m  o f
ael(y(mQ) ) a ajaeI(Y (m0 ) )
complex numbers for which E It I2 < °o. Extend the
a e l ( v ( m 0 ) )  a
definition of t to all of A  by setting t = 0 for
OC oc
a > Y(m_). Since |ti | < 1 for each a, E 1t ti |2 <
° a ~ ae A  a a




E t n converges to a vector of V , which we denote by 5.
a c A  a a
But from the definition of U, U§ = (t ) A , hencecc o„ cl e y\ .
E |t Xq(m)|2 < £ 11 | 2 < oo for every m € M. Thus § (m)
a£ A  a ria " a £ A  a
is everywhere defined, and §(m) = E t xG (m)e«* ^or
ae'A. a r\n avLI
m = mQ, this equation becomes 5(m0) = t •!
The above theorem shows that f € PC dn(m) is a Hilbert
•'M m
space under the usual operations, which is isomorphic to
and that each coordinate spa'ce SC m is exploited to its full
o
extent by the vector valued functions from the direct
integral. A characterization of the vector valued functions
in I © X mdp(rn), within almost everywhere equivalence, is 
V M
given by the following.
Theorem 3.8. Suppose F(m) is a vector .valued function 
defined almost everywhere on M, with F(m) e where the 
function is defined. Suppose further that (ti (m), F(m))
Uw
defines a measurable function for each a e , and that 
f | F(m) 12d|i(m) < °°, where / • denotes the upper Lebesgue
integral. Then
(a) There exists a unique vector £ € # such that 
(C(ro)j C (ni)) = (§(m), F(m)) a.e. for every § € y .  Further­
more |£ | 2 < f  |F(m)|2dp(m).
” •'M
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(b) In order that £(m) = F(m) a.e., either one of the
following•two conditions is necessary and sufficient:
(i) There exists a null set N and a countable set
••• of indices f rom J\_ such that (^(m), F(m)) = 0 if
m fL N and a is not one of the a ..
J
(ii) 1CI 2 = /  |F(m)|2dn(m).
•'M
In this case, |iF(m)|2 is a measurable function. 
Proof. To prove (a), we note that if B-^Bg, •••
n  A
B_ e E and  a-1, , , * , a r. e A ,  t h e n  ( E B.(m)Ti (m) j  F (m) ) = n  i n  J=1  j  a j
n A
E B (m) (p  (m) ,  F (m) )  d e f i n e s  a  m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n  on  M. 
J=1 J a j
Thus, from Theorem 3.7 (c), (§(m), F ( m ) )  defines a
m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n  i f  ? e Jf'. B u t  i f  § e ty3 t h e r e  e x i s t s
00
a  s e q u e n c e  {§ .} i n  7i' c o n v e r g i n g  t o  § ,  and  a c c o r d i n g
0 d-i
00
t o  Theorem 3.7 ( f ) ,  we may a s s u m e ,  b y  r e p l a c i n g  {§ .) by
3 j=i
a  s u b s e q u e n c e ,  t h a t  § . (m) -> §(m)  a . e .  I f  N i s  a  n u l l  s e t
s u c h  t h a t  § . (m) -» §(m) and  F(m) i s  d e f i n e d  f o r  m fi N, i t  
J
f o l l o w s  t h a t  (§ . (m) ,  F ( m ) ) -♦ ( § ( m ) ,  F (m ) )  f o r  m £  N. Thus'
( § ( m ) ,  F (m) )  a l s o  d e f i n e s  a  m e a s u r a b l e  f u n c t i o n .
F o r  a r b i t r a r y  § e , we h a v e  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y
/  l ( § ( m) ;  F ( m ) ) | d n ( m )  < f  | § ( m ) | | F ( m ) | d n ( m )  <
-'M “  ■'M “
i - I _ I
{/ !§(m)|2dn(m)}2 if IF(m)|2d^(m)}2 '= |?| {/ |F(m)|2dn(m)}2,
■'M '
so that L(§) = [  (§(m), F(m))dn(m) defines a linear
M  .. -  1  
functional on# with |L| < ( f  |F(m)| 2d|i(m) )2. Thus, there
exists C e # such that L(S) = (§,C) for every ?, and
|C|2 = |L|2 ^ f  |F(m)|2dp(m). Now let § be any fixed 
-  J M
vector in W . If cp is arbitrary in L (M,-|i), let ri be a
vector of #•, which exists by Theorem 3.7 (g), such that
q>(m)§(m) = rj(m) a.e. Applying the above formula to r\, we
have f cp(m)(5(m), C(m))dH(m) = f (ri(m), C(m))dH(m) =
Jyi J M
(ri,C) = L(-n) = f (ri(m), F(m))d^(m) = f  cp(m) (§ (m),F(m)dM(m).
Since cp was arbitrary, (§(m),F(m)) = (§(m),C(m)) a.e.
To show uniqueness, suppose £' is a second vector 
such that (§(m),F(m) = (§(m),G'(m)) a.e. for every § e W . 
Then (S(m),C(m)) = (§(m)^C'(m)) a.e. for every §, hence 
(§,C) = f(§( m),C(m))dli(m) = f (? (m) ,£'(m) )dp(m) = (§,C).
Since § was arbitrary, C 1 = C • The inequality stated in
this part of the theorem was derived in the construction 
above.
We shall prove part (b) in the following cyclic manner 
F(m) = £(m) a.e. => (i) =* (ii) =* F(m) = £(m) a.e. ,
Thus,suppose first that F(m) = C(m) a.e. Let UC =
t
ff ] , . , and an,a«,••• be a countable set of distinct 1 a ae A . 1 2'
indices such that f (m) s 0 if a £ (a . } .  Let N be a null
U J
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set such that E |f (m)|2 = E | f (m) | 2 < oo if m £ N, and 
a £ A  a j aj
also such that P(m) is defined, and equal to £(m) if m £  N.
Thus, if m £ N and a £ £aj), (na (m), P(m)) = (-/.g (m)ea,G(m))
"la
= Xa (m)(e * ^f (m)e« ) = °* This proves that (i) isS * *  OC ^ OC j oc •
na J 0 j
satisfied.
Now assume (i) is true. If m e M such that F(m) is
defined, we have, since (ea )a€i^y(m)) is an orthonormal
basis for X .  P(m) = E (PC111) j )e . and 1 P(m) I 2 =
m .ael(y(m)) a a
2 |(F(m),e )|2. Since ri (m) = e for a e I(y(m)) and
ael(y(m)) a a a
n (m) = 0 for a £ I(v(m)), this may be rewritten 
oc
1P(m)12 = E J(P (m),n (m))|2- If the null set N and
ae A
indices a1,a2  ^*** are as specified, it follows that
|F(m) | 2 = 2|(P(m),n (m))|2 for m £ N. If UC =
j j
ffa5a€A ' th8n (p(m),T1a .(m)) = (m) . (m)) = fa (m) a-e-
j j j
for each j. Since the set of indices j is countable,
there exists a fixed null set ^  3 N such that
(F(m),Ti (m)) = T (m) Tor every j if m £ Nn, and hence
CC • CC • -1-
J  J
1P(m)| 2 = E|f (m)|2 if m £ Nn. This proves )P(m)| 2 is
J J
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measurable. We thus have / I F(m) | 2d|i(m) =. f  |F(m) | 2dn(m) =
•'M , * M
£ f lf„ (m)|2d[i(m) < S f  | f_ (m) | 2d(-i(m) = |c|2. Inequality
j V.M aj - a€7V a
in. the other direction was shown in part (a), hence(ii) holds. 
We have also shown our final statement on the measurability 
of |F(m)|2.
Finally, assume (ii). Let U£ = Cfa)a6^  > an(^ 
a l><12 > * * * an enumeration of the indices a for which 
f (m) ^  0, such that a . 4 a . if i 4 0*. Using the FourierOC. 1 tJ
expansion for F(m) where it is defined, as above,we have
I F(m) | 2 = e| (F(m), r\ (m))|2 + |F(m) - E(F(m),p (m))ri (m)|2. 
j j ■ j j 3
For each j, we have (F(m),p (m)) =-(C(m),p (m)) = f (m)
a J a j  ' a«j
I
a.e. Since there are at most, a countable number of indices
a it follows, by the usual argument, that 
J
|p(m)|2 = £|f (ra)|2 + |p(m) - £ f (m)n (m)|2 a.e.
J a J j  j  a j
Since each term in the first sum on the right side of this
equation is measurable, and there is at most a countable 
number of such terms
f  | F(m) | 2dn(m) = 2 f  |f (m)|2d|i(m) + f  |F(m)
; M j
-  z f (m)p (m) | 2d|i(m).
j  J J
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By assumption, f  |F(m)|2d|i(m) = | c | 2  = 2 f  | f (m) | 2d|i(m)
•M a e A  ^ M a
= S  f  | f  (m) | 2d|i(m), hence we have 
j •'M aj
| |F(m) - S f(m)rL (m)|2dH(m) = 0. But, except on a' set l 
•'M j aj aj
of measure zero, we have 2|f (m)l^ = 2- |f (m)|2 < °°,
j aj a e A  a
and C(m) = 2 = 2f (m)e = 2f (m)ir (m). Thus,
a e A  a j aj aj j aj aj
y|F(m) - £ (m) | 2d|i(m) = 0, which implies F(m) = C(m) a.e.|M /We note that in part (b) of the above theorem, 
condition (i) is always satisfied whenever A  is countable.
In the general case, it is possible for the equivalent 
conditions in (b) to fail, and it is not possible to con­
clude that |F(m)|2 is even measurable. An illustrative 
demonstration of this is given in the example in the 
appendix. -■ ■
Theorems 3.7 and 3.8, together, show that 
J © dli(m) is a weak direct integral for V as defined 
by Segal in [7], P. 15. The additional condition it must
t
satisfy to become a strong direct integral, namely . 
condition 2(a) in the reference just stated, does not in 
general hold. However Theorem 3.8 (b) gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions that the strong direct integral 
condition hold for a fixed vector valued function.
t
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We now show how - the rings E and E' decompose in the
above direct integral.
Lemma 3.9.1. If A e E' and § e 14 , then 
| A§ (m) | ^ | A| |S (m)l' a.e.
Proof. For e > 0, define T£ = .
(m e M| |A§(m)|^ > |A|21§(m) | 2 + e). Then by Theorem 2.8 ( d ) ,
there exists a clopen set U.£ such that U(U£ A T6) = 0. It
follows that |A?(m)|2 ^ |A|2|5(m)|2 + e for almost all 
m e u € .  Using Theorem 3 . 7  ( d ) ,  (Py S)(m) = x y  (m)§(m) a.e.,
I
and (APy §)(m) = (Py A§)(m) = \y (m)(A§)(m) a.e. Then, from
Theorem 3.7 (e), the inequality |APy §|2 ^ |A|2|P' §|2 is
e ue
equivalent to f  XTT (m) I A§ (m) | 2d|i(m) < | A| 2 f x TT (m) I § (m) I 2dH(m).
*M e “ e
But from the above, / xTt (m) I ( m) I 2d^(m ) >
•^ M e “ ‘
|A|2 J \ Ug(m)|S(m)| 2dn(m) + en(U£), hence H(Tg) = n(Ug) = 0.
00
Let (e.) be any sequence of positive numbers convergent
J=1
to 0, and T = (m e M| |AS(m)| > |A||5(m)|). Then 
00
T = U T , hence H(T) =0. If T is a null, set sudh 
1=1 J ° ,
that both 5(m) and A§(m) are defined for m £  T , and 
N = T U Tq, then N is a null set, and |A§(m)| |A||s(m)|
for m i  N.
J±u±
Theorem 3.9. Let A be,an operator of E'. Then there 
exists a unique operator valued function defined on all of 
M, whose value at each point m we denote by A(m), such
i
that A(m) e ( B (o£ m) for each m e M, and the following hold: 
(3.9a) (A?)(m) = A(m)§(m) a.e. for every § e ^ .
(3.9b) |A(m)| is bounded on M.
(3.9c) (A(m)na (m), r|p(m)) defines a continuous' function
on M for every a, M  A .
Furthermore, we have (A§)(m) = A(m)§(m) everywhere if
§ e f t  ', and also that sup |A(m)| = |A|.
meM
Proof. Le't § e ^  . Then § can be written in the
n
form £ Bvri * where B . e E for j = 1,2, •••,nJ and the a_. 
j=l J aj J J
are distinct indices in A .  By Theorem 3.7 (c),
n A 2
§(m) = E B .(m)Xq (m)ea everywhere, hence |§(m)|
j=l J V  a j
aj
n A . p
|Bj(m)I x s  (ra) everywhere. Let U(A§) = ( f a )a e  •
CL •j
p p
Then |A§(m)| = E |f (m)| where the sum is convergent,
aeyv a
which is almost everywhere. By Lemma 3.9*1* if follows that 
£ |f (m)|2 < |A|2 E |B.(m)|2x (m) a.e. This implies
aeA a ' J=1 0 V
aj
that for each fixed index a,
|f„(m)|2 < lAl2 2 |B.(m)|2xq (m) a.e. But f is a
a “ j=l 3 V  a
2 1
continuous representative, hence |f^ | is an extended non
negative valued continuous representative, and since the
right side of this .last equation defines a continuous
function, we have inequality everywhere, hence f is
finite valued. It follows that f is a continuousa
function for every index a.
Now let be any finite set of distinct indices-j- y
i
in TV. Then S | f R (m) | 2 < E | f* (m) | 2 <
j=l Pj “ ct€.A a
n A  2
E |B .(m) | xq (m) a.e. Since the first and last of these
J=1  J \ .
J
quantities define a continuous function on M, we have 
q p n a o
£ Ifp (m)I < 2 |B.(m)| (m) everywhere. Since the
0=1 , 0‘ 0=1 3 \  '
aj
indices were arbitrary, it follows that
E |f (m)|2 < E |Bj(m)|2xQ (m) for all m e M.
aeTV “ 0=1 3 V
0
We now introduce a special notation for the vectors 
rja . For each a e TV , let UAri^ = . f a a p ) g e y \ ;  Then 
aap(m) defines a continuous function on M for every 
a,0 e A j  according to the above. Since e L2(M,|i,S^  ),
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af3 (m) = 0 for m X % •  Als0) . faoP3P6A = UA,1a =
UAPg Ua = UP Ar,o = P • UAt, = (xs • . This
'V
implies that is the continuous representative of the
function defined by \s (m) aap(m) for every a,P. As the
'"'a
latter defines a continuous function,-aap(m) s y_ (m) aap(m),
hence aap(m) = 0 for m t  S , for arbitrary ot,P e .A . 
Returning to an arbitrary § e 1 of the form
n
E B .n , where the B . e E, and the a . are distinct,
3=1 3 aj 3 3
n n n A
UA§ = UA £ B.tv = E UB.A-n = E B.-UAn . If UA§- =
3=1 3 aj 3=1 3 a 3 J=1 3 3
ff 1 _yi , we thus have, in terms of the function a Q 1 a a e A  aP
n A
introduced above, fR(m) = E B.(m) a B(m) a.e. for every
p J=1 3 ajP
P e A .  Since both sides of this equation define continuous
functions, equality holds everywhere. Our above inequality
for the f thus becomes a
n 1 n
t  I S B^ra) a B(m)|2 < |A|2 2|B.,(m)|2xs (m),
P e A  j=l J “jp ~ j=l J V
whenever e E, ai**'’jan are distinct indices in
A ,  and m e M. •
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In particular, if B, = t .1 for each j, where the
J J
t . are arbitrary complex numbers, we obtain 
J
n
2 | 2 t a  o (m) I 2 = |a |2 2 |t ,|2xq (m), for m e M,
PeA j=l 3 d d=l 3 X
d
t^,t^, *'*,tn complex, and a]_->****an distinct indices
in A  . In view of our observation above that aap(m) = 0
for m i  fl S-, this inequality is equivalent to 
oc P
n  ^ p n o
2 | 2 t , a g(m)| = | A| 2 |t .| , whenever
3el(v(m)) d=l 3 d d-1 3
t,,*‘*,t are complex, and an,#'*,a are distinct indices 1 ’ n 1; n
in I(Y(m)).
We now define a linear operator A(m) on a dense 
linear subspace of 3fm, for each fixed m, by
n n
A(m)( 2 t . e ) = 2 ( 2 t . a p(m))ep, where
d=l 3 ad Pel(Y(m)) d=l 3 d
t1,*’*tn are complex, and a]/*’*Jan are distinct in I(Y(m)). 
Since (e|a e I(Y(m))] is an orthonormal basis for X. ,Uw i Hi
our above inequality shows that the right side of this
expression converges, and|A(m)| = |A|. Consequently,
we may extend A(m) in a unique norm preserving manner
to all of X  .It is claimed that the A(m) defined in m v '




If § is of the form 2 B, ti as above, we have
j=i 0 “j
from our above computations for UA§ that (A§)(m) =
n A n ^
2 ( 2 B,(m) a o(m))ee = 'S ( S B.(m) a p(m))ep .
PeA j=l J ajP P Pel(y (m)) j=l J ajp
n ^
= A(m)( 2 B.(m)xQ (m)ery ) " A(m)§(m) for every m e M.
j-i 0 %  j
j
We have thus obtained that part of our conclusion stating
(AS)(m) s A(m)?(m) for § e y '. If § is arbitrary in ft,
00
there exists a sequence {§ •) ._-, in ft-' converging to §.
J U ~ J-
Since A is bounded, A§ . -> A§, hence, by Theorem 3.7(f),
d
00
we may replace by a subsequence and assume also
J  J “  -L
that § . (m) -♦ §(m) and (A§ .)(m) (A5)(m) for m t  N, where
d J
N is a null set. By what we have just shown above, (AS .)(m)
d
= A(m)S . (m) for every m e M and every integer j. Hence, 
d
if m / N, (A§)(m) » lim (A§ .)(m) = lim A(m)S..(m) =
j -» 00 J j  -» 00 J
A(m)( lim ?.(m)) = A(m)§(m). This proves (3.9a). 
j -♦ 00
From the above construction, we have seen that (3.9b)
holds, with sup |A(m)| = |a |. 
m e M
To prove (3.9c), we note that for arbitrary m e M 
and arbitrary a,P e A  , we have (A(m)T)a (m),T)p (m)) =
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(A(m)xs, (m)e ,xs (m)ep) = ( S aa|3, (m)ep, ,xg (»)ep)
ria Tip p ' eI(Y (m)) • • rip
= aap(m), which defines a continuous function.
Finally, we show that sup |A(m)| = | a | . From the
m e M
above, sup |A(m)| = |a |. To prove the reverse inequality, 
m e M-
I I Pwe have from Theorem 3.7(e) and (3.9a), |A§ |
/ Ml (A5)(m)| 2dH(m) = J R \ A(m)§ (m) | 2d^(m) ^
( sup | A(m) | )2 /j§(m)|.2dM(m) = ( sup | A(m) | )2 |§|2 
m e M J m e M
for arbitrary § e 7^  . Hence |A| = sup |A(m)|.
m e M
I
To prove uniqueness, suppose (A^(m))m £ ^ is another
system satisfying (3.9a)> (3.9b), and (3.9c) for the 
operator A. For each a, A-, (m)Ti (m) = (An ) (m) = A(m)Ti (m)
JL vX CL glI
a.e. by (3.9a), hence (A1(m),na (m),r|p (m)) =
(A(m)Tia (m) ,Tip (m)) a.e. for arbitrary a, 0 .' Both sides
are continuous, by (3.9c), hence equality holds everywhere. 
For fixed m, let a,3 e I(y(m)). Then the above becomes
(Al(m) V ep) “ (A(m)ea,ep^ * Since feJ a e is
an orthonormal basis for oC m, and both A^(m), A(m) e f8(o^),
necessarily A1(m) = A(m). Since m was arbitrary, the
uniqueness follows. |
Definition 3.1U. The unique operator valued function
m -» A(m) satisfying (3.9a) - (3.9c) for an operator A € E’ 
will be called its direct integral decomposition with 
respect to the direct integral j M ®t£md|i(m). We shall
write symbolically A = A(m)dn(m).
Corollary 3.10.1. If A e E, then A = /M ® A(m)Imdii(m),
where Im denotes the identity operator on for every
m e M.
Proof. The operator valued function m -+ A(m)Im satisfies 
.(3.9a), according to Theorem 3.7(d). Clearly |A(m)Im| =
I a | , so (3.9b) holds. To prove (3.9c)., we note that
(S(m)I n (m),r|p(m)) = (A(m)x ( m ) v xS (m)ep) =
T|a ’’S
A(m)xs p s (m)(ea*ep) defines a continuous function 
^P
for arbitrary a,P e A .|
Direct integral decompositions, and hence the operators 
from which they come, are relatively easy to construct, 
as shown by the following, which may also be considered 
a partial converse to Theorem 3.9.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose m -» A(m) e 0 ( £ ) is an operator
valued function defined everywhere on M, such that (3.9b), 
(3.9c) hold. Then there exists an operator A e E', necessarily 
unique, for which A = ®A(m)d|-i(m).
nlProof. Let §,ti e #  1, and suppose § = E B.n ,
3=1 J 3
2T) = 2 Cjtip , where the operators B^ , Cj are from E,
J=1 J
and the indices a.,0. are from A . By Theorem 3.7(c),
J J
n A . n A
§(m) = 2 B .(m)xQ (m)e = 2 B..(m)Ti (m) everywhere,
j=l 3 V  3 3=1 3 - 3
aj
np A
and likewise, ri(m) = 2 C.(m)TiR (m) everywhere. Hence
3=1 3 Po
(A(m)g(m),n(m)) = 21 22 B . (m)C. (m) (A(m)ri (m),tiR (m))
j=l k=l 3 K aj k
defines a continuous function, by our hypothesis that
/
m -» A(m) satisfy (3.9c).
If §,T1 e ft-, then since # 1 is dense in. ft, there
00 00
exist sequences (§ .) ._n and {/n .) . , which converge to
J J  —-L J J - -*-
§ and r\ respectively. By Theorem 3.7(f), we may assume
§ . (m) -♦ §(m) a.e. and r| .(m) -♦ ri(m) a.e. Then it follows 
d J
that (A(m)g j(m),Tij(m)) -* (A(m),g (m),T) (m)) a.e., hence
i
(A(m)g(m), r \(m)) defines a measurable function for arbitrary 
§,ti e ft . Also, J M | (A(m)g (m),ri(m))| d^(m) ^
sup | A(m) | f u  |§ (m)| |ri(m)| dli(m) ^ 
m e M J
1 1
( sup.|A(m)| )( f u | 5 (m) | 2dU(m) )2 { jfjri (m)j 2d^(m) }2 = 
m e M J 11 J M
{ sup | A(m) | ) | § | I rj|, for arbitrary §,*n eft. 
m e M
The equation <§,ti> = J*M(A(m)g (m),fi (m) )dn(m) thus
defines a bounded bilinear form on 'H 3 hence there exists 
a unique A e 0(#) such that (AS,ti) = (A(m)§ (m) ,r| (m) )dH(m)
for arbitrary Z,r\ e . If B e E, we have (AB§,r|) =
J M (A(m)(B§)(m)>Ti(m))dli(m) = (A(m)B(m)§ (m) ,r\ (m) )dH(m)
= /m (A(m)5(m),B(m)ri(m))d^(m) = /M(A(m)§ (m), (B*n) (m) )dn(m)
= (A§,B*ri) = (BA§,ti) for arbitrary Z,r \ , hence A e E'. Let 
A = ® A^(m)d|i(m) be the direct integral decomposition
of A. We shall prove A(m) = A-^m) for all m e M.
In fact, if B e Ej and a,P e A ,  we have 
/ M B(m)(A(m)Tia (m),np(m))d|i(m) = f R (A(m)B(m)na (m) ,Tip (m) )dH(m)
= /m (A(m)(BTla )(m)^p(m))d^(m) = (A^a^p) = 
.y,M(A1(m)(Bna )(m),rip(in))dH(m) = /M, (A1(m)B(m)na (m),np (m) )d|i(m) 
= B(m) (A1(m)ria (m),rig (m) )d^(m). Since B was arbitrary
I
from E, it follows that (A(m)ria (m) ,rip (m)) = (A1(m)ria (m) ,Tip (m))
i
a.e. But both operator valued functions satisfy (3.9c)* 
hence (A(m)ria (m) ,np (m)) = (A1(m)ria (m)JTip(m)) for all
m e M whenever e A  . If we fix m and choose a,P e I(y(m)), 
this :becomes (A(m)ea,ep) = (A1(m)e(X,ep). Since
(ea |a e I(Y(m))) is an orthonormal basis for X. we
have A(m) = A1(m).
That an operator A e E1 is determined uniquely by 
its direct integral decomposition follows from Theorem 3.7(e)
and (3.9a), which show that A is given from its 
decomposition, by the formula (A§,n) = f (A(m)§ (m) ,ti (m) )dH(m). |
For the remainder of this chapter, we denote by 
A(m), B(m),*.,‘ the respective values of the direct' integral 
decompositions of the operators A,B, •••£,£'.
Theorem 3.12. Suppose A, B £ E1.
(a) If a,b are complex, (aA + bB)(m) = aA(m) + bB(m) 
for every m e M.
t
(b) A*(m) = (A(m))* for every m £ M.
(c) If 5 £ #  , then (ABg)(m) = (AB) (m)g(m)  =
A(m)B(m)g(m)  a.e.
(d) If B £ E, then (AB)(m) = A(m)B(m) = B(m)A(m) for 
every m £ M.
Proof of (a). We shall prove that the function 
m -» aA(m) + bB(m) satisfies (3.9a) - (3.9c) for the operator 
aA + bB.  Thus, if § £ "tf , ((aA + b B ) g ) ( m )  = 
a(A§)(m) + b ( B § ) ( m ) =  aA(m)§(m) + bB(m)g(m)  a.e., by 
Theorem 3.7 and the fact that A(m), B(m) satisfy (3.9a).
Since IA(ra)| < |A| and |B(m)| < |b |, |aA(m) + bB(m)| ^
|a||A(m)| + |b||B(m)| £ |a||A| + |b]|B| for ^11 m £ M, hence 
(3.9b) holds. Since ((aA(m) + bB(m)) Tia (m)j Tip(m)) = 
a(A(m)ria (m), ^(m)) + b (B(m)ria (m), T)p(m)) for a,P e A  and 
m £ M, and this last expression defines a continuous function 
on M for fixed (3.9c) is satisfied.
P r o o f  o f  ( b ) . S i n c e  |A* (m) |  = | A ( m ) |  <£ | a |  f o r  a l l .  m, 
t h e  f u n c t i o n  m -♦ A*(m) s a t i s f i e s  (3.9b). S i n c e  
( ( A ( m ) ) * n a (m) ,  n p (m))  = (na (m) ,  A(m)np (m) = (A(m)np (m),Tia ( m ) ) 
f o r  a l l  m, i t  a l s o  s a t i s f i e s  (3.9c). By Theorem 3.11, t h e r e  
e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  o p e r a t o r  AQ e E 1 s u c h  t h a t  AQ = J  © (A(m) ) * d | i ( m ) .
F o r  a r b i t r a r y  § ,  n e ty, we h a v e  (n,A0§) = "(A 0 § , p )  =
= [  ( A ( m ) r i ( m ) ( m )  )dl i(m) = ( A r | , ? ) .  T h i s  shows A -  A*,
*M 0
hence A * = f ® (A(m) )*d|i(m).
Proof of (c). Since A, B, § are fixed, we have from 
(3.9a), (AB§)(m) = A(m)(B?)(m) a.e., (B?)(m) = B(m)§(m) a.e., 
and (AB§)(m) = (AB)(m)§(m) a.e. If we fix a null set N 
such that all three of these relations hold whenever m £  N, 
it follows that (AB§)(m) = (AB)(m)§(m) = A(m)B(m)§(m) 
whenever m fi N.
Proof of (d). From corollary 3.10.1, we have 
B(m) = B(m)Im, hence A(m)B(m) = B(m)A(m) for all m. By 
part (c) of this theorem, which we have just shown above, 
the function m -♦ A(m)B(m) satisfies (3.9a) for the 
operator AB. Since |A(m)B(m)| ^ | A(m) | | B.(m) | < | A| | B| for 
all m, it satisfies (3.9b). To show (3.9c), we note that 
for a,0 e A  , m e M, (A(m)B(m)na (m),T]p(m)) = 
(B(m)A(m)na (m),rip(m)) = B(m) (A(m)na (m),np(m)). For fixed
this expression defines a continuous function on M. |
All algebraic operations on E', except possibly 
multiplication, are thus carried over to the direct integral. 
One case in which we can be sure that multiplication holds
.• I
is given by the following.
Corollary 3.12.1. If mQ is an isolated point of M, 
then (AB)(mQ) = A(mo)B(mQ) for every A,B e E'.
Proof. By Theorem 3.12 (c), (AB)(m)§(m) = A(m)B(m)g(m) 
a.e. for every A,B e E', § e . Since mQ is isolated,
M-(Cmo}) > 0 by Theorem 2.8 (c). Thus (AB)(mo)§(mQ) = 
A(mo)B(mo)§(mQ), both sides of.the equation necessarily 
being defined. By Theorem 3.7 (h), the set of vectors 
C§(m0 ) l §  6 #  ) coincides with £  m . Hence (AB)(mQ) =
A(m0)B(rn0).|
At non isolated points, multiplication may fail. In the
example in the appendix, the space M has no isolated
points, and two operators A, B are constructed such that •
(AB)(m) fails to equal A(m)B(m) everywhere.
Because of this failure of pointwise' multiplication, the
mapping A -» A(mQ), for fixed mQ, is not in general a
homomorphism, hence we cannot conclude directly that its
range is a subring of 0( X  m )• However, this turns out to
o
be the case in a very strong way, as we now show.
Theorem 3.13. For fixed mQ e M, the range of the mapping 
A -* A(m0) coincides with 6 ( <£ m ).
Proof. Suppose A1 is any operator of (B ( X. ). For
o
every m e M, define P^ to be the projection operator from
m
X  onto =£ . Define A = A-J?^ , , so that A e 0  ( X  ).
o
Then, for every m e M, define A(m) = (P^ A ) | ^  , so that
A(m) e 0 ( X  m). We shall show that the function m -♦ A(m)
satisfies (3.9h) and (3.9c).'
(3.9b) is clear, since |A(m)| < |P^ , A | < |A | =
m
1 ^ 1^ v I ^ I ^ i I •
o
To prove (3.9c)j we recall that (e |a c A. } is anU*
orthonormal basis for X  , and that is the subspace 
generated by (e |a e I(y(m))). Thus Py> (e ) = e if
CC 0N- JJJ c.
i
a e I(y(m)), or equivalently, if m e S , and P^ (e ) = 0
^  m a
if m i  S . We thus have, for a,P e A ,  m e M,
T1(X
( A ( m ) n a ( m ) ,  r j p ( m ) ) = ( P ^  k Q \ ^  x s  ( m ) v  Xg  ( * n ) e p ) =
m m r)a T| p
*S„ ns_ V«’ep) = V ns (m)(Aoea'p^meg) =
tla rip m m
*S ns (mK Aoea’*S M eP> " *S ns (mM Aoea'ep)- For 
Ax. ’’P \  Ip . .
fixed a,P, this defines a continuous function on M.
By Theorem 3.11, there exists an.operator A e E' such
that A = f  © A(m)d|i(m). But A(m ) = Py, A.P - | ^ = A-, .
■'M m <*-m xo o o
Since A-^ was arbitrary, the reisult follows. |
We conclude this chapter by showing a relationship
between the decomposition given here and that developed by
Segal and Tomita. By Corollary 3.3.1 (a) and Theorem 2,1k (b),
is a cyclic vector for # with respect to E1. Since
n^-L = *s = V ^ i l 2 = (^i^i ) = y^1 = ^(M) = 1*
Theorem 1.5 is thus applicable to the rings E' and E, and
to the cyclic vector ti-, . By definition of cp , it follows
Til
that the unique measure of Theorem 1.5 (a) is the measure 
H of the present chapter.
Theorem 3.1^. Let Le the system of positive
i
functionals of Theorem 1.5 (c) associated with the rings E'
and E, and with the vector ri^ * Then fm(A) = (A(m)e1,e^)
for all m e M, A e E'.
• Proof. Let A be an arbitrary operator of E1. By ——  ,
Theorems 3..7 (e), 3.9 (a), and 3.12 (d), and by conditions
(ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.5 (c), we have for arbitrary
B e E, f B(m) (A(m)n-L(m),n1(m) )dli(m) =
J M
(AB) (m)ri1(m) , ^(m) )dfi(m) = (ABn1,n1) = y^B(m)fm(A)d|a(m). 
Since B was arbitrary, we have (A(m),n1(m),n1(m) = i'm(A) a.e.
But both sides of this equation are continuous* the left by 
(3.9c)* the right by condition (i) of Theorem 1.5 (c). Since 
^(m) = e^ for all m* this becomes fm (A) = (A(m)e1*e1) for 
all m e M.|
We have thus shown that for every m e M* A -♦ A(m) is a 
linear mapping from E' to 0( £  m)* which preserves 
adjoints* and satisfies the equation f*m(A) = ((A;(m)e^  * e^ ) 
for every A e E'* where f is the positive functional 
associated with ri1 and m as above. The range of this
mapping is 0  ( hence is a cyclic vector for the
space £ with respect to the range. Thus* A -» A(m) satisfies 
all properties of being the cyclic representation associated 
with the functional f * except the multiplicative 
requirement (AB)(m) = A(m)B(m). We have remarked above that 
this requirement may fail to hold.
In some unpublished notes [8]* J.L. Taylor has shown 
that it is possible to have points m e M such that the 
Hilbert space in which the cyclic representation 
corresponding to f takes place has dimension greater than 
that of the original Hilbert space ty . The dimensions of our
spaces £  are always less than or equal to card -A* which
will* in the next chapter* be shown equal to dimE ty . Since 
dimE # < dimW by corollary 3.1.1* the mapping A •+ A(m) 
must necessarily fail to be multiplicative at points m of 
the kind just mentioned.
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However, in sacrificing the multiplicativity, we have 




DIMENSION PROPERTIES OF THE DECOMPOSITIONS
I
The purpose of this' chapter is to identify certain 
properties of the decompositions constructed in Chapter III 
in terms of the space and ring used in their construction.
As usual., f t will denote a fixed Hilbert space, E a 
diagonal ring on f t , a unit cyclic vector for f t  with
i
respect to E 1, M the maximal ideal space of E, H the 
measure of Theorem 1.5(a) for E','E, and §q. For every 
vector § e f t > cp^ and Sg will be as in Definition 2.13, 
with respect to |i.
We shall have occasion to apply our1 theory to other 
diagonal rings constructed from E by the methods of Chapter 
II. Whenever this happens, we shall indicate the corresponding 
cyclic vectors, measures, etc., to be used in this new 
ring.
• The concept on which our study depends is stated 
in Definition 3.1..A consequence of this Definition which 
handles the infinite case is as follows.
Theorem ^.1. If dim^ f t is infinite, and f t  = . 2
------------ E a e A  “
is an arbitrary decomposition of ft as a direct sum of 
nontrivial cyclic subspaces for E, then card .A = dlm^ ft.
Proof. By Definition 3.1, there exists a second 
direct sum decomposition Qf ^  /jl'IGI'O GG.C
ae A.1 i
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W  ' is a nontrivial cyclic subspace for E, and card A'
Ui
= dimE . According to the definition, card A' = dimE W 
= cardA. But by Theorem 1.1, card A  = N card A'. By
i
assumption, card A  1 = K , hence car d A  = card A ' • Thus 
cardA = cardA* = dimE$.
Definition 3.1 is applicable to the rings Ey on 
the spaces Py(#).> for an arbitrary nonvoid clopen set 
U in M. We shall now use this fact, together with the . 
fact that the cardinal numbers are well ordered, in order 
to localize this concept of dimension.
Definition 4.2. Let m be a point of M. We define 
d(m) to be the smallest of the cardinal numbers d i m ^ P y ^  ),
where U ranges over all clopen subsets of M which contain
i
the point m. d(m) will be called the local dimension
of lh relative to E at m.
Lemma 4.3.1. If U1, Ug are nonvoid clopen subsets
of M with U1 c UQ, then dim„ PTT (# ) = dim„ PTT (#).1 2 E ^  E ^  Ug'"
Proof. Let P.. (# ) = E where each Jf is
2 aeA
a cyclic subspace for ETT , and c a r d A  = dim.-, PTT ( ) .
2 2
For each a e A ,  let Pa be the projection of m
onto y  , and § be a cyclic vector for #  with respect OC CC Gt
to Eg Let denote the set of indices a € A. fpr
which PDi(#0) * o. Set 5a 1 = P ^ ;  y a ' --?„(*„)
for each a e A n  . It is claimed that PTT ( f t  ) =
1 U1
E <B f t ', and each f t  * is a cyclic subspace of PTT ( f t  ) 
aeA-L a U1 '
for Ett with cyclic vector § 1.
1 *
First, y a ' = Pni(^a ) = P^lp t W ) ( # a ) c
since f t is invariant for E. Thus, the f t  „ 1 are pairwisea ' a e ,
orthogonal. Since f t is invariant for Ey , P e En 1,
2 2
hence P^lp }Pa = V uJ p (*)’ which implies
“ PU , ^ a )  is a closed linear subspace of P^ ( f t ) ,  hence
also a closed linear subspace of PTT ( f t )•
1
To prove @(An? ' | A1 e ETT ) = f tn ' for a e An, suppose x u x 1
first A-^ € Ey . Then A^ = A|p for some A e E.
Consequently, if Ap = A|p then A2^a e ^ a '  and
U2
Al5cx' = AlPU15a = ^U-^a = = 6 ^a'* Thus*
(A^a'lAi e 6 EU ^  C #a'* Conversely,
±zv
If Q e , then for every e > 0, there exists an
operator Ag e Ey such that I A2§a - C| < e. If Ag = A|p /gj\
2 U2
for A e E, let A1 = a |p (^ )• Then IAi^a ' “ Cl = lAPy §a _ CI
U1 1
■ ' V  = |Pui(A?a' 01 “ |A?a' cl = |As5a ■ cl
< e. Hence Q e (g{A1§a ,|A1 € Eg ) , and # ' is the cyclic
i
subspace for Eg generated by §a 1.
To show 2 ' = P.. ( f t ) ,  let C e PTT (#■) c
a e A 1 a U1 U1
PTT (# ), and € > 0. Then there exist distinct indices 
2
o 1,,,,,o e A  and vectors C e V  for j = l,2,” *,n,jl n J CL j
d
n n
such that | 2 Q * - CI < e. Consequently, | 2 PTT £ - CI
J=1 J ' j=l 1 J
n ^ n
= |PTT ( 2 C, - C)| = I 2 £, - cl < €. If the indices
U1 j=l 3 J=1 3
have been ordered such that a1,*‘*,a e and ar_j.2.» ’ * * ■>
. . r
a_ i  A , , where 1 = r = n, it follows that | 2 P £ . - £|
n 1 j=l U1 3
< e. But PTT £, e# ' for j = 1, ‘**,r, and since e was 
U1 3 aj
arbitrary
By definition, dim~ Py ($ ) = card./!.^  = cardVL
'I 1
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Theorem 4.3.(a) For every m e M, there exists a 
clopen neighborhood U of m such that dim^Py i f f )  -  d(m)
whenever V is a clopen neighborhood of'm, and V c U.
(b) For every cardinal number v, {m e M|d(m) = v) 
is open.
(c) d(m) = d i m i t y for every m e M, and there exists
at least one point mQ for which d(mQ) = dimE $.
Proof of (a). Using the definition of d(m), choose 
' U to be a clopen neighborhood of m such that d(m) = dimE P^ on.
If V is a clopen neighborhood of m and V c U, then dim^P^^f)
= d(m) by the definition of d(m), and dim_ P,r(# ) -
V
dim„ ?C U  ) = d(m) by Lemma 4.3.1. Consequently dim„ PTT( U  )
%  u v
= d(m).
Proof of (b). If v is a cardinal number, and mQ e M
such that d(mQ) = v,' there exists a clopen neighborhood U
of mQ such that d(mQ) = dimE PE(#) = v. But then, according 
' U
to Definition 4.2, d(m) = dimE P^(^) for every m e U. It
follows that every point of (m e M|d(m) = v} is an interior
point, hence the set is open.
• Proof of (c). Since M is a clopen neighborhood of
every m e M, it follows from the definition that d(m) ,
= dimE PM ( ) = dimE(f t ) for every m e M. To prove that 
M
/
there exists an mQ such that d(mQ) = dimE ^* we shall
assume* to the contrary* that d(m) < dim^ “ft for every 
m e M.
For each cardinal, number v < dim^ f t ,  let Ty =
[me M|d(m) = v}. By part (b)* Ty is open for every v*
and it is clear that T„ c T if vn = v0 < dirru$. TheV^ Vg ± d ill
assumption that d(m) < dimE jty for every m e M tells .us
that U T = M. Since M is compact* and the sets 
v<dimE U v ,
Ty form a tower according to the above* there exists 
a single fixed v„ < dim„^ for which T = M* or equivalently*o ili vQ
d(m) = vQ for every m e M.
Using the definition of d(m)* we may choose* for
each m e M* a clopen neighborhood Um of m such that
dimE Py ($ ) = d(m) = vQ. The family (Um|m e M} is then
mm
an open cover of M* hence* by compactness* there exists 
a finite subcover Um *Um . Among the sets Um *
U - U *•••*Um - ( u  u U U---U u m  )* we denote m„ mn rn v m-, m0 n r  '2 1 q 1 2  q-1
by V1^V2*,,,*Vn those which are nonvoid. Then the sets ■
. n
{V.} are pairwise disjoint* nonvoid* clopen* and cover
M. Each V. is contained in some U * hence dim„ P,r (“H )
J mk Vj
J
^ dimF Py ($ ) = v , by Lemma 4.3.1. 
m,
k k
Let 71' be a fixed set‘with card A' = vQ. For j =
1,2, **’,11, let A. . be a subset of j\} with card A .' =
J  t d
dim Pv (»). Then let tSa< .,)a.6 A  . and t ^ 0)j)a 6 A  be,
V  j  J  , J  J
respectively, systems of vectors and of subspaces of P„ ( t y  )
j
such that is the cyclic subspace for EL. generated
GC 9 J  V j
by § and PT7 (#) = E .. These constructions
V j '  a e A  ^ a . o
J
are all possible by the definitions of dim„ P_r (t y ). 
n
Let A  = U A.-. If a e A  - .A-* we define-, for convenience 
J=1 3 3
§ . = 0, and %  . = (0). With this convention, %  *
O C ,  J  0 C , J  ( C C , J
is the cyclic subspace of P,, (#) for EL generated by
3 . 3
§ ., for j = 1,2, ***,n, and a e .A, and for every a e A ,
o c , j
there is at least one j for which § . ^ 0. Furthermore,
OC y J
if j »^ k, then P,r (#) j_ P,r (#-) by Theorem 2.3(b), and
vj k
since V ail c PV . W ) >  ^ p , k c Pv (W)- we i
J  1 k
y ta . for every a,P e A  whenever j 4  k. From our choicep , K
of the we also haVe -L #P,k if J - k and a  / P.
For each a e A j  we define 5 = E ? . and H =
oc j=l * *-* ®
n n
E ©# Since, for fixe’d a, the vectors (5 are
j=l ^  “ ,aiu J~J-
pairwise orthogonal, and at least one is not zero, t  4 0.
U* i
Clearly ? e ^  . It is claimed that ft- is the cyclicoc oc oc
subspace for E generated by § for every a, and that ■Ui
cc£.A_ a
To prove @{A§ |A e E) = Wn > suppose first A e E.OC * oc
Then ASa = A(5a>1 + ?aj2 +•” + 50jn) = A|p {v)%a>1 + .
Alpv  ( U f a , 2 + ’ " + Alpv (*)?a,n e * a , l  * ^ a ,2 ®‘ ”
2 n
® Thus @(A§ Ia e E) c  # . To show theoc ^ n oc oc oc
reverse inclusion, we note that 5 = P,r .. = P,r (§~ t + *‘’a, j Vj a,j Vjx a,i
+ 5a n^) = Py §a e (& (A§a |A e E), for J = l,2,*,’,n, hence 
J
*a,J = @(A?a J A e V,1 - @fA?a,jlA e E> C @fA§a>A 6 E1
for j =1,2,***,n. This implies # a = # a  ^® ^ a,2 ®* * *
© ?f„ _ c ©{A5 | A e E}, hence the equality #  =oc) n oc oc
©{A?a|A e E} is established.
We have seen above that }j , i L  ,, if eitheroc, j P,K-
j ^ k or a Thus, for a 4 P, ® ^a,2 ®* * *
i
We may compute directlya ;n ■*- p, ± p,n p
n n n
S © ty = S © E © ft , = E © E ©ft , = E © Pv (# )
a e A  a a e A  j=l a,J j=l a e A  a 'J j=l vj
= ft.
The above assertions have thus been verified. By 
Definition 3.1,, dimEft = card A  = cardA* = v0 < dimE ft,
a contradiction. This shows our assumption d(m) < dimE ft 
for every m e M to be false, hence d(mQ) = dimE ft for 
at least one mo.|
Corollary *1.3.2. If m is an isolated point, then 
d(m) = dim P(m)(ft).
Proof. By Theorem 4.3(a), there exists a clopen 
neighborhood U of m such that d(m) = dim^P^^/ ) whenever
V is clopen and m e V c U. In particular, we may take
V = (m). Then consists of the multiples of the identity
on i according to Theorem 2.5(e). Consequently,
if p fm7^  = 2 ct> where'cardA = dim prmi(#)'
LmJ aeA (m) tmJ
and each is a nontrivial cyclic subspace for 
then eachft is necessarily one dimensional. Thus d(m)
OC
= card A  = dim P^j ( ft). |
The following result is our main tool in connecting 
our theory of canonical decomposition systems with the 
concept of local dimension.
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, 1
-.Theorem *h4. Suppose U is a nonvoid clopen subset 
of M, and {( Jf} ,ti )) * is a canonical decomposition
CO OC U  t /I 
1L Osystem for rr with respect to E. Let = | p g p ! ^
be the measure on U defined by H-^ (S) = for every
(i-measurable subset S of U. Then is a unit cyclic
vector for Py(?/ ) with respect to (Ey)1, and [ip is the
measure for which '(A§p,§-^ ) = f y  A(m)d[i1(m) for every
P T)
A e Ey. Let A x = (a e A l s ^ n  0), *na • = |pU-^ -| - for
oc U o
a e -A^, and f°r a 6 Then is
a segment in A .  If the quantities cp^ 1, ' are defined
for § e Py(7f ) as in Definition 2.13 for the ring Ey, 
with the measure ^  which arises from the vector §1 above,
then ))aeA  is a canonical decomposition system
/
fOr Py m  with respect to the diagonal ring Ey. Furthermore,
§ * = S n U for every a e A n .V T1a 1
Proof. That |'?.,| = 1 is apparent. To prove that 
generates Py($) with respect to (Ey)' = (E')y, suppose
§ e Py(# ) and e > 0. Since §Q is cyclic for # with
respect to E', there exists an A e E' such that |a§q - §|
< e. Then | | Py§0| Al Py(# )^1 ~  ^I = lAPu^o " PU ^  =
For arbitrary A e E, we have (A|p = (A§^ .,§^ )
1 2(APu?o>PU?o ) - ;(APu V 5o> -
p D S o r  ( p u 5 0 ' 5 o )
/ M =  — ^T- /u fA T P ~ f - ^ r p  (m )d n (m ) =
li(U)-'" ' u .U(U)
^u(Alp )) (m)dl^ 1 (m). This shows to be the measure
associated with and Ey.
That -A1 is a segment in -A. follows from (3.2e)j
since S n U ^  and 0 < a imply S„ 23 S„ , hence S„ H U 4  0 .
^0 ^0
For every a e -A-,, let P be the projection of H•L UL
onto 7fl . Since 711 is invariant for E, P £ E1, hence oc oc oc
P PTT = PTTP . It follows that W „ ' = PTt(^«) is a closeda u u a oc uw " a'
linear subspace of V  , hence also a closed linear subspace
of PTT(# ) • By the invariance of W n fo;r E, we also have|J U«
7Wa ' = Pu ^ a )  C c^c' hence ^a' 1 ^0' for a ^ P and 
a.,0 e A-,. Thus the spaces 17) ' satisfy (3.2b).•t Uw
To show (3.2a) for 9?? 1 and n 1 ^ we first note thatoc cc
for A . B. A|Po(y)^. = AV  - A ( J ^ )  - 
e hence @fA1na 11Ax e Ey) c 7fla ' - To show the reverse
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inclusion, suppose § e 77)a ' and e > 0. Then § e
hence there exists A e E such that |An - §| < e. ItU)
follows-that IIPdSo U I p ) V  - 5l = l A P ^  - P^l
= IPjjCA^ - 5)1 i |An0 - s| < Hence W a ' ' = S t A ^ K  a Ey3 •
To prove (3.2c), we first make the following observation.
If S H U = 0, then Phti = 0 by Theorem 2.14(a). Hence,t!a u a
for every A e E, = 0 j which imPlies Pu($7a )
= 0. Now if ? is art arbitrary vector of P )> § =
E § , where 5 is the projection of § onto V) . Applying
a € A a a a
Py, and recalling that ID is invariant for Py, § = Py?
= E PttS^a consequently PTT§ = ? for every a. It follows
a e A  ,
that § e 71) 1 if a e A-,, and, by what we have shown
OC OC -L
above, = 0 for a H A-,. Consequently § = E § ,OC ± _ c a oca e -
where § e ', and since § was arbitrary, (3.2c) is a a
satisfied.
(3.2d), (3.2e), and our statement that ,1 = H U 
for a e /L,, all follow from the following computation,
J- /
which is valid for arbitrary A e E, a e (A|p (^  1)
2(APuT1a,puT1a) ~ /t, = a \Ipu50r  ua u a ' (ptf0,S0)
Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 will allow us'to analyze immediately 
those points of M for which d(m) is infinite. For the 
points at which d(m) is finite, the following more delicate 
results will be needed.
Proof. From Definition 3.1, the hypothesis implies
of q elements. We shall verify the following two statements:
(ii) q = n.
Let k be an integer, and be amonvoid clopen 
subset of M chosen in the following manner.. If (i) holds, 
let k = q, and = M. If (i) does not hold, then by 
(3.2e) and Corollary 3.3.1(a) we have that at least one 
of the clopen sets S -S , for j' = 1,2,* * *,q-1, is
not empty. Let k be an integer among 1,2,’*’,q-l, such
Lemma 4.5.1. Suppose H has a finite canonical
n
Honnm n n  a -i +H nn ovofom f ( 7M . n  ^1 nf n glginentS, SUCh
M for each j. Then dim-jty = n.that S,
6 i m ^ H  = n. If q = dimE# , then there exists, by Theorem
q
3.3, a second canonical decomposition system { { W  *> P
(i) S = M for j = 1,2,*,*,q.
Pj
that S
Regardless of which method was used above in the choice 
of k and JYL, we have S fl M, = Mn for 1 < j < k, and
1 P j  1 1 = =
S fl M, = 0 for k < j < q. 
pj 1
We now apply Theorem 4.4 to each of the above canonical 
decompositions and the clopen set M^. Let =
Pm 5 M-, o
■ — i- , be the measure defined for (l-measurable subsets
' o'
S of M1 by M-^ (S) = • Por brevity, we define E1 =
.
%!_* ^i = )• Let ‘bj =|pm §0| and W j = Tf )j)
1 V  p,
for 1 ij = 1,2, • • • ,n. Also, let p = -t p j— i- and 7! 1 =
J o ' J
n
P ( Ji .) for j = 1,2,•••k. Then andj  J J j =1
k
((7) 'jP*)} are canonical decomposition systems in 
J 3 j=l
with respect to E1, where the corresponding cp^ and of 
Definition 2.13 are defined with respect to the measure 
Furthermore, for j = 1,2, •**,n, and S'pf_ = M1 for.-
3 = 1, 2, * * ’,k.
k
For each j = 1 , 2 , • • • , n , we have n! = E R !>,..; where
J v=l 3 v
nL, is the projection of ri!, onto 7} Since the spaces j  v j  v
7? 1 are orthogonal and.invariant for E, we have, by 
v k
Theorem 2.14 (f), cp' t = E cp' • . But cp' . (m) = 1 for all
11J v = l  11 j ,v  “Hj
m, and since every cp1 i is non negative extended real valued,
nj,V
each is a continuous function. By corollary 2.17.1, there
exists, for every j , v ,  an operator B . e En such that
k *
B J , v P ’v  =  T k u s B j , v P ’v  f o r
We denote by© the n by k matrix of operators (Bj v ).
The roles of the p'v and rj1j may now be reversed in the
above construction. For every v = 1,2,•**,k, we have p> = 
n
2 p ' * , where p' . is the projection of p' ,on 777'..
J =  ]_ V j J  V  J
Theorem 2.14 (f) may again be applied to obtain c p1 , =
pv
n •
E cp' , , and hence that every cp' , is a continuous
j=l p v,j p v,j
function. Applying corollary 2.17.1 again, there exists 
an operator C, . e E, for every v and j such that p' . =
V , J 1  V , J
n
C -r|1 .•. Hence p' = E C.. vn' . for v = 1,2, ••*,k. Let C  v > J J v v, j j
denote the k by n matrix of operators (C.,
,v > J
Let p denote the column of vectors
Pn
Pk
, and ri denote
the column of vectors
T1l "1
n 1lL1 nj
The above equations relating
the nij ps,' j B. and C . then have the following form in 
J V  J  .» V  V j J
matrix notation:
r\ = (0 pj
p = Cr\.
If we multiply the first of these equations by C, and the 
second by (8 , we thus obtain




Let (V. .) denote the entries of the n by n matrix
1,0 i,j=:
k
<B C  , and [W. .) denote the entries of the k by k
matrix C<8. The above matrix relations then yield
Pi = E Wi pi* J = 1 ’ 2 ’ ’” »k> j v=l
n
-ni = S V, n', j =• 1,2, • • • ,n;'
v=l J.V ’V
Each of the spaces 7)^ and 771'^ is invariant for E. The
first of these relations therefore represents pi as a1 J
direct orthogonal sum of elements from the spaces 77^ , and 
the second represents tij as a direct and orthogonal sum of 
elements from the spaces Consequently
WjjV PV = 0 i f0r J,V = if J ^ V,
wj,j pj = pj' for  ^=
VjjV = 0, for j,v = 1,2, • • • ,n, if j 4  v, 
Vjjj 11 J' = j^' f°r J* = 1>2>’" > n•
M, whenever j = 1,2
v = 1,2,***,k, we have, from the uniqueness assertion in 
Corollary 2.17.1, W. = 6. I  for j,v = 1,2,•**,k and
J ) v J ) V
V, = 6. I for j,v = ,1,2, ***,n. It follows that @C and
J  9 V  0 9 V
C(0 are, respectively, the n by n and k by k identity 
matrices with entries from the commutative ring . Prom 
the theory of matrices, this implies .k = n.
Prom our previous constructions, assertions (i) and (ii) 
are now seen to hold. In fact,* if (i) had been false, the 
integer k would have been chosen so that k ^ q-1 < q ^ n, 
contrary to k = n as we have just shown. Thus (i) holds, 
and from our choice of k, we have n = k = q = dimE t y , 
which proves (ii), and also., the conclusion of the lemma. |
Lemma 4.5.2. Suppose dimE ty = n, where n is a positive 
integer. Then if i (7 f la > \ )  )a6 is an arbitrary canonical 
decomposition system, either-A. has at most n elements, or
Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that n+1 eA . and' " « I
n+1
S = M. Let = E © 71)., and Pn be the projection 
T1n+1 x j=l J 1
of V- onto 7^. Since every 17)^  is invariant for E, is
also, hence P^_ e E'. From Theorem 2.14 (b) and
Corollary 3.3.1 (a), n-^  is a cyclic vector for 'H with
respect to E', and from our construction, p-^  e $ ± ’ ^et %
be the set of restrictions {a I | A  e E}. Then, by
1
Theorem 2 . 7 , E1 is a diagonal ring on the mapping
A -♦ A| n, is a symmetric isomorphism from E onto En, and
#1 x
p^ is a cyclic vector for with respect to E^ . We
shall identify the maximal ideal spaces of E and E-^ ,
through the above isomorphism, i.e., for m e M, let
(ApTP)(m) = A(m) whenever A e E.
"1
i
For an arbitrary A e E, it follows that (A|^ p^p^) =
(ATi^ rin) = f £(m)cp (m)dn(m) = f  &(m)dn(m) = f  (aL^) (m)dli(m). 
x J M ^1 M •'M *1
It' follows that H is the measure on M corresponding to
E|, E^ , and p.^ as in Theorem 1.5 (a). Also, for every
other vector § e ?/-, and for every A e E, (A|^ §.>§) =
fti
( A § , § )  =  /  ^ ( m ) c p p ( m ) d i i ( m )  =  f  (a H T I  (m)cp ( m ) d M ( m ) .  I t
5 ft 1 5
Sk
follows , that if we define cpi, Sj. for vectors § e y.
according to Definition 2.13 on the maximal ideal space M 
of E-^, identified as above, where the measure under 
consideration comes from then these quantities are,
respectively, the same as our original cp^ jS^ . We shall thus, 
in the remainder of this proof, use the same symbols cp^ ,S^  
for vectors § e t y ^ to denote the quantities of Definition 2.13 
for §, whether considered on M as the maximal ideal space 
for E, or on M considered as the maximal ideal space 
of E^.
n+1
It then follows that (( ' is a canonical
j=l
decomposition system on t y ^ with respect to E^ . In fact,
(3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2d), and (3.2e) follows from the
observation that ,n )}  ^  ^ is a canonical decomposition' "a a ' ae
for W- with respect to E, together with the fact that cpg,S^
are the same for vectors ? e t y ^ whether considered in
or t y . (3.2c) is a consequence of our definition of By
our assumption, and (3.2e), we have S = S • = ••• = S = M.
•Hi h2 Tin+i
Thus, by Lemma 4.5.1, dimE t y ^  = n+1.
I
By hypothesis, we also have dimE # = n. Thus,
according to Theorem 3.3, there exists a canonical
n
decomposition system C( 77 -^ P-i)) for W > with respect
3 j=l
to E, which has n elements. Set Pj = Plpj •f,°r ^
It is claimed that (SJCA-^ + A2P2 + *”  + Anpn^  Al* ‘ * *3 An e El^
= 7j^ . To show this, suppose § e ^ 6 > °* Then there 
exist operators e E such that
|B1p1 + •*• + Bnpn - §| < e. If Aj = Bj| ^  for j = 1,2, • • •, n, 
it follows that + ••• + -^n P^ “ §1 =
lBlVl + •• + BnPlPn - pl*l - lpi(BlPl + •• + Vn - «)l
I
< |B1p1 + *•• + Bnpn - §| < e, which proves the above claim.
We now define vectors *' * *§n ' an  ^ subspaces
X  i* X q ’ '' *» ^  n of ^1 by induction, to have the
following properties:
(i) 7(j = ©CAgj| A e E1), for j = 1,2,--^k.
(ii) Ki J_ Xj if 1 ^ and = 1j2,
(iii) © ••* © Xj 3 (SUiPi + ■+ AjpjlA^-'-Aj e E)
for j = 1,2, ••*k.
For k = 1,' set §1 = p|, Xj = (AS-jA e E^).
Assuming and K ^  to be defined so that
(i), (ii), and (iii) hold for the integer k, where 
1 < k < n, define §k+1 to be the projection of p^+1 on 
( H  1 ® ••• ® fck)+ and 7<k+1 = @(ACk+1|A 6 E1). Then
(i) is clearly satisfied for j = k+1. Since 
( * ! *  -  +  is invariant for E^ ,
X  k+1 c  ( K i © ’ ’ ’ © f t * ) 1 ' hence (ii) holds for integers
< k+1. To show that (iii) is valid whenever j ^ k+1, it 
suffices, by the induction hypothesis, to show that
Apk+1 e X  1 ® ® * whenever A e E^ . By definition,
pk+l = §k+l + where h 6 ^ i ®  *** ® and
§k+i i. Ki ® *** ® Thus At1 e ^ 1  ® ‘ * * ® ^k* and
A§k+i e X k+i from definition. It follows that Ap£+1 =
i
A§k+1 + Ati e X ^  © •*• © ^k+1'’ and the induction hypothesis
is satisfied for k+1.
Taking k = n in (iii), we have © ••• © ft n = $[ •
If q < n and k,,k2, ••• k are the integers for which
“ SI
k ^ 0, then also ft k ® *" ® ftk = • By (i)^  every
0’ 1 Q '
X k -^s cyclic for E^ , hence by Definition 3.1,
J
diirig $  ^  ^ ^ n ^ n+1* which contradicts our above
statement that dim„ t y n = n+1. This contradiction shows
hl 1
our assumption = M to be false, and proves the
Vfl
lemma.|
We are now ready to prove our main result.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose (( 77?ajTla) )ag^  is a canonical 
decomposition system for ty with respect to E,
© oCmdii(m) is the corresponding direct integral. Then
(a) card A  = dimE .
(b) dim £  = d(m) for every m e M.
(c) If n is an integer, d(m) = n if, and only if
M
(d) If n is an integer, M - S_ = (m e M|d(m) < n).
^n+1
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(e) If a e A  is arbitrary, then
{m £ M| d (m) < card I(a))‘c M - S • c (m € M|d(m) ^ card 1(a)}.
(f) d(m) takes on at most countably many values.
Proof of (a). Since # = E © 7f} and each 7fl is a
a e A  '
nontrivial cyclic subspace for E, we have, by Definition 3.1,
dimE ft < card A  . If dimE # is infinite, then dim^# =
card A  by Theorem 4.1. Suppose, therefore, that dimE# = n,
where n is a positive integer, and assume n+1 e A .
By Theorem 3.3., there exists a canonical decomposition 
n
system {( 77 p ,•)} with n elements. By (3.2e) and 
3 3 j=l
corollary 3.3.1 (a), the sets S -S , S„ -S ,•••,S„ -S. ,
P1 P2 p2 p3 pn-l pn
i S are disjoint, clopen, and cover M. For brevity, we set
pn
p„,n = o, so that S =0. Thus, at least one of the :sets
P n + i
(S -S ) H S_ , for j = 1,2,•••,n, is not empty. Let 
pj pj+l ^n+1
k be a fixed integer among 1,2,••*,n such that
(S -S ) fl S 4  0 j and define Mn to be the -nonvoid 
p.k p.k+l ^n+l 1
clopen set (S' -S ) fl S
pk Pk+1 ^n+l
It follows that Sn 0 M.. = M, for j = 1,2, •••,k,
P j  i  x
S fl M, = 0 for j = k+1, •••,n. Also, S fl M, = 1VL for
PJ 1 ■''o 1 1
a = 1 , 2 , ' " , n+1, hence if A  n = (a £ A  | S n M j4 0), then
. ?M1?0 n(s ' )
1 , 2 ,  • • • ,n + l e A 1# Let $ 1 = |p » | > ^i(s) = \i(M ) for
IYU O JL
PM1PJ
every [i-measurable subset S of M,, pi = -p=— =— 1 for
0 1 M-, o*
PM1T1a
J = 1 , 2 ,  " ' k ,  = j-p- f o r  a £ A 1, tylj = PM (^ 7) j) for
j = 1 , 2 ,  "  ’ , k , and = PM (Wa) f6r a e By
k
Theorem 4.4, [(77 ^ pj))  ^^  an<*( )a6 ^  are both
canonical decomposition systems for ( ty ) with respect
to Em , where the quantities cp^ , of Definition 2.13 are
with respect to |i^ . From that theorem, we also have
S’ , = S' , = M, whenever j = 1,2, '  "  , k ,  and
p j 11 a 1
a = 1,2,*'*,n+1. By Lemma 4.5.1 applied to the canonical
k
decomposition system ((77 L^pL)} , we have dim„ PM ( ty ) =
0 J j=i
k. Then, applying Lemma 4.5.2, S', 5 > which is
11 k+1 *
i
contrary to the above. Thus,A can have at most n elements.
Proof of (b). If m e M, let U be a clopen neighbor­
hood of m, chosen according to Theorem 4.3 (a), such that
dim™ P,,( ty ) = d(m) whenever V is clopen and m £ V c U.
“V v
Then set V = (M - S ) fl U. Then V is a clopen subset
M m )
of U, and from the definition of y(m), m fi S , hence
T'Y(m)
m e V, and dim^P^ ty ) = d(m).
If a e A  and a < y(m)-, then m e s , so that
a
S D V 4  0 . If a ^ y W j  then S c S _  by (3.2e), hence
"Hof 'nr n'a a ^v(m)
S n V = 0 . It follows that {m e M| S n V 4  0 ) = I(y(m)). 
Let the quantities , g-., 7f)'> ^  be defined as inJL X OC OC • • •
Theorem 4.4 for the clopen set V in place of U. Then, by 
the conclusion to that theorem.- {(W ^ > ^ )  )aei(y (m)) is a
canonical decomposition system for Py( ty ) with respect to 
Ey. Applying part (a) of the present theorem, which we have 
just shown, we have d(m) = dimE^Py( t y  ) = card (I(y(m))) =
dim . m
Proof of (c). By part (b) above, d(m) = dim m =
card (I(y(m))). Thus, if n is an integer, d(m) = n if, and-
only if y(m) = n+1. From the definition of y(m), this holds
if, and only if m e S and m fL
%  ^n+1
Proof of (d). If n is an integer, we have from
n
part (c), (m e M|d(m) < n) = u {me M|d(m) = j) =
j=l
n
U (S - S ). By (3.2e) and corollary 3.3.1 (a), this 
j=l ^j ^j+l
set is exactly M - S
^n+l
Proof of (e). Suppose m e M and d(m) < card 1(a).
From part (b) above, d(m) = dim at = card I(y(m)), so
card l(y(m)) < card 1(a), which implies y(m) < a. By (3.2e),
S c S , and since m fl S , we have m e M - .
’’a ’’Y(m) ^(m) ”a
This proves the first inclusion relation.
To prove the second, suppose m e M - S . Then
"a
m fl S , so by the definition of y(m), y(m) ^ a. Thus 
^a
d(m) = dim £ m = card I(y(m)) < card 1(a).
Proof of (f). Let A = fa € AlS„ =? S_ if P < a}.
----------------------------------  * a
Then the mapping a -* S defined from A to the subsets of
^a
M is one-to-one, and the range of this mapping is
(S )a6^ . By Corollary 3.3.1 (b), it follows that A is
countable.
From the definition of y(m) as the least index a for 
which m i  S^  , or y(m) = if m e for all a, it follows
that y(m) e A U (XQ). Since d(m) = dim = card I(y(m))
from part (b), d(m) must always be one of the values in the
countable set (card 1(a)|a e A U (XQ)).|
The above theorem shows that the cardinality of A . ,  the
sets S for integers n, and the dimensions of the
^n
coordinate spaces St of the direct integral are all 
determined by the ring E and the space V ,  independently
of the choice of the canonical decomposition system
K W U a '
• 1
Part (e) shows that the sets S cannot be completely-
a
arbitrary. However, when 1(a) is infinite, they cannot 
always be determined, independently of the canonical 
decomposition system, as in the finite case. The intuitive 
reason as to why this happens is that infinite sets always 
have many non-equivalent well orderings. However the 
uniqueness or non-uniqueness of the is also related to
the structure of the local dimension function d(m). We
shall conclude this chapter by stating a partial result which
relates the properties of E and ?/• to the uniqueness or
non-uniqueness of the S , and to the different well
”0
orderings which are possible on the sets A  of canonical 
decomposition, systems. - ;
If A  is any given infinite set, there exists a well
ordering < on A  satisfying the condition that
card 1(a) < card A  for every a e A .  A ,  with a well
1
ordering < as described, then has the following important
property: if A '  is any well ordered set with
card A 1 = card A ,  then A  is isomorphic, in the order 
preserving sense, to a segment in A 1 .
Theorem 4.6. Suppose dimE # is infinite.
‘ (a) There exists a canonical decomposition system
((7?? i1! )) e a  such that card 1(a) < card .A. for every a  cl oc ^
a e A .
(b) If the set (m e M[d(m) = dim^ ) has void 
interior, then for every canonical decomposition system 
((W„.n„)Le/A it is true that card 1(a) < card A  for every
OC OC OC ^  ^
a e A .
(c) If the interior of the set (m e M|d(m) = dimE )
is nonvoid, suppose is a canonical decomposition
system such that card 1(a) < card A  for every a e A ,  A 1 is 
any well ordered system with card A '  = cardA such that A  is 
contained in A '  as a segment, and U is an arbitrary 
nonvoid clopen subset of (m e M|d(m) = dim^ $  ). (Recall, 
such U exist, since M is totally disconnected.) Then 
there exists a second canonical decomposition system
such that S = S , whenever a e A ,  and
i
S„, = U whenever a e A '  - A .
” a
Proof of (a). As we have noted above, there exists a 
well ordered set A ’ with card A'  = dimE #  , such that 
card 1(a) < card A '  for every a e A ’. By Theorem 3.3, 
there exists a canonical decomposition system
^ a e A *  where A  is a segment in A ' ,  which has the 
same cardinality as A'. Prom the way the well ordering
I
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was chosen, necessarily-A. = A 1, hence card 1(a) < card A
%
for every a g A . .
Proof of (b). We shall show that the existence of 
a canonical decomposition system ((Wa T^la ) )a6^  such
that card I(a) = dim^Jf for at least one a g A  implies
that (m e M|d(m) = dim^Tf) has nonvoid interior. In fact,
if card 1(a) = , then for each m e S we have
E ^a
y(m) >a. Considering the corresponding direct integral, 
we have, by Theorem 4.5(c), d(m) = dim^fm = card I(y(m))
> card 1(a) = dim„ # for every m e S_ . Since d(m) <
t\x =
dimE # for, every m g M by Theorem 4.3(c), it follows
that S c (m e M|d(m) = dimE #}. Since S is open,
^a "a
the result follows.
Proof of (c). By Theorem 4.5(e), M - S c
< ^a
(m g M|d(m) < cardl(a)), or equivalently, S 25
cx
(m g M|d(m) > cardl(a)} for every a g A .  From our hypothesis,
card 1(a) < dimE Jb for every a g. A ,  hence U c
(m e M|d(m) = dim™#*) c S for every a g A .  Let F be
a one-to-one function from A' onto A .  For brevity in 
the following, we define ri = 0, Tfj = (0) for every
GL U
a g A ' - A. For such a, S = 0. ‘
^a
For every a g A', let P be the projection of #
vJL
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onto m  . Since 7fl is invariant for E, P e E', hence
U  vX (X
pUPa = and PM-UPa = PaPM-U* Thus PU ^ a ^  PM-U^a^
are closed linear subspaces of , and by Theorem 2.3(b), 
PU ^ a )  -1- PM - U ^  p) for arbitrary a,0 e .A'. We define
W a ' = PU^F(a)^ ® PM-U^a^ and = ^ F f a )  + ^-U^a 
e W  1 f o r 1 every a g .A'. It is claimed that ((7??a 1 jTia') )ae^i
is the required canonical decomposition system. Since
F(a) e .A for every a e A', S 3 U 4  0 by the above,
^F(a)
I
hence punP(a) 4  0 by Theorem 2.14(a).1 Then
implies r\ 1 4 0. We proceed to show (3.2a) - (3.2e). oc
If A e E is arbitrary, then Ar\a 1 = APuTlp(a) + ^M-u’V  
= pUATlp(a) + PM-UAT1a e PU^F(a) ® PM-U^a = ^a'J SO
/ i
<5 (ATia ' | A e E) c W a '. Conversely, if § e Iff! ^  1, § has
the form PyS-L + pm -U^2* where e ^F(a)' 52 6 ^ a ‘
If € > 0, let A^Ag e E so that l A ^ p ^  - g-J < J and
Ug^a " 5g| < f* Set A = A1PU + A2PM-U e E< Then I AT1a ' " 51
= l (AiPu + A2PM-U^PUT1F(a) + PM-UT)a^ " PU?1 " PM-uM  =
lAlPUT1F(a) + -A2PM-Una “ PU51 “ PM-U52l =
|pu(AiTlF(a ) - §1) + PM-U^A2^a “ ^2^ = A^lT1F(a) ~ ^  +
A^2^a " 2^^   ^e* where we have used Theorem 2.3(b) to
l
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conclude PuPM-U = °* since e was arbitrary, (^{Ar^'lA e E)
so equality holds. We have thus established (3.2a).
If a,P e A S  a ^ P, S € 7Wa 1, £ e let § =
PU?1 + PM-U52’ where ?1 e W F(a)' 52 e W a , ana S =
PUC1 + PM-UC2' Where £1 € ^F(P)' C2 e ^ P # Using asain
the relation PuPM_u = 0, we have (§,£) =(Pu^l,PU^l^ +
(PM-U^2,PM-U^2^ * ,r^ 0 P:i-rs 1^ oP 'these terms is zero, since
V l  6 ^?F(a)’ PU^1 6 ®F(P)J and F^(oc) -L ^F(P)* The 
second term is zero since PM_u§2 e ^a/ PM-U^2 e ^P*
i
and W a J_ ?7)p. Since S C  were arbitrary, we have If}
hence (3.2b) holds.
To show (3.2c), suppose a e A  is arbitrary, and 
§ e 7fta . Then g = Py? + PM_y§. PyS e = PU ^ F ( F -1(a)) ^
C W 'F-1(a)> and PM-U5 e PM-u(Wa) c W a '- Thus, W a c
1. Since a was arbitrary,
# = E c s consequently E ?#B 1 = #.
a e A  PeA' • P PeA' P
We shall now compute cp ,, S , for a e A 1 . If
%
A e E is arbitrary, we use again the relation puPM-U “
0 to compute (Ana M l a ') = (A(pu”F(a).+ pM-UT'a>FUT,F(a) + ’W ’J  
= (ApuTlP(a )>puTlP(a )) + (APM-UT'a'PM-UT|cJ = (APUnF(o)'1'F(a)^
/
w■+ ( A P M_uTla ,Tla ) =  L  A ( m ) x u ( m ) x s  ( m ) d | i ( m )  +
^(a)
J y i A(m)xM_u(m)Xg (m)d|i(m). We have shown above that
S 3 U for every a e A , and since the range of P is 
A ,  S 3 U for every a e A ' . The above thus becomes
M a )
<*vv> - l  *(.)%(■«■>.
= l u  ^ (m)^s U u(m)d^ m) for every a e • This shows
S_ i = S U U, cp i = Xn * establishing (3.2d). Again,
sna '
using what we have shown above, S 3 U if a e .A, and
a
= 0  i f  a e A '  -  A ,  h e n c e  i f  a e A ,
and i = U if a e A* - A .  (3.2e) thus holds trivially, 





In chapter III, we have defined the concept of a 
canonical decomposition system for a diagonal ring E 
on a Hilbert space H such that # is cyclic for E', 
and developed our decomposition theory on the basis of 
it. The concept of such a system and the relationship 
of the diagonal ring to it is rather easy to grasp in 
view of the isomorphism set up in Theorem 3.4. Examples
I
of the structure which comes about through this isomorphism 
are also relatively easy to set up directly, and in these 
examples the diagonal ring and canonical decomposition 
systems are easily recognizable. The hard part of the 
theory, which we have developed in this work, shows that 
every diagonal ring comes about, within isomorphism, 
from examples of this' kind.
We shall now go about constructing one such example 
of a diagonal ring in this way, and to identify a canonical 
decomposition system for it. With this, we shall investigate
i
some of the properties of the corresponding dirept integrals. 
There are two main purposes in doing this. First, we 
wish to demonstrate the ease with which examples of the 
theory can be constructed. Secondly, we wish to display 




be false in this work. The counterexamples are illustrative
The first step will be to obtain the maximal ideal 
space for the ring E, and the measure of Theorem 1.5(a).
Theorem A.I. There exists a compact Hausdorff space 
M, and a non negative regular Borel measure H on M whose 
support is all of M, and satisfies H(M) = I, such that:
(a) Every M--essentially bounded measurable function
on M is equal almost everywhere [H] to a continuous function.
(b) M is a perfect set and M s  a continuous measure
on M.
(c) M contains a non |i-measurable set.
Proof. Let M be the maximal ideal space of the Banach 
ring L [0,1], where the measure 'on [0,1] is understood 
to be Lebesgue measure, which we denote by a. since L^fO,!]
A
is completely regular, the Gelfand transform f -* f is 
a (norm preserving) symmetric isomorphism of Loo[0,l]
positive functional on C(M), hence there exists a unique
of what goes wrong in the general case.
onto C(M). The equation
0
normalized
non negative regular Borel measure |i on M for which T(f)
|i(M) = 1. It will be shown that M and H satisfy the 
requirements of the theorem.
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To prove that the support of |i is M, suppose g e C(M), 
g ^ 0, and g(m) ^ 0. Then there,exists an f e L^fO^l] 
for which f = g. The above conditions on g imply f(x) > 0  
a.e., and f is not a null function. Consequently, g(m)d|i(m)
A
= I f(x)dx > 0. Since g was arbitrary, the support of 
0
^ is all of M.
To prove (a), suppose cp e L^M, |i). For each f e ^[0,1],
define F(f) = J ^ f (m)cp(m)d^(m). Then| F(f )| = | J M f (m)cp(m)dki(m) |
/. 1M |f(m)|d|i(m) llcpl^ = J | f (x) | dx HcpM^. P isi ®
therefore a linear functional on ^[0,1] which is continuous 
in the ^[0,1] norm, hence it can be extended uniquely 
to a bounded linear functional on L^[0,1]. Thus, there
r1exists a g e  L [0,1] for which F(f) = f  f(x)g(x)dx
J 0
for all f e L^[0,1], In particular, if f e ^[0,1],
/m ?(m)«p(m)d^(m) = F(f) = f  f(x)g(x)dx = J u f(m)g(m)dn(m).
Since this holds for all f e ^[0,1], cp(m) = g(m) a.e. [n], 
and g is continuous.
For part (b), suppose, to the contrary, that M has
I
an isolated point mQ. Then x^m j is continuous, hence 
there exists an f e L^fO,!] such that £ -  y  As x^m j
= X (mo) = X^ (m0) W6 haV6 = a,e*'’
so by changing f on a null set, we may assume f =
where S is a measurable subset of [0,1]. Since = Xrm i*
*■ o-’
X0 is not a null function, and a(s)  > 0. Consequently,O
there exists a measurable set S^ c S such that 0 < ^(S^)
< c(S). Then 0 < xg < Xg* hence if g = , 0 = g = X[mo)#
P  P
Since x c  = Xo * we have S = S j hence g(m ) = 0 or 1.
S1 S1 0
If g(m ) =0, then g = 0, and xa is a null function,
0 S1
contrary to |i(S^ ) >0. If g(mQ) = 1, then g = Xrm •>*
oJ
and xs (X) = Xg(x) a.e., contrary to (^S-^ ) < c(S). It
follows that mQ cannot be isolated.
The fact that n is continuous now follows readily.
Suppose ^((m )) >0. By part (a), there exists a continuous 
function g such that g(m) = Xj-m j(m) a.e. [M-] . Since
M-(Cm0}) > 0, g(mQ) = 1, hence there exists an open neighborhood
i
U of mQ on which |g(m)| > i. Since mQ is not isolated,
U - [m l is nonvoid, and 0 = /M |g(m) - Xrm i(m)|d|i(m)
o
>  / u - f m  ) l e ( " >  -  * f m  ) ( m )  I ) I e ( m )  | d ^ ( m )
'•O o o
> (U - £mo}). This last quantity is positive since
the support of \± is all of M, which yields the desired 
contradiction.
The p r o o f  o f  ( c )  i s  m ore  d i f f i c u l t ,  and  w i l l  r e q u i r e  
some p r e l i m i n a r y  c o n s t r u c t i o n s .  The r i n g  C [ 0 , 1 ]  i s  a  
B anach  s y m m e t r i c  s u b r i n g  o f  L [ 0 , 1 ]  w h i c h  c o n t a i n s  t h e  
i d e n t i t y .  T hu s ,  e v e r y  m ax im a l  i d e a l  m o f  Lto[ 0 , 1 ]  d e t e r m i n e s  
a  m axim al  i d e a l  m fl C [ 0 , 1 ]  i n  C [ 0 , 1 ] .  The m ax im a l  i d e a l  
s p a c e  o f  C [ 0 , 1 ]  i s  h o w e v e r ,  i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  t h e  i n t e r v a l  
[ 0 , 1 ]  i n  t h e  u s u a l  w ay ,  h e n c e  m fl C [ 0 , 1 ]  c o n s i s t s  o f  
t h e  f u n c t i o n s  f  € C [ 0 , 1 ]  w h i c h  v a n i s h  a t  some p o i n t  x  
o f  [ 0 , 1 ] ,  and  f ( m )  = f ( x )  f o r  e v e r y  f  e C [ 0 , 1 ] .  D e n o t e  
by  t ( m )  t h e  p o i n t  x  o f  [ 0 , 1 ]  w h i c h  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  m i n  
t h i s  f a s h i o n .  T h u s ,  b y  d e f i n i t i o n ,  f ( m)  = f ( t ( m ) )  f o r  
e v e r y  f  e C [ 0 , 1 ] .  From t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  G e l f a n d  
T o p o l o g i e s ,  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  t :  M -♦ [ 0 , 1 ]  
i s  c o n t i n u o u s .
S i n c e  t h e  S h i l o v  b o u n d a r y  o f  C [ 0 , 1 ]  c o i n c i d e s  w i t h  
i t s  e n t i r e  m ax im al  i d e a l  s p a c e  [ 0 , 1 ] ,  e v e r y  m ax im a l  i d e a l  
o f  C [ 0 ,1 ]  h a s  t h e  f o r m  m fl C [ 0 , 1 ] ,  w h e r e  m i s  a  m ax im al  
i d e a l  o f  Lot[ 0 , 1 ] .  ( c f .  [ 5 L  P* 214 and  p .  21 8 )  T h i s  shows 
t h e  r a n g e  o f  t h e  m a p p in g  t  t o  b e  a l l  o f  [ 0 , 1 ] .
We s h a l l  now show t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  P - m e a s u r a b l e  s u b s e t  
S o f  M, H(S)  ^  a *( ' t ( S ) ) j  w h e r e  a *  d e n o t e s  i n n e r  L e b e s g u e  
m e a su re  on  [ 0 , 1 ] .  To s e e  t h i s ,  s u p p o s e  f i r s t  t h a t  S i s  
c o m p a c t .  Then t ( S )  i s  c o m p a c t ,  s i n c e  t  i s  c o n t i n u o u s .
U s in g  t h e  r e g u l a r i t y  o f  a ,  t o g e t h e r  w i t h  U r y s o h n ' s  lemma,
we have that for every e > 0 there exists a continuous 
function f on [0,1] such that 0 ^ f(x) < 1 for all x,
f(x) = 1 for x e t(S), and a(t,(.S)) > j '  f(x)dx - 6. Prom
the definition of t, £(m) = f(t(m)) for all m, hence
0 < f (m) < and f(m) = 1 for m e s* Thus M-(S) < f f (m)dli(m)
“ " •'M
f1= I f(x)dx < a (t(S)) + e. Since e was arbitrary,
J 0
H(S) I o(t(S)).
If S is now an arbitrary H-measurable set, then for 
every e > 0 there exists a compact K 'c s for which
|i(K) > n(S) - e. Prom the above, M-(K) ^ a(t(K)), and since
K c S, we have t(K)"c t(s). Thus
|i(S) - e < H(K) ^ a(t(K)) £ a* (t(S)), and since e was 
arbitrary, n(S) ^ a*(S) as asserted.
Non n-measurable sets in M may now be found as 
follows. There exist sets Q]_jQ2 C [0*11 with U Qj =
[0,1], n Q2 = 0, such that o * ^ )  = a*(.Q2) = 0.
(cf [2], p. 70) Let S1 = t"1(Q1), Sg = t"1(Q2). Then 
S1 U S2 = M, S1 n S2 = 0, t(S1) = Qx, t(S2) = Qg. If one of 
S1,S2 is measurable, then both are necessarily measurable, 
and + ^(S2) = J-A(S^ U S2) = 1. However,
< a*(t(S1)) = 0 and ^(S2) g a*(t(S2)) = 0 from our 
above result. Hence, both S^ ,'S2 are non n-measurable.
J-PM-
We shall henceforth denote b y a n d  P, respectively, 
a space and measure satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 
A.l, and by Z the positive integers. The terminology 
1'measurable1’ and 1'almost everywhere'1 will always 
refer to the measure p.
Let < be a well ordering of M, and consider the . . 
positive integers Z with the usual well ordering. Let 
A  = M X z. Then the well orderings on M and Z induce 
the lexicographic well ordering on -A. defined as follows: 
if a1 = (m1,n1) e A., and a2 = (m2,n2) e A ,  then
if either m^ < m2 or m^ = m2 and n^ < n2« We shall adopt
the notations and conventions for the well ordered sett
A  as explained in Chapter III.
For every a e A, let Lo(M,p) be a copy of the
space L0(M, p), and define # = E © L0(M,p) . Then #
 ^ a e A  .
is a Hilbert space, and a vector of V consists of a
system of L2 functions for which 2 | f (m) | 2dp(m)
< oo. For each a e A  , let W denote L0(M,p) identifieda 2' a
as a closed linear subspace of W , i.e., all systems
(fp)p£A  in $ such that f^ = 0 if P ^ a . Also, for each
a, let Tia denote that vector )peA. for = 0
for 0 ^ a, and f (m) s 1.
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Every function cp e c(M) determines an operator cp-
on # as described in Chapter I. We denote the set of
all such operators by E.
Theorem A.2. (a) E is a diagonal ring on , and
the mapping cp -♦ cp• is a symmetric isomorphism from C(M) 
onto E.
(b) M is the maximal ideal space of E under the 
identification (cp-)(m) = vC111)- Furthermore T)^  is a cyclic 
vector for W- with respect to E', and H is the measure 
such that (A,n1,ri1) = &(m)dn(m) for A e E.
■(c) The'system Tfla iT\a ) )ae is a canonical decomposition
system for with respect to E, where the measure used 
to define cp^ and is H. = M for every a e A  . Moreover,
if we represent Lg(M,H) equivalence classes by their 
continuous representatives, then the identity function 
on H is the canonical• isomorphism corresponding to
f (WlaJ\ ^ a e  A*
Proof. The mapping cp -» cp* is clearly linear, and 
preserves multiplication. Also, for arbitrary (f^ ), {g 3
■ U)
( q > # Cf-Mg*)) =  2  f M  cp(m)f (m)g(m)dn(m) =
E / M fa (m) ^ y ga(m)^(ra) = ( Ce^3) • consequently, 
a e A
cp- = (cp-)*, so the mapping is a symmetric homomorphism.
If cp- = 0, then 0 = Icp-riJ2 = (vri^cp*^) = J M cp(m)cp(m)dn(m)
/
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= | cp(m)| ^ dli(m). Since cp is continuous, it follows
that cp(m) s 0. This proves that the mapping is a symmetric
i
isomorphism. Since the image of the identity in C(M)
i
under this mapping is the identity in (B (')£)> and since 
both C(M) and 0 (ty ) are completely regular, it follows 
that E is a commutative Banach symmetric subring of
i
with the identity. All assertions of part (a) thus hold, 
except possibly the requirement that E be weakly closed 
in order to be a diagonal ring. This will be shown later 
in the proof.
To prove the first statement of part (b), we recall 
that M can be identified as the-,maximal ideal space of 
C(M), where the Gelfand transform is the identity function 
on C(M). Since cp -* cp* is a symmetric isomorphism from 
C(M) onto E, the statement follows. To show the asserted 
relationship between r|^  and H, suppose A e E is arbitrary. 
Then A = cp# for a unique cp e C(M,), consequently (An^ ,r)^ )
= (cp*ri1,r]1) = J u cp(m)d|i(m) = J M (£o(m)d|i(m) =
^  A(m)dM(m). The statement that is cyclic for #
with respect to E 1 will require some preliminary results. 
First we show ©(Ati Ia e E) = W„ for every a e A .
(X (X
In fact, if cp e C(M), then cp*Tia = "where f^  = 0
for 3 ^  a and f = cp. The set of vectors {A*n(X| A e E}
I
thus consists of all such that fp = 0 for P ^ a,
and f is an arbitrary continuous function. Since the a
continuous functions form a dense linear subspace of 
L2(M, pi), it follows that ©{At^Ia e E) = Wa •
Next, we define a system of operators Vap, for a,P e A
as follows. If CfYV e A € I t  > then Vap ffy^ye A  = ^ y ^ e A '  
where gy = 0 for y 4 a, and = fp. It is clear that 
Vap e ( B ( W )  f o r  every a,P, and |Vap| ^ 1. The following
are claimed for the V„p:aP
(i) Vap e E* for every a,P eA.
(ii) VaPVPy = Vay for every a,P'Y 6 *A - 
(iii) Vap = Vpa* for every a,P e A .
(iv) Yaa is the projection of jty onto W a for every
a e A  .
(v) Vap is a partial isometry with initial domain 
77?p and terminal domain W a for every a,P e A .  Furthermore
^ P  = v
Statement (i) follows readily. In fact, if cp e C(M) 
and (fy )y£ a  e then Vaptp* (fy ) =cp*Vap(fy) = (gy),
where gy = 0 for y / a, and ga = cp«fp. (ii) is immediate
from the definition of the Vap. (iii) follows by using
the definition of Vap to make the computation (Vap(gy},(fy))
= /m Sp(m)f^Xmydki(m) = ({gy } ,Vpa { fy}), which is valid
i
for arbitrary ( g y ) j ( f y ]  e V  . (iv) follows from the definition 
of V . To prove (v), we have from (ii), (iii)j and (iv)'(XU
t h a t  -  V a P  -  VPP -  Pp* W a P *  = Va P v Pa = Va a
= p , where and Pa -are the respective projections
onto 77)p and 7fla . The fact that VapT)p = T)a follows from
the definition of Vo.ap
We now prove ©{An-jA e E') = H . Since Val € E'
for every a e -A., it follows that *n = € (S[At]1|a e e ) ).
Since E is commutative, E c E', hence for every a e A ,  
m a  =  @tATla U  e  E) =  <StAt |a | A  e  E ' )  c  @ ( A t i 1 I a  e  E ' ) .
Since a was arbitrary, we have U = s ®WL c ©{AtiJa 6 E'b
ae A
so the result follows, and all assertions of (b) hold.
The above will now be used to prove that E is weakly 
closed. Suppose B is an arbitrary operator of E1'. Then 
B commutes with every operator of E1, and in particular, 
with every operator of the form cp*. Let Br^ = (ba )a6yy*
If cp1,cp2 e C(M) are arbitrary, then (Bcp1*'n1,cp2*ri1) =
(Bn-L, («Pa}P2)"Hi) = /m b1(ni)cp1(m)cp2(m)dpi(m). We shall 
show that this implies b1 e Lro(M,pi). In fact, if  ^ is 
an arbitrary continuous function on M, define cp2 = VT’H ,
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cp, (m) = ■ where 'l'(m) ^  0, cp-, (m) = 0 where 'l'(m) = 0. ,
-1 V U ( m ) |
Then cp^ jcp2 are continuous, and from the above computation,
| J u b1(m)>)f(m)dli(m)| = | b1(m)cp1(m)cp2(m)dn(m)| =
| (Bcp-L*‘n1,cp2-'n1)I ^ |b | Iqpj/TbJ Icpg.riJ =
1 I
lBl (J M 2dli(m)}2 { |cp2(m)| 2dH(m)}2 =
|b | / M | (m) | dli(m). Since 'I' was arbitrary, this shows
11 t>i 11 oo ^ |B|.
Prom Theorem A.1(a), b.^ is equal to a continuous 
function almost everywhere, hence we may assume that 
b^ is, itself, continuous. We shall show that b ^  = B.
Since we have from the above that <S(Aria |A e E) = T)]^,
and E ®7/L = # > it suffices to show that (b, *cp, .T) <Po,t1r) 
ae^_ a i i a, d P
= (Bcp1*T)a,cp2»rip) for arbitrary cp1,cp2 € C(M), and arbitrary
i
a,P e .A. But this equation is equivalent to (bj*Tia, (vjjcPg),Tlp) 
= (Bria, (cp^cp2) •rip), hence it suffices tp show • (b^-ria,cp*Tip)
i
= (Bria,cp*rip) for arbitrary cp e C(M), a,0 e A . .
For the case where a = P, we have from the definition
/
of b^ and the fact that B commutes with all operators
vy6’ (BV'<>-T'a) = C ^ a a V ^ a )  = (W a l V a ' » - \ : > = 
(ValEn1,q>-,la) =
l6o
= /M t*!(m)cp (m)dli(m) = O v ^ c p  *Tla ) • If a ^ P, then ;
(Bna ,cp-rip) = (BVa a Tia ,cp.VppTip ) = (Va a Bria ,Vppcp.rip ) =
(B^a'VaaVPPcp*T1p) = °' since vaa' VPP are Projections 
onto mutually ..orthogonal subspaces. Likewise, (bi,‘na*cP ,Tlp)
= 0 by direct computation. We thus have (b-^ '^ c^p *T)p) = 
(Bria,cp*rip) in all cases, showing that b ^  = B, hence that
B e E, and E is weakly closed.
To prove (c), we note that (3.2b) and (3.2c)(are 
satisfied by the system ((17) a  9^ )  )ae ^  by construction,
while (3.2a) was shown above. For arbitrary a e A. and
, cp e C(M), we have by direct computation that (cp*T) jTL,)
oc oc
= / M <p(m )dn(m) = /M (1p)(m)d|i(m), hence cp (m) = 1
'a
and S = M. This verifies (3.2d), (3.2e), ana our assertion 
a
that = M for every a e A. .
^ i
The fact that the identity operator on 'U is the 
canonical L2 isomorphism follows from the fact that it 
satisfies (3.4.1) and (3.4.2).| /
Now let ®oCmdH(m) be the direct integral corresponding
to this canonical decomposition system. Let X. be the 
fixed Hilbert space with dim^C = card A., and (ea )a€-^ _
be the orthonormal basis indexed by A. in the construction
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of the direct integral. It follows that X  = X  for 
every m e M, since m e M = S for every a e A , and
T) (m) s e for every a.
OC u»
We can now construct vector valued functions which 
fail to satisfy the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.8(b).
Theorem A.3. If Q is an arbitrary subset of M, there 
exists an everywhere defined function F(m) on M, with
F(m) e X  = X. for each m, such that (§(m),F(m)) = 0m (
a.e. for every § e ty and |F(m)|2 = ^(m).
Proof. We recall that A  = M x Z, so the indices 
a are ordered pairs (m,n). Define F(m) = "^(nOe^
for all m. The conclusion that |F(m)|2 = Xq(®) is then 
immediate. To show (§(m),F(m)) = 0 a.e. for every § e ty  , 
we first prove the assertion whenever § = t) for some /Uw
a. Then a = (^0Jn0) for some mQ e M, nQ e z ,  and ti (m)
( V n o>'  ThUS (T|a (”)'F(“)) = XQ(m)(e(m0,n0)’e(m,l))-
This expression can be nonzero for at most one m, namely 
m = m , and then only if m e Q and nQ = 1. Hence (*na (m),F(m))
= 0 a.e. since H is continuous. If, as in Chapter III, 
we denote by the set of vectors § having the form 
n ■
E BjHa , where € E and ai****>an e i*1611
J=1 J
by Theorem 3.7(c), for § of this form, (§(m),F(m)) =
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£ B,(m)(r) (m), F(m)). From the above, we thus have (§(m),F(m))
j-i -J- j
= 0 a.e, if § £ Now if § is-arbitrary in #, there
00
exists a sequence {§ .) ._n in t y 1 which converges to §,
J J “ -L
and by Theorem 3.7(f)* we may assume § .(m) -» §(m) a.e.
J
Then (§ .(m),F(m)) *♦ (§(m),F(m)) a.e., and since (§ .(m),F(m))
J J
= 0 a.e. for every j, we have (§(m),F(m)) = 0 a.e.|
Regardless of which set Q is chosen, it is clear 
that F(m) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.8. The 
unique vector C of part (a) of that theorem is necessarily
I
the zer<? vector. It is then clear that F(m) = G(m) only 
for m X Qj so that if Q is not a null set, none of the 
equivalent conditions of Theorem'3.8(b) hold. Condition
(ii) in this case is simply a restatement of the fact 
that Q must be a null set.
Since we can take Q to be a non-measurable set, 
by Theorem A.1(c), it follows that |F(m)|2 can be a non 
measurable function.
We now turn our attention to showing that the pointwise 
product of direct integral decompositions of operators 
in E' need not yield-the direct integral decomposition 
of the product.
Theorem A.^. There exist two operators A,B e E 1 
such that if A = A(m)dH(m), B = © B(m)dH(m),
/
and AB = © (AB) (m)d|i(m), then (AB)(m) is nowhere
equal to A(m)B(m).
Proof. We have H((m)) = 0 for every m e M, and also 
that M is totally disconnected. From the regularity of 
|i, it is thus possible; to . select a sequence of clopen
00
sets {Uw f°r each m, such that m e U .  for every
HI* J J
j, H - Um A  = Umj2 and ^  = li» 11(0^.,)
J" J- J W
= 0. We select and fix such a sequence for every m e M,
00
and set K = H U . .  Then K is a closed set of measure 
' j=l * ^
zero containing m.
Define f_ * = X/Tt tt for each integer j
 ^m,j m,j+l'
and each m e M. Since the U • . are clopen, the f . arem, j e m , j
continuous functions. For every fixed mQ e M and m e M,
we have that f ,?(m) = l'for exactly .one integer j if
“o' J
m fL , the rest of the fm j(m) then being zero. If
m e K , then f . (m) = 0 for every integer j.
mQ m0>J
For each m e M, the system Ce^ m , n^|m*eM,nez) is
an orthonormal basis for <£m = X .  The set of finite
q r
linear combinations of the form E 2 t., e/ \,
j=l k=l
where the tj ^ re complex, and m^ for j ^ k, thus
form a.dense linear subspace of . We define
q r q r
A(m)( 2 2 t. . e, . s) = 2 2 t. . f ,r(m)e/„ \.
j=l k=l J’k (m^ k) . j=l k=l J,k mj'k (“j'1)
Then A(m) is a linear operator on the above mentioned
i
dense linear subspace. Prom our observation above, we 
have, for each index j appearing on the right side of 
this expression, that there is at most one k for which 
f . (m) 0, in which case fw . (m) = 1. Thus we havem j * k x 7 ' ■'
J J
|A(m)( 2 2 t, k e/m kO | 2 = , 2 K ’ J
j=l k=l ^ k 0“d' ' C(dA)|f k(m)^0} ^ k
d
• q r i .2 . q r .2
< 2  2 11 . , | = | 2 s ^  k efm k)l • “  follows
“ d=l k=l J'k J=1 k=l J,k
that |A(m)J ^ 1, hence A(m) has a unique norm-preserving
extension to all of <£m, which we denote again by A(m).
We shall show that m -» A(m) satisfies (3.9b) and 
(3.9c). (3.9b) is clear, since |A(m)| <; 1 for all m. 
Recalling that ^(m) s ea for every a, suppose a = (mj,^
P = (m2,n2) e A .  Then (A(m)ria (m),T|p (m)) = 
(A(m)e(mi,n;L)^e(m2,n2)) = f^m1,n1(m)e(m1,l),e(m2,n2))
1,118 expression defines a
continuous function, either f < or -the identically' m^,n^
zero function. By Theorem 3.11, there exists an A e E1
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such that A = .© A(m)dli(m).'M
We construct B in a similar manner. For each m e M,
let B(m)'be defined on the above dense linear subspace
of ^  by m
q r q °°
B(m)( E E t. v e/ v \) = E E t4 , f_ \r\»
j=l k=l J,k (mj'k ) j=l k=l J,:L mj,k (mj'k)
In the infinite sum in the index k on the right side of
this expression, at most one fm ^(m ) is not zero for
J
fixed j, and if such a term occurs, f„ ^(m) = 1. B(m)xn j  j
is clearly linear, and
q p
| B(m) ( E . E t. v e/ *n)|2 = 2 |t. J 2
j=l k=l J,k (mj'k) (j|f k(m)=l for some k)
m  j  j -ifc
<, £ S |t1 k|2 = | 2 2 t, k e, kJ 2. Thus |B(m)| ^ 1,
~ J=1 k=l 3,K j=l k=l J,K
and B(m) has a unique norm-preserving extension to all 
of 5Cm, which we again denote by B(m).
m *♦' B(m) satisfies (3.9b) with |B(m)| 1 for every’
m. To show (3.9c), suppose a = (m^,n^), P = (m2,n2) e J \ . .
If ^  ^ 1, then B(m)Tia (m) = B(m)e^m  ^= 0, hence
(B(m)na (m),T)p(m)) defines the identically zero function.
If nx = 1, then = ( B W e ^ ^ . e ^ ^ )
. 00
^k=lfml,k m^ 0^(ml,k^ 0(m2,n2^  = fm1 n^2 m^ ^ e(ml'n2),6(m2,n2^
which defines either f ^ or the identically zero function.
1* 2
Applying Theorem 3.11 again, there exists a B e E' for 
which B = Jy^ © B(m)d|i(m).
Let AB = ^  © (AB) (m)d|i(m), and let mQ be an arbitrary
point of M. Applying Theorem 3.12(c) to A, B, and the 
vector ri(m^i), we have (AB) (hi)ti^  ^  (m) = A(m)B(m)n (m i) (m)
a.e. Since ti s e(m "this implies
((AB)(m)e(lvl),e(lvl)) = (A(m)B(m)e( v l ) > e(mojl)) a.e.
The left side of this equation is continuous by (3.9c)
applied to the operator AB. If we can show that the right
side is 1 almost everywhere, it will follow that the
left side is identically 1. But if m is not in the null
set K , there is a unique integer j, depending on m, 
o
for which f„ . (m) = 1. By the definitions of A(m) and 
o* J
B(m), it follows that (A(m)B(m)e^m =
(A(m)e^m^  j e(moJ1)) = (e(m0,l)'e(mQ,l)) “ 1‘ Since
this computation is possible for all m & Km , it follows
- . o
that ((AB)(m)e^m ^ ) - !• In particular, taking
m = mQ, we have ((AB)(mQ)e^m hence
(AE)(m0)e( x) 4  0 .
However, in e K , so that f -.(nO = 0 for every o m ' m_,jx o 'o o
integer j. Hence, from the definition, B(m0)e(m i) = °* 
Thus A(m0)B(m0)e^  = 0 4 (AB)( % ) e ^ ± y  so that
A(m0)B(mQ) ^ (AB)(mQ). Since mQ was arbitrary, we have 
the result. |
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